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SUMMARY 
Caloulations of the thermal deformations of oomplex 
struotures suoh as maohine tool frames are insuffioiently reliable 
due to the large differenoes in the heat transfer ooeffioients. 
Therefore, the underlying theme presented in this work is a 
thorough experimental investigation of the thermal deformations of 
a cylindrical grinding machine in an effort to present simple 
equations that will provide the engineer with a few simple rules 
and ideas in order to minimise the problem. The oylindrioal 
grinding maohine ohosen and the oharaoteristios of the experimental 
prooedure adopted have been related to the present industrial soene. 
The amount of heat generated is a funotion of operating 
oonditions of the maohine and therofore investigations have been 
carried out for the oomplete speed ranges both for the stable and 
unstable operating oonditions. The maohine has been thermallY 
segmented and as a result not only has the relative grinding 
wheel/work axis movement been detormined but the influonoe on this 
oaused by either the grinding whoel movement or the work axis 
movement has been shown. In addition, the effeot of the major 
maohine elements on either tho work or wheol axis movement has 
also been established. 
Tho major hoat generators within the maohine havo beon 
established and wherever possiblo the heat dissipation faotors of 
these have boen increased by cooling, oither by oonveoted air or 
oil/water ooolers. In addition, attempts have been made to 
simulate the temperature gradients within the maohine, undor 
operating oonditions, by dirocting "hot" air onto various parts 
of the maohine body. In this way it was possiblo to ostablish 
a oomplete pioture of the tomporatur~ flow within the maohine a.nd 
the effeots of the temporature rise within the varieus machine 
elemente in the grinding wheol/work axis system. 
Of oourse the ultimate in oylindrioal grinding is to 
produoe a workpieoe refleotive of the known maohine movements in 
the 'X' and 'Y' axis. To establish the grinding error, due to 
thermal deformations, the relative grinding wheel/work axis 
movements have been oompared in detail with the finished ground 
diameter ef the workpieoe. 
In addition, it has been possible to differentiato 
betweon tho thermal errors duo to in-proooss gauging and those 
attributed to the thermal distortions of tho work/whoel systom and 
to relate their magnitude to the gauging and machining tolerancos 
aooepted by the industry. 
Finally, an attempt has boen made to establish whother 
the location points of support for minimum defleotion of a simply 
supported beam, of dimensions similar to those of tho grinding 
wheel spindle under discussion, should be modifiod to acoommodato 
the change in shapo of the spindle due to axial temperature 
gradients. 
} 
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.l.1!.3RODUCTION 
Comprehonsive resoarch results aro availablo in the fiold 
of statio and dynamio deformations, but rosearch activities in the 
fiold of thermal deformations prior to 1966 are restriotod. 
However, at a meeting of C.I.R.P. in 1966 tho significance of 
thermal errors was formally recognised. 
The fact that a thormal problem exists throughout 
industry can be based on the evidence ef the financial investments 
in plant temperature control by tho machine tool builders and users. 
The trend towards closer tolorancos, particularly with the advont of 
numorical control, the subsequent elimination of the skillod man, 
and the greater advancement taking place in the field ef Motrology 
enable the overall orror packago to be broken down into such 
individual components as tool wear, static and dynamic defleotion, 
and thermal effocts. These aro some of the reasons why the 
problom is gaining greater recognition. 
There is no doubt that numerioally oentrolled or otherwise 
automatically operatod maohino tools provide many oap~bilities that 
thoir earlier oounterparts lacked, while they relieve the human 
oporator of many of his tasks and perform thom better in many ways, 
such maohines oan also restrict an operator's scope to exert 
desirable corrective influences during those machining cycles. 
This faotor signifioantly increasos tho importance of thormal 
effeots whioh are the largest single seurce ef error in 
manufacturing to olose tolerancos and as produotion toleranoos 
tighten thermal effeots assume greater signifioance in machining 
accuraoy. Thermally induoed orrors are efton undeteoted and aro 
blamed en some alternative paramoter. 
The solid appearanco of large machine tool struotures 
encourages an unwarranted confidence in the ability of m~chines 
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to maintain their accuracies throughout the work cycle. The 
groater the volume relative to its exposed surface aroa the slower 
its rosponse to temperature variations and this may differ in a 
oasting with both thick and thin sections. The functions of 
machine tools have to be adapted to produotion needs on tho 
one hand and on tho oth~r hand tho influonces disturbing production 
prooesses have to be overcome or compensated for. 
A olose relationship between the setting conditions of 
tho maohine tool and the geometry of the finished product is 
essential and oven though the operator provides a certain amount 
of oompensation the demands for greater accuracy and automation 
make a close relationship absolutely necessary. Industrial 
management is becoming increasingly intorest8d in methods for 
evaluating maohine tool porformanco .'md although final docisions 
are financial, good replR.cemont programmos evaluate data on many 
direct cost factors that were not previously oonsidered. 
~valuation of machine tool performance now includes amongst 
other things thermal distortion and this distortion increasos and 
decreases acoording to machine loading and ambient conditions. 
Tho adverse offoct of the extornal hoat sources can bo 
roduced to a minimum by controlling tho machine shop temperaturo 
but the effect of intornal hoat sources can only be reducod by tho 
altoration of the completo machine design or certain of its units. 
Calculation of tho thormal deformation of machino tool 
frames is still insufficiently roliablo duo to the largo difforonces 
in hoat transfor coefficients as well as the oomplox shapo of machino 
tool parts. Hence up to the present time experimental detection 
of tho thormal deform~tions has beon preferred. 
Therm~l deformations in maohine tools are c'lused by the 
vari'ltion in ambient temporature whioh ch'mgos the thermal inertia 
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of the sep~rate compononts and units of the maohine and by gonoration 
of heat in the units and mechanisms which induoes relative 
displaoement of the m~chine units and disturbs the geometrical 
accuracy. 
Many experts within the machine tool field h·'We given 
indications as to the size of tho thermal effects en the accur~cy of 
the components produced and in fact it has been stated that the errors 
could have the same or a higher ordor of m~gnitude than those errors 
"ttributed to the kinematic accuracy Imd the st'ltic'lnd dYll'1mic 
compliance. In fact 40-70;6 of tho errors in machine parts h'lve 
been found to rosultfrom thermal distortion. 
A number of tests on the thormal doformations in grinding 
machines h'ls shown rol,ati ve displacement! between the grinding wheel 
and workpioce of the order of 10-100p 0 Theso errors detract from 
the potential 'lccuracy of thG machine tool and Q,ause sorious 
problems when high profilo acouraoy of the workpieco is roquirod, as 
in grinding. Indications are th~t tho trend towards morc automatic 
types of m'l.chines will continuo, bringing with it incro'lsed 
cutting characteristics e.nd consequently the problems ,'lssociatod with 
thermal distortions withinmachino tools will become more acute. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Classification of Thermal Problems in Grinding Machinos 
Characteristic foatures of modern production rOQuirements 
include increased workpieco Quality as woll as high standards of 
economic efficiency. Produotion of aocurate workpicoes of a 
uniform size and in an eoonomioal timo is tho main purpose of 
prooision grinding. Essential links exist between the grinding 
prooess, the grinding maohine, workpieoe, grinding wheel and 
outting oonditions and variations in any of these factors affoct 
tho grinding prooess and tho thermal offoots. Fig (1). 
The rolationship betwoon tho energy causing thermal 
deformations and the work acol1rA.oy OA.n be diagramntically shown 
as in Fig (2). It providos a oonvenient moans of organizing tho 
subjoct and illustrates the fact that a complex system does exist. 
When considering thermal disturbanoes a distinction can bo made 
between internal and Gxtcrnal influences. External influonoes 
aot from the surroundings on the function of the maohino tool and 
internal influences ariso within the maohine tool itself. 
1.1. External Thermal Influencos 
1. Room Environmont 
Ca) Ambiont Tomporature 
A motor, millimetor, otc., is the distance betwoon two 
points fixed in space and does not vary with temperature. This 
fact is of ton obscurod becauso tho longths of tho more oommon 
representaticns of tho motor, millimetor, ate., such as gaugo 
blocks, la~d scrows and soal0s do vary with tomperature as do most 
materials doalt with in industry. In 1931 the Intornational 
Committee af Woights and Moasures meeting in Paris agroad that when 
the length of an objeot is specified it autom~ticallY refors to 
It is common knowledge that ideal 
ambient tempor~turo conditions do not oxist within tho largo 
majority of industrial oompanies and that the tompor~turo of the 
o 
machine shop fluctu~tes ~bove or bolow the ~ccepted 20 o. If 
the work and sc~les are of tho same material the errors tend to 
oancel. If, however, the work is another material they do not 
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cancel ~nd differential expansion occurs. Tho possibilities for 
controlling the error resulting from average temperatures other 
than 200e are limited. It can bo reduced by making nominal 
differential expansion corroctions (7), by establishing more 
accurate nominal coefficionts of oxp~nsion, by improving the 
uniformi ty of the samo ,'l.nd limiting tho room temperature deviation 
from 20°0. 
As with the internal heat sources of machine tools the 
ambient temporature conditions often attain a period of relative 
tomperature st'lbility in which to m,qchine the Viorkpieoe, 'lnd by 
trial and orror or a procedural solution (4) tho opor'ltor or 
management can develop a proceduro that will give best rosul ts. 
Botween the hours of midnight to oarly dawn h'ls boen found to be 
the bost time for doing accurate m'lchining in m'lchine shops which 
do not spocific~lly h'lvQ temporaturo control. The effocts of 
ambient tomper'lturo on m,'lchinlng accur,'lcy is subtle and in 
certain caSGS (4) examples have been given whore the rejection rQte 
has been related to ambient temperature variation. In ono examplo 
accurate ambient tomperature control cut the rejoction of work 
bY 75%. 
FUrther examples of offoct on sizo by non-ambiont 
conditions have boon shown in (6). For comp'lr'lblo aluminium and 
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steel parts subjeot to an ambient temperature variation of 20 C on a 
25 J.,M toierance 31% and 23% respectively of the working tolerance 
is accounted for. Can management afford to give up 20-30% of the 
working tolerance to this one source.of error? If the answer is 
in the negative then some form of ambient temperature control is 
necessary. This msy range from complete shop control to a 
lightweight temperature controlled structure built inside the 
workshop. The temperature variation should not exc8Gd ± 0.5 to 
1°C for the acouracy of work associated with grinding (5). 
(b) Air Circulation 
Steady state temperature differences caused by imperfect 
distribution of air exist to some degree in all rooms and some 
researchers such as MOTTU believe them to be a primary source of 
error in metrology. High rates of air circulation are an 
effective means of controlling room temperature gradients, the 
more air in circulation the smaller the temperaturo difforcnoG 
between inlet and outlet for the same amount of heat removal from 
the mqchine. Henec:-
Increasing Air Flow (Q) Reduces Room Temperature 
Gradient 
The quantity of heat dissipated by convection is&-
where k is hoat transfer coefficient 
A is surface aroa of machine. 
( 2) 
Increasing the air speed Va = 0 to Va = 2 - - 3 m/s increases "k", 
the heat transfer coeffioiont,fivc fold and adds support to 
equation (1). 
An air circulation velocity of 9 m/min h~s boen found most suitablo 
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to control machine shop temperature at 200 0 (6) but increasing the 
speed up to 120 m/min can cause the ambient temperature to drop by 
40 0. 
(c) Radiation Effects 
Of ton accurate machino tools are installed in workshop 
conditions whore they can be affected by looal temperaturo rises 
caused by the room heating system, (radiators etc.) or moro often 
by tho effec: of the sun's rays through glass windows, etc. 
Goldfold (3) has invostigated tho distortion of the body of a 
cylindrical grinding machine affoeted by the sun's rays and found 
that maximum deviations of the table movement of 4.5);0 resulted. 
2. Influence of Personnel 
Heat from conduction by handling affects gauge blocks, 
micromoters and precisien sot-ups ef all kinds. He'lt transfer by 
convection and radiation can also cause surprisingly great effects. 
With an averago heat eutput ef 100W several people concontrated in 
front of a machine could havo a significant effect on thermal 
distortion. Possible solutions to the problem arc to isolato the 
machine in a separate temperature contrOlled enclosure or to use a 
high volume air circulator. Up to three room changos can bo 
achieved undor laminar flow conditions without any notice,>ble 
draughts, but as st'>ted previously tho rate sheuld not excoed 9 
m/min. It has beon suggested (6) that some form of clething may 
be used that would limit the reloase of body heat by convoction 
and r,>diation. 
3. Thermal Memory from Previous Environment 
Thermal oquilibrium is .,> function of time and during the 
soaking period the objoct or measuring instrumont may suffor 
temporary geometrical distortion. Even though this fact is wall 
I 
·1 
, 
known it is frequently negloctod undor the prossures of business 
and c~n frequently become ~ bottloneck in plants where parts are 
storad in different onvironmonts prier to m~chining, or whoro 
parts "'ro inspected 'l.nd machined in differont 'lrG'ls. Thorm,.,l 
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momory is mora often ~ssociatud \1i th tho part but somotimes can bo 
rol~ted to tho gaugo, 'l. simple examplo is when the op~rator keeps 
his micromotor in his pockets genor~lly how~v~r this l~ttor 
~spoct c~n bo inexpensi voly dismissod.· A numbor of VI'lYs of 
reducing the thormal memory of tho workpioco'lro possiblo, but tho 
factor common to all is to roduce the tim~ required for soak out 
to the environmental temporature conditions at the measuring and 
inspection st~tions. If this is achieved, tho ho~t gonoratod by 
one oper~tion will have no influence on the succooding ono. 
t.2. Internal Therm'!l Influonces 
Thoso occur only during the oper1.tion of the m'lchino 
and tho amount of hoat absorbod is a function of the speed at 
which the work is done, the quality of the materi~l, tho thormal 
efficiency of tho grinding machine and the condition of tho 
grinding wheel. 
1. Heat Creatod by tho Cutting Process 
Hhen disoussing tho thormal deformations of oomponents 
it is usually undorstood ns implying the dimensional v~riation 
which takos plnoo in the oompononts as a result of thoir hO'1t 
absorption during the mnohining opcr'l.tion not forgotting tho 
possibility of thorm"-l momory (1.1). If for examplo uneven 
heating of the Vlorkpiooo rosults from opor'l.tor h'1ndling, tho work 
will distort tow·'lrds tho ho~t input, ~nd during the outting preooss 
the wheal cuts more doeply into tho sido whioh has boen distorted. 
A temperature gradient is set up within the wOl'kpioCG and 
consequently this often results in geometric error. 
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The signifioanoe of the effect of the heat created by the outting 
prooess dopends on the rate of stook romov~l. An important faot 
tending to minimiso the problom is that the finishing cut is light 
and is the only ono that counts ns far as aocuraoy is concorned. 
Any temporature rise duo to tho roughing cuts will howevor have an 
influence on accuracy. Therefore, using a procedural solution it 
is possible to minimise tho amount of stock romoval and honce tho 
tomporature at the final operation, but this is costly with some 
loss in efficiency of production. The he~t releasod from the 
cutting process in high produotion work suoh as grinding complotoly 
dominatos all other thermal effocts (6) and has boen found to be of 
the ordor of 551 of the total energy generatod in the machine under 
productien conditions (16). 
In addition, heat released from the cutting prooess 
affects the machine structure, and often the gaugo, by conduction, 
convection and radiation. Also socondary offects in the machine 
structure are created by tho warmed ooolant and ohips ooming into 
oontact with the grinding machine bed and walls, heating them to 
difforent temporatures duo to tho varying heat transfer conditicns. 
Tho rosult is warping of the maohine bed and the oonsequent 
distortion of tho slideways thoreby affeoting the relativo grinding 
Wheel/work axis displacement. Also the draught from the grinding 
wheel during the outting procoss has an influenoe on the v/Orkpioce 
tomporature particularly when grinding using wator solublo oil as a 
coolant (17). Fig (3) shows tho temp~rature riso in a workpiooo 
when ground undor these conditions 'lnd it is particularly 
int~resting to soo the temperature drop diroctly opposito the 
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grinding whoGl. This is c~sod by the intonso ovaporation of the 
ccolant by thG draft from tha Grinding whGol. 
Workploce temperaturo gcmeratod by the cutting process is 
influonced by tho spead of thG work and the type af coolant used 
(17) • Increased work spoad causas an increasGd work temporaturo. 
Grinding with or without cutting fluids has a tremendous influonco 
on the workpieco tGmperature. In thG case of dry grinding the 
temporaturG rise in tho workpieco is remarkable but whon grinding 
wi th water soluble oil the tempor.9.ture falls dUG to the evaporation 
of the fluid but the tomporaturo distribution is stablo irrospoctive 
of the repeated grinding operations. In fact when grinding with 
water soluble cil Qvaporation of tho fluid has a groator influGnoo 
on the workpiGco than the grinding hoat (17). SomG indication of 
tho temporature distribution at the axis of the workpioco undor dry 
grinding conditions can bo detorminod bYI- (17) and (25) 
TH1°° teflw 
T (r ~ o,w) = 2if ~ Jo(jJr) - jfJi(jfr) 
w 
working. 
-CO 
= (Ci)t/Jf (vf/ko)~(Rt2/Ao) + Tn 
("4) 
2. Heat GenGratod by the Machine 
As with all machines, machine tools gonerate heat when 
In procision machino tools, such as grinding machines, 
this generatod heat has a vory advorse affoct on the machining 
accuracy by causing dGformation of the machine units ~nd ch~nges in 
the dimonsions of thG machine olamants. P~rt of the oloctrical 
anargy is already transformod intc hoat in tho motors qnd a furthor 
part of tho mech ... nical anorgy is transforrod into hoat in tha 
boarings and hydrqulic systom, otc. Fig (4) shows the foasibility 
of thormally segmenting the v3rious machine elements and tho moro 
important will now bo discussad in more detail. 
( 1) 1iIhoolho'ld 
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Outsido the 'lotual grinding operation this is tho largost 
single consumer of powor in a oylindrical m'l.chino .'l.nd C:l.n usa 'IS 
much as 25-30% of the total (16) power supplied. Tho pow~r 
oonsumod is lost in tho form of heat at tho spindle bO'lrings, 
wheolho'ld motor, 'lnd to loss signifio'lnt souroos such 'lS bolt 
friotion 'lnd wlnd'lgo. Tr3nsfor of hO'lt from these souroes also 
rosults in signifiO'lnt temper'lturo ohanges over the wheolho'ld 
casting, tho tomperqturo distribution being determined by the looation 
of he'lt souroes ,'md the heat flow p'lttern. It can be considered with 
suffioient acouraoy that the wheolhead is heated by the heat 
gener'ltod by the bearings alone (14) bGoausG most of the heat 
gonerated by heat transmission and drivo motor is dissip'lted through 
'lir eurronts, and the auxilIary mooho.nisms goner'1te rel"ttivoly small 
quantitios of heat. It follows therefore that the amount of heat 
generated in the whoelho'ld is a funotion of the spoed of tho grinding 
wheel. The tomperClturo rise in tho wh0elhe"d h'ts been found to v'lry 
depending on the machino design but for the most common type of 
grinding m'lchinos tho tempor'Lturo ro"ches 40-45°0 "t shbilisation 
when plain bO'lrings'l.re usod (16) and (18). The corrosponding 
movomont of tho wheol'lXis in tho horizont'Ll pl'Lne is 40,u. 'tt 
st"bility conditions (14). 
(2) Workho'ld 
Heat is gonerCltod at tho workh,Yld in a very similar 
manner to the wheelho'ld although tho :unount is much smaller duo to 
lower input power and spindlo speods. 
boon recordod (19) and 50 0 in (18). 
A temp~rature riso of 6°0 ho.s 
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(3) Hydraulic Oil SYstem 
Depending on the machine dosign tho hydraulic oil unit is 
either situated in the machine body or completely separated from the 
main part ef the machine teol. Different designs are availablo 
whence the hydraulio oil not only sorves to work the traverse motors 
of the worktable but in addition provides tho hydraulic lubrioation in 
the wheelhefld spindle bearings. Whichever may be the system in fl 
particular type of grinding machine the heat gen~rated in the 
hydraulic unit mechanisms such as pumps, viscosity in pipes, otc. 
affects the distortion of tho machine body and ulitmately the rolative 
movement of the work/wheel axis. 
The temperature rise of the hydraulic oil has boon rocorded 
(19), (14), (3) in a number of oylindrical grinding machines of • 
differing models and sizGS and the temperature rise has boon found to 
o 
varY between 15 to 25 C ovor a normal work cycle for machines having 
the hydraulic unit incorporated in the main body of the machino. 
Howovor, on machines whero this has beon situatod outside the machino 
the temp~rature rise has been considerably reduced (14). This would 
indicato that the hydraulic eil unit is influontifll in r3.ising tho 
temperature of tho body of the grinding machine 3.nd weuld havo a major 
influonco on tho grinding wheel/work axis distortion. This problom 
has bean recognised (3) and attempts have boen made te maintain tho 
hydraulic oil at constant tomperaturo throughout the work oyclo. 
Thorofore when dosigning an hydraulic system enclosed within the 
machine body tho wasted power shown up as he3.t, and generated by tho 
pumps, turbulance flnd fluid friction within the hydraulic pipe lino, 
cannot be dissip'ltod naturally, hence, oquipment must be added for 
the purpose of heat dissipation from the machine. 
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4. Slideways 
As table sliding speeds increase the temperature rise in 
the worktable and the resultant table expansion have an important 
bearing on the working accuracy. Tho operating friction and 
resultant temperature increaso in the table considerably incroasos 
the thermal flow to the table as opposed to the bed. In ono 
instance (43) the rosulting differential between work table and 
bed was found to reach a maximum of 50 0 with corrosponding 
inaccuracy of the work.produced. However, in opposition to this 
it has also been found that in a cylindrical grinding machine the 
thermal defcrmation of the bod can bo rolated to the accuracy of 
the work produced and that the hoat gen~rated due to sliding has 
little effect on the work accuracy (2). 
The differing thormal influences discussed so far cause 
ei thor uniform or non-uniform temperatures "ffecting tho thermal 
pattern within tho grinding machino. All s~urcos affect tho 
machino system through the throe possible modes of heat transfers 
conduction, convection and radiation and the errors thus created 
by the thermal influences can bo either geometrical or sizo. 
Geometrical errors relate to squareness, straightness and angularity 
and rosult from temporature gradients or non-uniform coefficients of 
oxpansion within the machine. 
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CHAPTER 2 
Mothods of Reducing Thormal Doformation~n Grinding Machinos 
In the previous chapt~r thormal probloms associated with 
machine tools, particularly grinding maohines have boen classifiod, 
some indications h-we beon gi von as to the m'lgni tude of tho soparate 
thormal olements on the total thermal influenco and its affect on 
the machine. The adverse -effoct of the external hoat sources on 
machine tool accuraoy can bo roduced to a minimum by controlling the 
room environmont and by oducating the machine op~rator towards an 
awaroness of the problem. By caroful dosign the internal thermal 
influences can be considerably reduced and surprising improvomonts 
in accuracy can be achievod by giving thormal effocts thoir due 
consideration and using a fow simplo idoas and rules. Solutions 
to the problems can bo groupod according to the three 
possibilities ofl-
(1) Controlling hoat 
(2) Designing for minimum sensitivity 
(3) Compensation. 
2.1. Reducing Thermal Deformation in tho Wheelhead and Workhoad 
The gre'ltost source of heat generation in tho whoolhoad is 
causod by the wheel head bearing (1.2) and is a function of the speed 
, 
ef the grinding wheel and the operating conditions. If maximum 
Cluali ty of work is reCluired thon a plain bearing wheelhead is the 
best choice (20) and some thermal instability may have to be 
tolerated if compensation or design techniCluos cannot suffioe. It 
is thorofore desirable to roduce tho rata of hG~t gener~tion in the 
spindle bearings and the tomporaturo changes associatod with it. 
It is readily soon from (1) and (2) that, 
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Heat Removed by oil fl6w = 10QDt s. p. B Th U/min (5) 
Oil ~low :hrou~h Cr3pi.6.9X106 tan-1~1i£~ 
bearlng Wl th slngle = Q = -3 b ,3/ (6) 
h 1 '1 t ln sec o e ln e 
where d diameter of bearing (ins) 
b length of bearing ( ins) 
h'ence the heat generated in a plain bearing is proportional to the 
length of bearing and the viscosity of the lubricant. However, 
the viscosity of the lubricant is normally low (about 10cP) and 
little effect on heat generation can be made by reducing lubricant 
viscosity, therefore modern trends demands a more critical selection 
in the choice of spindle and bearing proportions. A 2 ins length 
of bearing is adequate to support the loads involved in cylindrical 
grinding. Dynamic and static stiffness of the spindle bearing 
assembly can bo maintained by'increasing the diameter of the spindle 
situated between the bearing supports (21) and Fig (5). Attempts 
have ~een made to control the quantity of hoat generated in the 
wheel head bearings and reductions in the heat generation has been 
achieved (3) by cooling the hydraulic oil. However, tho powor 
of the cooling arrangement should bo relatively high to provide a 
significant reduction in the thermal deformations. Incorporating 
the front spindle bearing in a wet bearing bush washed by a cooled 
flow of oil, thus separating tho lubrication and cooling systoms, 
has proved more successful than cooling the total quantity of the 
lubricating oil flowing. Even more success has been' achievod in 
increasing the quantity of heat dissipated by convection when 
raising the heat transfer coefficient of the wheel head casing by 
direct internal air cooling (1). Some measuro of success has 
also boon achiovGd by surrounding tho hoadstock with a special 
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water cooling systGm. The Excollo Corporation applied this 
approaoh to a precisicn numerically controlled lathe and restrictod 
spindle growth to 2)Jr:t through a full duty cycle. The use of very 
high precision boarings vii th minimum proload and special lubrication 
such as oil" mist or high quality lubrioating paste with good wotting 
proportiGs, makos it possiblo to roduco the heating of the spindlo 
boarings to a minimum. Placing the thrust bearings noaror to tho 
appliod load, 1. o. noar the grinding whoel in tho whoelhoad and the 
spindlo nose in the workhoad, and using bi-metal bearing pads which 
allow spindle boaring olearance to bo adjusted automatically Vii th 
temporature changos are othar moans of controlling thermal 
distortions (14). Ribbing of tho wheelhead casing has also boon 
attomptod but duo to constructional difficulties has mot Vii th li ttlo 
success. Howovor, producing tho complete casing from mot~ls having 
a low coeffici Gnt of oxpnnsion has reducod thormal instability (6); 
Invar and Cast Iron with a largo Nickol content havo boon usod. 
Other moans of dosigning thG v/hoelhoad for greator thorm",l stabUi ty 
is to direct the ho'tt away from the cri tic3.1 areas of the housing by 
using materials of varying values of thermal conductivity within tho 
same housing theroby controlling the hoat extraction: 
tufnol aro suggested. 
Coppor and 
Temporaturo riso in tho spindlo bearings may also bo 
affocted by a high motor tomporaturo and c'tro must bo taken to 
provide proper ventilation slots for tho motor and to so arrange its 
location that tho hot air blows avny from the who olhoad casing. A 
maximum bearing temporature reduction of 1000 has boon rocordod when 
taking these proC-'lUtiol1s (19). 
Ovor the past few years tho recognition of "'tir boarings 
has bocome morc pronouncod. Thoy arc now 'i'vidoly USGd on v.~rious 
typos of grinding m'whinos p:'1rticularly whoro high spindle spoods 
'Ira rOQuirod such as int~rnal grinding applic'Ltions ate. (21). 
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Tho main '1dv'lnt'lgo of discussinc; air bO'lrings in this contoxt is. 
th",t they d"volop vory 10':1 fri0tion ch'lr'letoristics '>nd consoquontly 
0pGr"to "t isothormal conditions. T~lU typ" of "ir bO'lrinGs usod 
could h"vo an influonce) on t:,c> co,)fficiont of friction "nd 
tomperqturo ris" whon starting and stopping. For m'lchino tool 
spindlos 0xtorn'llly prossurisCld boarings '1r·" the most sui t,"blc) and 
Vlould olimin"tG this f'lul t. In inst.q,nc.')s 'Nhorn 1.ir b,.) ·'..ring 
spindles hW'3 boon appliud to m,ohine tool spindh,s the t'l'~r~"LI 
Qoform'ltions h'lvO b.,,:;n considoro.bly reducud. On ,.\ J on.JS ",nd 
Shipm=1.n 1400 surf'1co grindin6 m~·!.Chin(} Ft whGolhoqd c.1.sing tc:mpqr'~.tur,) 
of 30°0 was recordod uGing plRin bO'lring3 but z()ro tompor,'.tur;; riso 
"''t8 rOGorclc:d for 't wllodhe:J.d fi t'God Vii th oxtJrnally pr':Jssurir3od'(ir 
Th.J oorrosponding v~rticA.l displl,oom':Jnts of th'.) (srindinti 
whG,)l spindlo WGr,', 60.u III "ne. zero M i:1 rospocti voly for tho pI "in and 
air baRring ~ssomblios (20)0 :ihilst tho usa of qir bO'lrin:> in 
cylindric'l.l grinding mqchino whoolheA.d8 'lnd workhon.ds "Iould app'.l'cr 
to bo the completo 'lnm7ur in reducing therm.«l doformations it is 
not roadily !lccoptod in indur;try. Moro A.ncill:1ry oquipmont (clo'tn 
'1ir Gupply) and mqint,Jn~.ncCl Ctl.llS.) fin'1nci'11 probloms '},nd in 
'1ddi tion tho quality of tho finiBh8d product is inforior to tlin,t 
producod VIi th plA-in :lnd b.qll boq,ring luhoolhoftds .. It would follow 
thor:Jforo thqt furthor work ie rUQuirod bofore 'tir bO'lrinG 
whoolh,,"ds .qru fully "cc(Jptocl by industry. 
Ono possiblo m·)1nS to roduce thorm1.1 doiorm"ttions in 
;)xisting ffiflchinos is to apply compen:3.'ltion tcchniqu'.3So 
hw" boon p'ttontod with tllis in mj.nd qnd it -"ould "PP0"lr tl1.qt tho 
usa of inv,qr~ pins, b1.TS otco 'l.S a rllfuronco point for v:1.l'ioUG 
compon8Qtion techniQues is vory popular (6). A major probl·J~ in 
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!'Ipplying componsation using this principlo is to ostClblish a 
looation of the invClr unit whoroby the r"l'ltivo distortions fl.ro 't 
true roprosontation of tho position of the spindlo axis. Anothor 
idea used is to build olootric hoating olements into the whoolhoad 
housing thus maintaining constant tompor~turo irrespective of 
stable or unst'lblo openting conditions and to oontrol spindlo 
growth (4). This and similar attempts to control whoolhead 
tompor'lturos hwo boon only p'lrtially suocossful and it has boon 
found that tho hoating/oooling systom !'Iddod to the t:l''lchine to 
effect this has'llso h'ld undosirablo effocts on othor parts of tho 
machine tool. Consoquontly tho oxpeoted improvomont in workpioco 
accur'lcy has not matori~lizod. 
2.2. Roducing Thorm,>l DGfoI'm'ltion in the M'lin Body C'lsi llB 
Machine structur~s givo an 'lppo'lr'lnce of solidity fl.nd 
of ton oncour!'lgo an unW'l.rranted oonfidence in their fl.bility to 
absorb tomporfl.tures without corresponding thormal distortions. 
Tho body configuration of fl. grinding m!'lchino consists of a casting 
h·aving both thick and thin soctions with resul hnt difforing 
ooefficients of thermal oxp!'lnsion as woll !'IS tho v!'lrious ratos of 
thormal expansion causod by tho thermal cenductivi ty ch.'!.r'1ctoristios, 
tho specific hG~t of the m~torial, and the rfl.tio of volumo to 
surf (\00 fl.rOel. In viow of tho comploxitios mentioned tho control 
of tho hO'lt flow into the body c.'tsting is most imporhnt. In many 
maohino tools the hydraulio drive unit is incorporatod in tho main 
body casting and it ~'ls boon shown (3) 'lnd (14) th!'lt cooling of , 
this hydraulic oil h'ls qn effoct on roducing tho bed distortion 
both in the horizontal and vortical planes. P.qrticularly 
importfl.nt is tho f."ct th!l.t roducing tho oil tompor'lturo by 7°C 
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offocti voly roducGs tho out of stre.ight dGvi<ltions. of tho t,blo unit 
in tho hori zont'll phno by 50';; (3). Altormti voly the inst:tlbtion 
of '1 Ce)ntr".l hydr'lulic oil t'wk 'hwing e. l'lrgo cap".ci ty oould bo 
used to sorvico'! numbor of grindors wi th thJ r')sul t th'3. t a uniform 
hYdr'lulic 0 il t,)mpor'lturo could bo providod \Vi thout tho nond for 
tompcJr'lturo control. ,~nothc,r mO'lns of cJxtr'lcting the hO'1t from 
tho m'1chino body is the liquid or g'lS subm'Jrgenco of the c~ClplCJto 
l!1'Cchin,) but'3.s indic'1tod by J.B, BrY'ln (6) :this nClods fUl'thor 
Hm'Jovor~ stops in thin diroction h'1v:) bn.)n tFl.kon in th0.t 
chilled liquid cooling of th0 olcctric'll control cabin)ts in some 
m,'1chine tools is st:lnd'lrd pr'1cti(),). In '1no thor inst,'lnco 
circulliting '1 controllod tompor~turo fluid through thJ hollow 
m'1.chinQ body 51 ,'=lnd hT1tors to simul:1to motors during "OJ?F" "timQ 
hwo boem usod (4). 
Prosont evidonco su('gosts th'1t m'lchino tool build:Jl'S qnd 
usors f.lro h:.Jcoming moro ~.:\'J:q,r0 of thorm1.1 orrorn !'J.nd in CODSOqUGl1o:; 
Symm,Jtry 
in bOd-wg,y closign will QVQrc,)ma somo of tho bonding ,]ffocto of 
tompor".turo wlrhtion "nd a thoorotic'll 'In,,lysis ffi'\do by Sokolow of (45) 
tho U.S.S.R. indic'1tos tlnt '1 p0rfoctly symmotric"l m'lchino bod 
would h'lv[) no g',ol!1otric'll sonsi ti vi ty. 
rosponse) of tho v'lrious noctic,nel incorpor'ltod in tho l!1"\chino body by 
using insul1.ting r:-n.torir'.ls to incroqse tho t imo const.q,nts of 
[wnsi ti V,) olomonts h'~.s proved sllccossful. Insul'1tion of tho 
hydr'lulic pip" linos of " copYin;; 1 "tho n'ls boon found to roduco 
tho working tolor"ne,., frol!1 75AJo to 25Mm'md insul'ltion on tJ:o 
surf1.co of m'1.chin0 tool olumonts bJ:wing .9. low volumo to surf='.co rA-tio 
:ns boon usod to incro"lso tho thormRl timo const'lnt with rosul to.nt 
improvomonts in workius' ,qccur,'lcios (4). Idoalistic conditions cCclI!1'lnd 
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a roliable moans of unloading hydraulio pumps when thoro is no 
demand for the oill Oonstant volume pumps and rolief valves 
should not bo used to regul ",to prosouro. 
If a major rodosign is not a practical proposition thon 
a furthor me"ns of roducing t!lormal doformations is to romovo all 
tho heat sourcos, other than thoso oonneoted wi th the cutting 
procoss, outside the work area, or altern"tively disposo thorn 
insido tho machine bed in such a mannor as to ensure minimum 
doform01tion Md to approach a "thermosymmetrical structuro". 
2.3. Thormally Neutral Axis 
This is composod of 0111 tho looation points which are not 
thormally displacod and oan bo of considerable importance for 
assembly of individual sub-assomblios (1). Good design oalls for 
location of sub-assomblies suoh that opposing thormal doform·~tions 
oanool. Thermosymmotry is not synonymous with goometrio symmotry 
as shown in Fig (6), 
2.4. Oountoracting Thermal Doformation by Oompensation 
Tho total thorm"l deformation of the grinding machine is 
rofloctod in tho accuracy of the finished produot (2) but bofore a 
compensating system c~n bo devolopod n systomatic invostigntion must 
bo oarriod out to Gstablish the he'lt sourcos within the ccmploto 
machine and the relative effocts on accur'lcy of the finishod product. 
This approach has boen oarried out in (23) and as a rosult an 
automatic correoting dovioo has boon dovelopod to componsate for tho 
difforence in main body tomporaturo and worktablo temporature of a 
particul~r machine tool. This temperature difforence boing 
establishod as the main sourco of error. Rocently work done in 
thro~d grinding ~t Tokyo Univ~rsity h~s usod ~ oomponsation 
prinoiplo involving tho usa of punoh t."po rmd a numorioallY 
oontrolled componsation dovico attached to the leads crow of tho 
grinding machino (18). Tho procoduro for compensation utilises 
tho differonce in screw pitch botwoen a porfoct throad and cno 
ground on a standard machino ignoring thermal doformations. 
\1hen grinding betweon oontros tho differonoo in the work axis 
displacoment tow"lrds tho whoal at tha Vlorkhoad and tailsteok and 
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of tho work causo misl'llignmont of the work axis resulting in 
workpiooo taper orror. ,\. mothod of compensation for this h,,,s boon 
suggested by Broovo (16) and is shown in Fig (7). One g~go aots 
as a conventional sizing devico and also Vlorks in conjunction with 
the other g"luge to deliberately introducQ a controllod thorm."l 
distortion of the tail stock by moans of a built in hoating elamant. 
This in no way qffocts tho machine dosign I1nd the ovorall stiffn~ss 
of the unit is maintainod. 
Obviously componsated tochniquos lond thomselvos to 
automatod m~chino tools whoroby compons"ltion would bo accomplishod 
by programming oontinuous-path numorically-controllod machinos to 
,cut an ompirically dotorminod path that would rosult in aocurato 
finishod compononts. "Ii th production grinding machines working 
undor unstablo oporating conditions ~nd unstablo ambient temperature 
conditions this tochnique Vlould bo highly impraoticablo. 
2.5. Probloms in Application of Thormal Stability Tochniques 
The forogoing has outlined vl1rious methods of raducing 
thermal deform'3.tion in m·"chino tools by olemimtion of ho'tt sourco, 
onlightened m'lchino dosign or campons'ltion tochniquQs. All tho 
solutions outlinod arc in sorvico in industry but nono af thorn "ro 
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complotely s~tisf~ctory. Providing tho r'lto of ch'lngo of 
horizcnt'll contra dist'tnco botwcon the whoel 'lnd work 'lxis is not 
high the m'lchino opcr'ltor is often !,blc to c'trry out thc necoss'lry 
'tdjustmonts to corrQot the ch'tngos. If tho whoolho!\d is allowod 
to warm up for '1 1 to 1~ hr period this is moro th~n a possibility 
deponding, of c0ursO, on tho Mcur'lCY roquirem()nts of tho finished 
pr~duct. Sep'lr'lte discussion Clf tho various s"urces 'Of thormal 
effects h'l8 she-wn th'lt thoro is considor,,,ble overlap in the 
offectivenoss of Bcme s01utions consequently elimin'lti:m of 
indi vidu'll hO'lt S0urcos within tho m'lchintl will not h-lVO the 
desirod effects cn '1ccur'lcy. Controlling tho ho~t s:JUrco is 
Hmi tod by the frlCt th~t thG grinding m'lchino is 'I hO'lt gonerating 
m'lchino. The ide,~ of designing it for insonsi ti vity tc ho-,t is 
limitod in th'lt tho workpioco, which C'ln h'lvo 'I gro'lt influonoo on 
tho v'lrious hO'lt S8UrOQS Vii thin tho maohine, oannot u''l.sily be 
controlled unloss ccnsist".nt cutting char'lctoristics 'lnd 
condi tions '1ro ,9.ppliod. 
The phil()sophy of using low poworod finishing m".ohinos 
for tho closo tolor9.nc() work rosulting in better centrol of heat 
gencr"tiGn would bo of oonsidorablo'\dvant'lgo in this respoct. 
Mothods of compensation "Iso h".ve limit'ltbns particul'lrly if 
appliGd te sop'lrato hcnt sources (2.4). Undoubtedly tho most 
efficient mO'1ns cf'1.pplying Cc,{upons,.,tion is to rel'Lto to tho 
finishod pr:lduct t'lking gro'lt o,~rG to ensuro th'lt the cxtornrtl hO'lt 
sourC()S 'lnd the st'lble or unot'lblo opor'lting conditions aro 
co ns i. st'lnt. In some typas ef m'tchino tools, particuhrly jig 
borors (5) the usa of hO'Lt doformation o:ompons'ltors is net tho most 
offootivG solution to thc problom '!Od c'lnnot thorofcro bo 
considored as the m3.in method ·'f reducing errors dua to ho".t. 
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To introduOe Rny of the idG~s into a p~rtioular m~chino 
design inv01vea ~dditional equipmont and exponse but novortholoss 
pressure" "'ro now boing exerted (24) to ensuro 0 that the mo,chine 
tool builders giv~ more considor~tion to thermal doform~tion ~t 
the initbl machine design stago. Limi tations do oxist in 
applying thormal stll.bili ty techniquos to m11chino tools, howover, 
1111 the methods outlinod ~re worth considering in tho solution of 
a specific manufacturing problGtil. It is truG to sow th'lt 11 high 
qURlity of m~chined componont c~n only bo obtainod when the 
c·~ndi tions for the m~nufacturing procoss is stabilised. 
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CHAPTER 3 
Thermal Errors due to In-Process Gauging 
3.1. Magnitude of Viorkpiece Errors due to Gauging 
Even though the operator on the shop floor is not 
interested in the degree of precision which to the metrologist is 
commonplace, unless suitable precautions are taken he could find 
himself presented with temperature differences of perhaps twenty 
times those with which the metrologist is faoed. Thermal memory 
assooiated with the gauge is one possible reason (1.1) and a more 
common one is when the m~terial of the gauge and workpiecc diffor. 
For example an aluminium part checked at workshop temperature with 
a steel gauge will result in an undersize dimension due to the 
differing coeffioient of expansion rates. 
In-process gauging conditions encourage this type of 
error as in most operations the workpiece temperature is at its 
maximum when gauging takes place resulting in the assumption that 
post-process and in-process conditions are the same. To judge the 
magnitude of the error and its implications it is necessary to 
examine the error with reference to tolerances. It is evident from 
Fig (8) that the differences in temperature between steel workpieces 
and steel gauges cause only small dimensional errors. Consequently 
workpieoe temperature need not be controlled unless working 
toleranoes are small (12). 
3.2. Effect of Workpiece Temperatures 
In general temperatures of the workpiece tends to increase 
during machining and when discussing thermal deformations of 
components it is usually understood as implying the dimensional 
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variation which takes place in the components as a result of their 
heat absorption during the machining operation. Thermal momory 
associated with the component (1.1) is often neglected but in 
continuous production operations could be very important. It must 
be remembered that different components have different cooling ratos, 
due to unequal volumes, grades of material, toleranoes and tho 
degree of localized heating peculiar to the operation involved. 
It will be obvious therefore that components may arrive for their 
finishing operation at different tomperatures, and therefore some 
parts manifest only a small oontraotion due to heat losses after 
maohining, whereas with others it may be very pronounced. 
From Fig (9) it can be seen that the contraction of components due 
to hoat losses increases the dimonsional variations due to the 
temperature difference at which the components are machinod (10). 
Tho setting dimensions of a machine tool must therefore tako into 
aooount the influence of the workpiece temperature faotor, i.e. 
in grinding 
I Zsd • Zsd + Dto 
and Dtc = 
whero sd = setting dimonsion 
Dtc = Inorease in workpieoo diameter due to 
temperature rise 
Dtg+ Dt(p.o.) 
whero Dtg = Dia increase due to temperatur~ 
generated in cutting operation 
( 8) 
Dt(p.o.) = Dia increase duo to previous operatiens 
Increasing the depth of cut and cutting speed aro both 
influential in increasing workpieco tomperature during grinding and 
this has been shown to dominate all the other temperature effects 
unless controlled (16). 
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3.3. Unoertainty in Coeffioient of Expansion Values for Different 
Materials 
Unoertainty of differontial expansion values of materials 
make it extremely diffioult to make differontial expansion 
oorreotions. The magnitude of this inexaotness varies with 
materials and is at least 5% for gauge steel and up to 25% for 
other materials and, of course, includes the possibility of 
differences in expansion of a material in different directions. 
Examples are given (7) in which possible errors of between 
13 and 31% cf the working tolerance is possible by taking into 
aooount the inexaotness of the coofficient of expansion values for 
different materials subject to a tomperature increase of 4°C. 
When ono considers the traditional rule of allowing 10% of the 
working toleranoe for ~ measuroment error the seriousness ef the 
problem is readily accepted. 
3.4. Effects of Variation in Thormal Environmont 
(1) Two Elemont SYstem 
If the measuring or comparater frame and part have the 
same coefficient cf expansion values the reading will be zere 
after soak out at any uniform temperature. If a change in 
temperature is induced into the system the thinner section will 
react sooner than any thick section and the reading will show a 
temporarY deviation. The amount ef deviation will depend on the 
rate of change of temperature. Either a very slow or very fast 
rato of change of tomperature will oause a relatively small change 
in the gauge reading. Howevor, somewhere botween tho two oxtromes 
there will be a fre~uenoy of temporature change that results in a 
maximum change in reading (7). Deflection duo to tomperature 
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variations is common to all maohino struotures whether they bo 
measuring machines or machine tools. 
(2) Three Elomont System 
In oy1indorioa1 grinding, in process gauging is widolY 
applied and of ton performod by micrometors, oomparitors or moro 
sophisticated dovioes. In all thoso oases the measuromont systom 
can be discussed in torms of throe oloments, apart, a mastor and 
a comparator used to compare the part with the master (Fig 10A). 
The master is somotimes obsourod booauso it is oombined with tho 
oomparator. In a mioromotor tho sorew is tho master and tho rest 
of tho devioo is tho oomparator. If the master and the comparator 
are not combinod a time olemont is introduood into the moasuring 
prooess booause the oomparator cannot be mastered, or sot, at tho 
samo time that it is used te indioate on a part. This time lapse 
is the differenoe between a two andthree element system and if 
maximum tomperature variation orrors are to be establishod care 
should be taken to simulate tho oorreot system. 
(3) Relevanoe of Two and Three Element Systems to 
"in prooess" gauging duri!lfl Cylindrical Grinding 
Realising that moasuring or gauging error rosults from tho 
variation of thodifferonoos of the oharacteristic lengths it is 
possible to sopar~to the threo olamont systom into two-clomont 
subsystems (Fig 11A). If ono oonsiders the time botween sotting 
tho oomparator and master and moasuring tho part is small comparod 
to tho period of temp~ratur~ osillation then the oomparator is 
slaved to the master and the comparator thorefore contributes 
nothing to tho error. Honce wo get! (Fig 11) 
Temperature Variation Error = (p-C)-(M-C) = P-M 
If on the other hand tho measuring cyole time between mastoring and 
measuring is significant thc effect is to shift the zero of tho 
comparator, thus establishing a now b~Be line for the part 
compar~tor drift ourvo, i.o. lino 0-0 (Fig 11A). If inspoction 
occurs botwoen TM1 and TM2 tho error will vary frem +.9, to -r and 
if the me,~suring oycle time is longer the maximum possiblo error 
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is ± Y. At any intorval ef time the measurement has a possiblo 
error of the maximum differonce botween (P-C) and (M-C) referred to 
as X Fig 11A, With rolevance to in-process gauging during cylindrioal 
grinding the instruments used would have the comparator slaved to 
the master ~nd demand a zero mastering oycle time. Henoe the orror 
would be derived from equation (9)8 
Temperature Variation Error = (p-C) - (M-C) = (P-M) (9) 
whore 0 = 0 
3.5. Temperature Variation Errors in Miorometers 
The mioromoter is the most basic common instrument used to 
measure to the 0.0001 inch and 0.001 mm acouraoies demanded in 
cylindrioal grinding. By the nature of its design, a micromoter 
is held in the hand by the very part which will most affeot its 
accuracy if acted upon by temperaturo variationsl the frame. Tosts 
havo boen barried out (26) to detormino the offoot on tho measuring 
accuraoy by temperature inoreases duo to handling. The results 
show that the 0-1 ins instrument took 13 mins to ro~ch a steady 
state and the expansion between the spindle and anvil was 0.00012 ins. 
In oomparison 16 mins was roquired for the 1-2 ins miorometer te 
reaoh steady state with a oorresponding expansion of 0.00034 ins. 
The relevant steady state temporatures were 60 0 and 4°C Fig (12). 
It is interesting to note that the differenoe in expansion ef the 
two mioremoters inoroasos more than tho ratio ef 1 I 2 of the two 
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frames. It has been suggested (26) that hoating of the 0-1" 
micrometer, including barrel, spindle, thimblo, etc. te a uniform 
tomperature would result in a oancollation of the frame distortion 
and a true reading'would result. In any other size of instrument, 
however, this would not be tho oase as the spindle expansion 
remains the same and would not compensate for the frame expansion. 
3.6. Evaluation of Thermal Errors in In-Process G~uBing during 
Cylindrioal Grinding 
If the possible existonce of significant orrors cf 
measuremont due to a thermal enVironment, thormal momory and heat 
gonoration in the cutting procoss aro to bo rooognised than it would 
follow that a definite neod oxists for ovaluating thoir magni tudQ. 
Ccnsidering the foregoing and relating it to in-proooss gauging 
during oylindrical grinding it would appoar that thoro is some 
relevance. It would thorofore appoar logical to determine the 
amount of the grinding toleranco in proportion to the thermal 
distortion when gauging. It has boen statod (4) th~t thoro is a 
laok of oontrol of ambient temperature within the majority of 
o industrial workshops and this may vary from 5-10 C. Also, 
workpioce temperaturos tond to inoroase during machining produoing 
a dimensional increase in tho component. A modifio~tion of the 
evaluating plan proposod by J.B. Bryan will be usod to help 
detormine the error. 
The following paramoters will be used in the oxamplosi-
(1) Dia of Work8- 25 and 50 mm Carbon Stool. 
(2) Inoroase in thormal onvironmentl-
(3) Incroase in workpioco tomperature:-
(4) Stoel gaugo used throughout. 
o 0 5 C and 10 C. 
o 0 0 10 C, 20 C and 30 O. 
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( 1) Difforontinl :Cxp~nsion 
This is the diffuronco botwoon the GXp"lUsion of the pctrt 
and the exp'tnsion of tho mast~r "hon both 'lro subjoctod to thc samo 
tompor'tturo ch'lngc. 
Difforontial 
Exp'tnsion 
It is dotorminod from:-
(10) 
y.,rhGro ~ :::: Coefficiont of Lino'1r :Dxp'1nsion 
for tho p'lrt 
11,[ = Coofficient of Lino'lr Expqnsion 
for thu mJ'3.stor 
I K},\ = Const'lnt obtained from oxporimont[1l 
resul ts (7) 
For 25mm Dill workpioco D.E. = 
For 50mm Dia workpiGcG DoEo = 
zoro 
5. 5 )j~D. 
(m'lximum) 
It has boen suggeskd prCJviously th'lt as tho si zo of tho 
micromotor inCrOaS(lS thoro is loss chqncG of the spindlo <~xp'?.nsi on 
compensating for tho fraroo Qxpansicn whon subject to temp~ratur~ 
risoo This is bocauG,'~ the spindlu sizo romains thG Ba~lO., Tho 
difforontilll Qxp,,-nsion ef the micrometor and " p'1rt of 25mm 
diameter would thereforo bo significant Ilnd would qdd to tho total 
thorm9.1 orroro Considering tho point mado ftbovo 'lnd referrinG to 
Fig (12) it is suggosted that" difforontial thorMl orror of up to 
5.5A/.lll maximum could bo oxpoctod. 
Obviously if the WlUgo ,O.nd workpiGco 'lre m'ldo of different 
matorials such as aluminium .'md plqstic thon the magni tudo of tho 
difforential oxpansion would bo muoh groRtor. Usually the 
pormutlltion consists of a stool gaugo with workpiocos of diff~ring 
m"tori·qls rosul ting in much gro'ltor v:lluos than whon tho WlUGO p.nd 
Vlorkpiooo "ro the s,qmo (11) "nd (12). Tho occurronco of 
cmisotropic changes in m'ltori'lls 'It gauging tomporA.turos is so rare) 
thRt it can bo ignorod. 
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(2) Uncertaint.y of 1Tominal sLpansion (U.N.B.) 
This is the maximum difference bet'TJeen the true thermal 
expansion and the nominal expansion. It is determined froo8-
L( T-20) OC.K'l~O 
X For the gauge 106 
F X or the part --lOO 10% 
(3) Temperature Variation ;'£1'1'01' (T. V.E.) 
An estimate cf the mazimum possible measurement error 
induced solely by deviation of the environment from av~rage 
condi tions. It has been shown ( 3.4) that it can be dGrived 
from~-
T.V"E. = (P-C)-(M-C) = P-l1 
where in this instance C = 0 
~'rom (7) this is taken as 1.25J1ro 
This is understood to imply the dimensional variaticn 
which takes place in the componants as a result of their heat 
absorpticn during the machining operations, together with thormal 
memory stored from previous oper'ltions. It is derived from.-
Dtc = + Dt(p.o.) ( 8) 
and Dt( g) = Dp( Tp-20) °c Kp ( 12) 
It has boon GstablishscI that components may a1'ri vo for 
their final extBrnal grindill,s operation at different tOlnperatures. 
This is due to a number of fa.ctors particularly the varying cooling 
rates of different components and the soak out time available 
between machining operations. Of course ono of the most 
influential factors indiroctly controlling the latter point is the 
batch sizGS in which the components aro transported from ono 
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operation to the next. The most oommon distribution of batch size 
in external grinding is between 200 and 500 (27) and this as will 
be shown later would take somewhere between 25 and 60 hrs. to 
complete. Obviously under this condition there Vlould be adoquate 
time for soak out and thermal memory oould be ignored. The only 
effect therefore of thermal memory that needs oareful consideration 
is that oaused by environmental temperature changes! usually up to 
• 
• • Dt (p.o.) = 
(5) Thermal Error Index (T.E.I.) 
The total thermal error is the maximum possible 
measurement error resulting from temperature other than a uniform, 
constant temperature of 200 e. It is, of oourse, desirable to 
dot ermine the total thermal error induced in measurement. However, 
this is usually not practioal and in many cases not even possible 
and therefore the eValuation technique proposed in this section 
should enlighten as to the magnitude of the various thermal orrors 
that may be hidden but nevertheless associated with "in procass" 
gauging with particular roforenca to oylindrical grinding. Tho 
thormal error index is thoreforo an evaluation technique to 
establish the orrors caused by thermal influonces. Henoei-
T.E.I. = +U.N.E. + U.N.E. + T. V.E. - P.T.E. ± D.E. 
(Gauge) (Part) 
T.E. I. = 
substituting Eq 8 to 12 in 14 and simplifying 
we gets-
('11-20) K(1~)(Lg + Lp)+ T.V.E. - DpKp(Tp-20)(T-20)±DE (15) 
3.7. Effect on Finished Part Size at 200 e of Differing Thermal Errors 
Differential Expansion 
In the example quotod tho offect of Differential Expansion 
is to inorease the diameter of the work; the reason being fairlY 
olear from the foregoing information. If, however, the part in 
ques'tion was made from a material having a higher value of 
coefficient of expansion than steel then the nett effect would have 
been to reduce the diameter of the finished part. Therefore, it 
has been demonstrated that Differential Expansion oan either have 
a positive or a' negative effect on the finished part diameter 
, 
depending on the particular conditions under consideration. 
Uncertainty of Nominal-Expansion 
The same conditions apply as above save that materials 
having a higher valuo of coofficient of thermal expansion would 
have a higher value of U.N.E. (7) and consequently increase the 
part sizo. 
Temperature Variation Error 
This is particular to its own set of conditions. 
Insufficient information is available at present to be specific 
but it would seem that the nett effect would be to increaso the 
part diame ter due to the thormal drift between part and mastor. 
Werkpiece Temporature Errors 
As the in-process gauging temperature in cylindrical 
o grinding is usually groater than tho reference temperature, 20 C, 
the effect is to produce smaller finished parts than anticipated. 
This explains the negative sign in equations (14) and (15). Tho 
tablo (1) has been construotod using the above information and tho 
T.E.I. for tho difforent conditions can bo comparod. 
3.8. Components of Error Allowed for in the Toleranoe Band 
The tolerance band contains not only errors of sizo but 
of form, i.e. errors of roundness, parallelism and straightness of 
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the gcnor'3.tor. Also errors in measuremont and gauging must bo 
considered. Tho sources of orror in Precision Grinding fall into 
two categories 'Is follows: - (27) 
('3.) M8.chino and Process dependant errors. 
(b) Moasuring or Gauging Errors. 
SiZG and r.lOasuring Grrors can be rogardcd as indopend'l.nt and 
symr.1otrically disposed about thc· targGt dimension arc". in accordanco 
wi th normal distribution. Loxham (28) has combinod these errors 
statisticallY:-
(16) 
whore or = combined orrors 
- individual orrors 
A toloranco grado of IT5 is call"d for on 8o;~ of 
extornally ground work (27) 'lnd table (1) illustrates the dogreo 
of aocur'l0Y whio h is oommonly rOCJ.uired and re.'ldily aV'lil'lble on 
present d'lY ma.ehinos providing duo consideration is given to 
thermal effects. 
TABLE 1 
Smalles t Tota.l Permi~siblo Di8.metral Err~o (Or) Ground 
Dia. r .. n LT.3 LT.4 LT·5 
6 2.5 4 6 
10 3 5 8 
18 4 6 9 
30 4 7 11 
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3.9. Ex'tmplos of Thormal Error Ind8x Values (I:J.m) for differing 
Condi tions 
TABLE 2 Considorin Stool Part and Stoel Gau 0 2S"n:;; and 0: 
Sizo 
Range 
(=) 
Max Lonf(th 
U. N. E. 
Gauge 
'(I ro. 
0.073 
0.073 
0.073 
0.146 
0.146 
0.146 
U. N.E. 
Part 
[Ill). 
0.292 
0.292 
0.292 
~ 0.146 0.292 jC) 
,.8 
:i\;i;l0.146 0.292 
I S::'r-! 
o 1'-, ~ 
o 0.146 0.292 
° tf"\ 
. 
0. 
8 0.292 0.584 
8 
I ." :> (jJ 
o s::.... 0 292 o. 584 
tf"\ 'T1 ~ • 
60 
00 0.292 0.584 
~ 
T .. V .. Eo 
1.25 
1.25 
1.25 
1.25 
1.25 
1.25 
1.25 
1.25 
1.25 
1.25 
1.25 
Work 
Tomp 
Rise 
( °C) 
10 
20 
30 
10 
20 
30 
10 5.84 
2011.68 
30 17.52 
10 5.84 
2011.68 
30 17.52 
D t(p.o.) 
)in 
o -2.911 
o -5. 831 
o -8.751 
o 
-4·152 
o -7.072 
o 
-9.992 
5.5 -1.572 
5.5 -7.412 
5.5 -13.252 
5.5 -4.054 
5.5 -9. 894 
5.5 -15·734 
It boeomes immodiately obvious that the most influential 
thormal factor on the finished p~rt size is th8 length chango duo to 
tho Vlorkpieco tomporature. Controlling this would r"lduce tho T.E.I. 
to a maximum of 4.27)j III with the pQI'~m8tors used in constructing 
Table (2). 
From the statistical roturns obt'tined from 't s'tffiplo of the 
enginoering industry (27) and App. (VI] it would appear that the 
'111owab10 tolerance for cylindric'11 grinding is 11 j)n for 28mm 
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diameter work. Thereforo it can be concluded frcm tho foregoing 
information that the thormal er~ors associated with in-process 
gauging in cylindrical grinding can account for up to 38% of the 
working tolerance and this is excluding any errors due to heat 
generation causod by the cutting process. If, however, the 
latter is net controlled thon tho gauging error could havo a 
greater magnitude than the allowable working tolorance giving rise 
to an intolerable situationl thus il14minating the possiblo 
gauging errors due to thermal deformations. 
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CHAPTER 4 
Machining Requirements in Cylindrical Grinding 
From tho information supplied SO far in Ohapters 1 and 2 
it would appear that the distortion of tho varieus grinding machine 
tool olements, affGcting tho accuracy of tho finishod part, can bo 
related directly to the various tomperature rises within the machinG 
tool. From this it follows that any unstable operating conditions 
would also have somG bGaring on the magnitude of the inaccuracios 
of the finished part. Hence, by ostablishing thG statistical 
distributions of component charqcteristics attributed to cylindrical 
grinding it is possible to dotermino a corresponding time utilisation 
factor and the resultant unstable operating conditions. 
In a recGnt survey on machining rGquirements in industry, 
based on the work donG in the produotion shops of the small to 
modium batoh producing industrios, (27) it has been established 
that grinding accounts for betwoen 1~ and 11~ of the total 
manufacturing processes. Of this cylindrical grinding can account 
for between 5.3'/0 and 5.9% and of this internal grinding is between 
1.3'/0 and 1.8)&. 
4.1. Utilisation of Types of Cylindrical Grinding Machine 
Statistical evidence is available to show that certain 
sizes of cylindrical grinding machines accommodate a largG proportion 
of thG work throughout industry. For ex'\mplG a machino having a 
50mm swing capllcity and A.ccepting 300-600mm between cGntres would 
account for 44% of the external work ground throughout industry. 
Likewise an externlll grinding machine with 50-100 swing oapacity A.nd 
450-90Omm between oentres would aocept in excess of 70% of the 
extornally ground work (27). 
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In the limited reso~ch undertakon into the thormal 
doformations in oylindrioal grinding maohines, the rango ef sizes 
of the maohines investigated has beon as follows~-
( a) 270mm swing diamoter x 750mm between oentres (2) 
* (b) 200mm swing diameter x 700mm between oentres (3) & (14) 
( 0) 140mm swing diameter x 500mm between oentres ( 14) 
* (d) 300mm swing diameter x 900mm between oentres ( 16) 
( e) 250mm swing diameter x 600mm between oentres ( 16) 
* (f) 215mm swing diameter x 600mm between oentres (16) 
In the maohines referonoed b. d. f. the hydr~lio oil 
unit and the oil reservoir is situated within tho mMhine bod. 
The above statistics shew no real consistancy in relating 
the size of oylindrio~l grinding machines te industrial usago except 
that the grinding m'l.chines investigated with relevanoe to thermal 
deformations could account for in oxoess of 50% ef the extornal work 
ground in industry. 
With tho assistance of a l'l.rge maohino teol manufacturer! 
namoly Jones and Shipman Ltd., it has boon possible to oonstruot 
Table (3). 
TABLE 3 
Total machines 
sold (all types) 
Total oylindrical 
grinding machinos 
sold 
Total 1300 types 
cy1 indrical 
grinding m"tohines 
sold 
1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 
1793 1626 2196 1735 2023 1950 
557 430 845 490 532 
337 341 452 403 413 353 
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The statistical information shows that of all the machine tools 
sold by Jones & Shipman since 1965 botween 24 and 31% havo boon 
cylindrical grinding machinos and of thoso between 55 and 89% aro 
in the 1300 range. This covors machines from 200mm swing diametor 
x 460mm botwoen contros to 350 swing di'llIletor x 1000mm botvlOon 
centres capacity. Tho most popular model in the rango is the 
200mm x 460mm. Universal TYpo (37). Tho E.I.U. cylindrical 
grinding machine having 200mm x 450mm c~pacity is the modal moat 
fro~ontly sold by Jones & Shipman and therofore one of the most 
popular usod throughout industry and this can acoommodato in eXOQSS 
of 70% of the extornally ground work. In addition this type of 
machine has the hydr!lulio oil unit and reservoir situat()d within the 
main body casting. 
4.2. Component Geometrical Distribution 
Grinding a small component on !l largo machino will 
adversely affect overall grinding costs and for economy in maohine 
tool manufacture the fowost possible number of m'lchino and componont 
sizos arc dosirable. In companies with a small grinding roquiromont 
tho time utilisation factor is low and such companies tend to 
purchase maohines Vii th ~ swing oap'l.ci ty in the 200-40Omm r'l.nge. 
(1) Componont Diamotor 
From Fig 13 interpolatod from (27) it can bo ostablished 
that 25% of extornally ground compononts h'l.vO a maximum swing 
diamoter of betweon 25 and 50mm and 33% h~vo a mqximum ground diamoter 
of betwoen 25 and 5Omm. In addition 29% h!lvO a minimum ground 
diamet~r of botween 12 and 25mm. This would indicate that tho most 
oommon external ground diamotor is between 12 and 5Omm. Howovor, 
roforring to Fig (14) which shows the ratio of ·smallost/largest 
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diameter and largest ground diameter/swing diameter then tho groatest 
percentage machining content has a ratio of between 0.9 and 1.0. 
It has been statod abovo that the greatest percent ago of 
cxternally ground components falls into the following diametor 
rangosl-
Percentage Ground 
29 
33 
Diamcter Range MM 
12-25 
25-50 
Hence it would appear fairly conclusive that a 25mm ground 
diameter is an acceptable representative diameter on which to base 
the following calculations. 
Tho most common oxtornally ground ratio is botvlOon 0.9 and 
1.0 Fig (14). In order to give the maximum diameter variation tho 
~atio 0.9 will be usod. 
Smallest Diamoter = 
Largost Diameter 
Hencel-
( 17) 
The limits of diamoter which will give this numorical 
ratio arel 
23mm 
25mm 
and 2~mm 
2 mm 
giving the most frequ,mtly ground extorn,al diamet~r in the rango 
23mm to 28mm. 
(2) Component Longth 
From the graph of Uachining Content/Longest Ground diamoter 
Fig (15) the greatest percentago of work externally ground falls 
within tho rango of 50 to 100mm. Fig (15) also shows that only a 
small percontage of the work (loss than 1%) has ground diameters in 
oxcess of 3000mm long and that 62% have ground diameters less than 
100mm long. 
Some 90% of externally ground work is ground betwoen centres 
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and steadies are required RS tho length to diam0ter ratio incroases 
in multip10s of 7. Applying this rule to Fig (16) it is rORdily 
S0en that 64% of the work ground doos not require steadies at all 
and only 2% requires more th?~ 3 steadies. 
Using those statistics it would follow thatl-
Maximum Component Length = Mp~imum Ground Diameter x 7 - (18) 
= 196mm 
Maximum length of lengost ground diameter is botween 50 and 
100mm. Fig (15). 
(3) Surfaco Form and Matorial 
As would be oxpectod straight surfaces predominate and 
occur on 98% of oxternally ground work (27). Curved profilos only 
occur on a small proportion of work and t.apors aro roquired on 
approximately 10% of extornally ground work. 
A high proportion of oxtornal grinding is porformed on 
alloy steel workpiecos ~d vory littlo work is done on non-ferrous 
materials. 
4.3. Grinding Stock Allowance 
D0termimtion of tho amount of stock that should bo left 
bY machining oporations preliminary to grinding must be rolatod to 
tho length and diameter of the component, character of finish and 
surface roquired I'tnd rigidity of ml'tchine and the set up. Tho amount 
of surplus steck is not removed in ono cut but undor a systom of 
roughing and finishing cuts; tho roughing oper'ltion will naturally 
bo 'ldjustod to remove a vory liberal poroontago of tho stock. The 
amount of grinding stock allowod on work in the 25mm to 50mm diameter 
rango varies depending on the characteristics outlined .. "bove (30) 
but is of the order of i-
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150 Jin to 175. Un Good Machinod Surfaco 
250 {,le. to 300))1:1 Rough Mflchinod Surf'Lco 
Tho rel'Ltive depth of cuts arol-
12.5)m to 15.fji:l. for Rough Grinding 
5fln for Finish Grinding. 
4.4. Timo Utilisation Factor in Cylindrical Grinding 
Reforonce has ~lroady boon m'Ldo to tho rolationship 
betwGon tomporaturo chango in tho various m'whin" elomonts and tho 
distortion of tho work/grinding whocl axis. In cylindrical grinding 
unstablo op~rating conditions are prevfllent throughout tho normal 
• 
working cyclo find thoroforo in ordor to determine the Time 
Utilisation F'lctor various incidental machining, h'lndling Md gauging 
times must bo considered. 
(1) M'whining Chcr9.ctoristics 
furing cYlindric,:;1 Grinding tho leniji tudinal food rato and' 
the circumforenti9.1 spoed of tho Vlorkpieco must bo bal."lnced. 
" 
Genorally 'l longitudinal food por rovolution of tho Vlorkpioco oqual 
to two-thirds of tho grinding vlhool width is choson, beo'1.u8e this is 
found to rosult in tho whool woar boing ooncontr'ltod on tho contra 
path of tho grinding whool poriphory. If tho food r'lto is too 
small the groatest whool woctr occurs at the odges. If the 
oircumforontial spoed ·~f the workpioco is too high '>g'1.in tho wheol 
Vlo'lr is high but if the workspood is too low the resultant 100,,1 
he,ding and deform"tion of tho 'IIorkpiece affects tho acouracy 3.2. 
For extornal cylindric"l grinding of steel D. \Vorkpiooo 
oircumforonti'll spoed of botwoen 9m/min and 18m/min will givo the 
bost surf,'l.ce finish (31) although Jonos & Shipm'U1 (32) suggClsts 
finish grinding workspoods of betwoon 15m/min 'lnd 21m/min with an 
increase of 7CJfo for h,'l.rdoned stool. Tho oircu~forcnti"l spacd of 
the grinding wheel is limitod by the strongth 8f the bond ~nd for 
Vitrifiod or Silicate Bonds the rtcceptablo speod is betweon 
1500m/min to 1800m/min (32). With incro'1sing circumferentLtl 
spoods, soft grinding whools bolnve 'lS if tLoy woro h'trdor -"nd Vii th 
Im'f' circumforenti~l spoeds tho' whool Vlonr incro'1scs. Tho ol1.:'ioo of 
the optimum circumforontial speod depends upon the opere.ting 
oondi tions md it is '\ccopted that an incroaso in tho arc of cont-o.ct 
between the grinding whool ,\no. V/Clrkpioco demands 't reduction of tho 
circumferenti"ll spood of tho grinding whoal (31). Tho following 
is rocommended:-
Grinding Whool > Workpiece CircuOlforontial 
Di 1motor Di3meter -'Whcel Spood S.m/min 
Grindinc :Yhool < lVorkpiooo Circumforenti",l 
DLlmeter Diametor -Whool Speod 0.75S.m/min (20) 
From 4.3 the reeommended dopths of cut for c,ylindrical grindinc 'tre.-
12.5,u", to 15)[0 for Rough Grinding 
'tnd 5}-{n for Finish Grinding 
In cylindric'!l grinding th" qctu'll grinding timo is a 
functic,n of tho work spood, t-'1blo tr'!verso r,to, ,mount of stock 
romoval '!nd tho length of the wcrk and C'ln only bG computed whon the 
operating conditions Rro knovlUo Sov<lr:11 "ddi tion'll c)nst'lnts lnvo 
boon introducod in cort:::1.in cnSQS qnd in consoquonco v'lrious oqu:1tions 
will bo comparod and th.", rosul ts tabul'ttud. 
1hslov (Rof 33) computos tho grinding time thusl-
Tg = 
K 
whoro K 1 to 1.2 for Rough Grinding 
1.3 to 1.7 for Finish Grinding 
Houghton (30) conputos the grinding tin~ thus;-
Tg L 
wherv nT (R) = 
= 
( 22) 
Numbor of tr~vorso strokos for 
roughinb 
Numbor of traverso strokes for 
finishinG 
Numbor of TraYorso Strokos 
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When rough-grinding te> size the number of single P-'SSGS 
of tho whoal may bo gi yen by th" Dxprossion; 
= Actual "mount loft for grinding + C - .( 23) 
2 x cross food 
Tho eonst'lnt 'C "h'ts bec>n introducod to allow for ",ny sliGht 
distortion of the work tklt nny I,Jad to " he·wy cut coming suddonly 
upon tho Vlhael 'lJld dostroyine:; its surf'lce and also to pOI'Cli t tho 
whoel and work to m-"ko cont:?ct smoothly. Valuos of "c" '11"0 r-..s 
follOYIS8-
25mm di"motor vlOrkpiocQ 
50mm diamet~r workpiooo 325}fn 
Providing th,t tho grinding operation is " compDsi to ,mo, 
rough 'lnd finish-grinding boing dono at tho SqmO scttine:; of the 
workpicco it is nOCOSS1.ry to giv::) the allovlA.nco for "C" only onCQo 
(3) Incidontal Times 
Tho total time too,1l0Y! for ~ny grinding job rlUst m".ke 
dUG provision for the v~rious incidont'>l stagos in, or'lssocio.tod 
with, the completo working cyclo. Thus the 'lllowcd Grinding times 
will include provision for hcmdling the work to :md fr()m tho me.chino, 
Gauging, truing ,,-od dressing the wheel at poriodic intorv'11s '1Jld in 
the casa of b'ltch production the time for sot ups etc. To 
ascertain the tim" of tho completo cycle an i'lllowanco for tho above 
operation must be added to the result obtained even though one 
oonoludes that a fair proportion of the time at present spent idle 
oould be eliminated with the advent of numerioally oontrolled 
machine tools. 
(4) 'rime .Allooations. achieved with Oonventional Grindinll 
Machines 
lVhen a maohine tool is not idle it is presumed to be 
either loaded with work or in the process of loading. This is 
defined as the floor to floor time and may be subdivided thusl-
TF = Ts + T,(+ Td (24) 
where TF = Floor to floor time (mins) 
Ts = Setting up time (mins) 
Tg = Grinding time (mins) 
Td = Wheel dressing eto. (mins) 
A careful study carried out by the Maohine Tool Industry 
Research Assooiation provides evidence to show that for 
approximately 20% of their working life oonventional machine tools 
are idle for lack of work (34). Also no more than half the time 
spent non-idle is devoted to actual grinding on the job. The 
remainder is spent in setting up, thinking, operator absenco and 
so on. The total time available can therefore be divided up as 
follows. 
TA = TF + TI 
where TA = Total time (mins) 
Tr = Idle time (mins) 
Hence the following numerical relationships can be deriveds-
TF =O.8TA 
Tg = 0.4 Tp 
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Substituting (27) into (21) and (22) we can derive the actual 
floor to floor time TFs-
TF = Ln,f x 2.5 (28) 
S(s)Np 
TF = L ( nT(R) + nT(F» x 2.5 (29) 
S(S)Np 
(5) Time Utilisation in Cylindrical Grinding 
TABLE ~ 
Work Size Tg Eqn. TF TA Ts + Td Remarks D x L(mm) Mins No. Mins Mins Mins 
28 x 196 3.22 3 8.05 10.05 4.83 Derived from 
3.2 and 
Appendix (! v) 
28 x 196 3.22 4 8.05 10.05 4.83 
The time values presented in Table (4) have boon dorived 
using the forogoing information and. are ropresentative values of 
those most fre~ently usod in industry. The grinding spoods, 
foeds, travorse rates and stock allowance have beon solected so as 
to givo the greatest time valuos for the particular cylindrical 
grinding conditions. Appondix (IV). Ex~mination of Tablo (4) 
proves conclusively that both oquation (21) and equation (22) will 
give the same value of grinding time and a valuo of 3.22 mins por 
component would appear ropresentative of industry. Examining 
this further shows that a RUN/STOP ratio of 3.22 would represent 
4.83 
the unstable operating conditions associatod with cylindrical 
grinding. The 20% idle machine time having no effect on tho 
unstable operating conditions and the ensuing thermal distortions. 
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CHAPTER 5 
Test Arrangements and Procedure 
Extensive research work is carried cut in the field of 
engineering whioh is, in the opinion of the author, over biased 
towards the theoretical with the result that over simplifications 
are made in the mathematical simulations and in oonsequenoe fall on 
barren ground as far as the industrial usage is ooncerned. In this 
work, therefore; the emphasis has been placed on deriving simple 
equations having some practical value in enabling the designer, 
production engineer, inspector and other produotion bias personnel 
to apply them to the many every day problems. 
Already it has been demonstrated, 4.1 and 4.2, that the 
oharacteristios of the partioular oylindrioal grinding maohine 
ohosen together with the workpieoe properties are related to the 
industrial usage and this underlying theme is paramount in the 
proceding experimental investigation. 
In classifying the thermal problems assooiated with 
oylindrical grinding maohines tho distinotion between internal and 
external effects is fairly clear, Fig 2. Ultimately, but in 
different ways, both effect the aocuraoy of the finished part and 
therefore the relative effects must be determined. The external 
effect is olassified as the variation in the room/workshop 
environment conditions but for the complete investigation the 
cylindrical grinding maohine was housed in a special room where the 
room environment could be controlled; in consequence the external 
effects have no influence on the results presented. NeverthGless, 
a series of tests was carried out to determine their magnitudG. 
If the results and theoretical equations are to have some 
relevance then they must be based on sound practical rosults and 
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therefore extensive tests have been oarried out. Not only has the 
magnitude of thermal deformations been determined in the stable 
/ 
oporating machine oondition but this has been extended throughout 
a variety of unstable operating conditions. In all casos tho 
thermal deformations f(t) occuring throughout a full working oycle 
of up to 8 hours have been established. 
Wherever possible the source of the heat generation 
within tho maohine has been located and from this a heat flow 
pattern has been established for individual and acoumulative maohine 
elements in operation. Once this had been established furthor 
tests were oarried out to eliminate or reduoe the heat generater by 
oooling and the new heat flow pattern determined. In addition the 
relative movements of the grinding wheel/work axis woro reoorded 
for the same test oonditions. 
The oylindrioal grinding maohine is a complicated thormal 
struoture and distortion due to temperature change oan take plaoe 
in three V/ays:-
(1) Simple expansion of homogeneous oomponents. 
(2) Unequal expansion of the different materials in an 
unhomogeneous component. all undergoing the same 
temperature change. 
(3) Distortion due to temperature gradient. 
Some indication has boen given previously of different 
methods of reduoing the thormal doformations in maohine tools, 
Chapter 2, but in all cascs the oxaot details of the causo of the 
doformation must be known bofore any attempts to reduoe or oliminate 
it are made. Many combinations of (1), (2), (3), will oause thermal 
distortions and under normal machining oonditions it is diffioult 
to isolate the magnitude of any one souroe. In oonsequenoo 
~ ., 
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attempts havo been made to simulate the heat generator by 
circulating hot air onto the particular parts of the maohine, tlrus 
achieving oomparable rates of temperature increase as that 
experienced under operating conditions. This means of simulation 
was chosen because of its easo of control and the faot that high 
rates of air circulation are an effective me~ns of controlling 
temperature gradients and the frequency of temperature change 
associated with the operating conditions 3.4. 
Of course, the prime reason for investigating thermal 
distortions in cylindrical grinding, or any other machine tools, 
is to determine its effoct on the geometric, .. l >tnd size accuracy 
of the finished part. A number of test specimens m>tchined to the 
details outlined 4 3 2 were machined >tt varying times throughout 
the work cycle and appropriate readings were taken and tabulated. 
Those were eventually related te the accumUlative thermal errors 
discussed previously. 
5.1. Specification of the C,ylindrical Grinding Mf'J.ohine 
In 4.1. statistical evidence has been produced indicating 
tho typos of cylindrical grinding machine frequently usod throughout 
industry and whioh would aocommodate in excess of 70% ef the 
externally ground work. In consequence the JonGs & Shipman machine 
modal 1310 E.I.U. 200mm x 450mm capacity was selected, Fig 17, and the 
relevant speoifications f'J.rOi-
Standard Grinding Wheal - 305 x 25 x 127mm 
Wheel Speeds - 1750 and 2300 Revs/Min 
Power of wheelhead motor- 1.4915 K.W. 
Workhead Speeds - 30, 51, 86, 145, 247, 415 Revs~~in 
H.P. of Workhead motor - 0.246 K.W. 
--- ----------------------
Maximum Ground diamet~r - 200mm 
Grinding Length betwoen 
Centres - 460mm 
Height from table to 
centr~s 
Table Traverse Rates, 
infinitely variablo, 
per min 
Power of Hydraulic Pump 
- 100mm 
75 to 366Omm/min 
Motor - 0.5592 K.W. 
Hydraulic Oil Tank 
Capaci ty - 26.12 Litres 
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The grinding whoel spindle is driven by vee belts and runs 
in load bronzo bearings which arc const~ntly lubricated by oil, 
prossuro fod from a constant delivery pump drawing oil from a 
resorvoir, capacity 1.42 litros, situated in the whoelhoad casing. 
The workhead is arrangod for dead centr~ grinding and the 
spindle transmission is provided by a vae belt drivo and tho spindle 
runs in two lead bronze bearings. In order to maintain constant 
axial force on the workpiooe when supported between centres the 
tail stock has 'I powerful spring at tho roar of the spindle and this 
can be adjustod to suit light and heavy work. 
The hydraulic pump unit is self-contained, located within 
the grinding machine main body casting and mounted cn floxiblo 
mounts to insulate the unit from the rest of tha maohine. Table 
trav~rse is operated by hydraulic motion whioh permits infinito 
variation of table traverse speod ~d a shockloss table reversal 
throughout the speed range. The undorside of the worktable runs on 
veo and flat slidoways whioh aro automatiMlly lubrio'l.ted by tho 
hydr'l.ulic system. 
The coolant supply tank and olarifier aro located 
separate from the machine. 
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5.2. Speoification of V!orkpiooe Ground 
The most fre~ently ground external diamoter relative to 
oylindrical grinding varies in the range 2}nm to 28mm and the 
length between 50mm and 100mm 4.2. As most of the work ground is 
locatod between centres the overall length of component can also be 
dot ermined thusl-
Maximum Component = Maximum Ground x7 (18) 
Length . Diameter 
From the foregoing it was possible to design a component 
reflective of the industrial sceno thusl-
-l-f! 
Material Usedl- Medium Carbon Steel (E.N.8) 
The 50mm length of ground diameter was selected so as to 
minimise the actual "cutting" time and therefore reduce the effect 
of temperature generated by the actual grinding procoss on either 
the workpiece or tho various maohine elements. In addition 
reducing the aotual grinding "contact" time demands a minimal 
coolant supply and therefore reduces a further heat source 10.4. 
5.3. Controlling Room Environment 
External thermal effects cause significant thermal errors 
in cylindrical grinding 1.1. and, as this research work is primarily 
concerned with the thermal distortions gonerated by the tomperature 
gradients sot up within the m.~chine it was decided to eliminate the 
oxternal thermal influence, if possible. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
;- . 
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The cylindric~l grinding machine w~s therefcre movod into 
~ special room within the m'tchine tool laboratory. The room was so 
chosen th'tt it had no Qxtornal walls and henco would not bo affooted 
by radiation from the outside onvironment, i.o. suns rays, 13tc. 
Undor normal conditions the room temperature was alw~s less than 
20°C and to control this at 20°C ± 1°C a thermister temperatur~ 
sensing probe was pI 'toed near the m~chine and linked with a 
"Grovenor" Temperaturo Controllor, Model G535, connectGd in series 
wi th a 3KW industrial electric fan heater. Using this control 
arrangement and irrespective of the machine operating condition the 
008 room temperature was controlled at 20 C ± 1 C threughout an hr 
working cycle. 
5.4. Introduction to Tests 
Doos the tomperrlturo generated in the whoelhead affeot the 
distortion of the work axis in the horizontal plane or does the 
tempor!l.tur13 gonerated in any part of the main body casting affoct 
tho wheel spindlo axis and consG~ontly the relative position of 
grinding wheel face? The temperature riso at par~ount paints on 
tho machine body was rocordod when the machine was in full 
op13ration and the temperature at the same points rocordod with all 
the wheelh13ad mechanisms stationary: the temperatur13 remained the 
snIDe, Fig 18. Anether supporting test was performed by recording 
the grinding wheel/work axis displacement at differing points along 
the worktable. In this case the movements remained the same ovor 
tho same time interval. Fig 86. Thus proving quite conclusivelY 
that tho grinding machine can be thermally segmented thoroby 
establishing two reference moasuring pointsi-
(1) The Grinding Whoal Axis whon the wheelhoad mechanisms are 
stationary. 
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(2) Tho Work Axis Vihon.,ll the mech,,-nisms housod in tho r.l'1in 
body c,,-sting ~ro st~tionary. 
(1) C,,-llibr.'l.tion of Dial G'1ugos 
.\t 20°C tho mO'l.suring errors ef tho TESA dial gP,ugos arc 
restricted to ±. 1)1 t1 ovor the full r:le~suring rango. Howovor, 
li ttle roferonce is 'lV'Iil.,blo to domonstr'l.to the :wcur'l.cy Ylhen subject 
to tompor'l.ture change 9.nd 'IS tho-tompor"turo of tho locating plungor 
is affoctod by tho conduction of tomporqturo from tho machin" clomant 
then it Vi'lS felt dosirqblo to c:crry out 'l further callibr'ltion tost 
o 
on thG dial gauges within the tonpor~turo r?1ngo of 0-100 e, 
"llowing 30 S'3CS and 60 socs plungor contfl.ct tin"s. Tho cfl.lliorqtion 
test W.'IS performod oy allowing ., heatod steol eloment, hoated to 
tonporatures from 0_1000 e, to c0nt.:lct tho tip of the di.-,l g'1Ugo 
plunger for regular contact times of 30 socs. 
to inspection slip g'1ugos ooth beforo and ",fter the tGmper"turo 
inoro'lso 'Ind tho thorr.l'll distortion of the g~ugo noted. Tho s~mo 
procodure I'lqs thon ropo'ltod with 60 SOD oontaot time. .ts tho 
m'tximum tempor'lturo ris0 of any p'lrt of the grinding m'lchino l1evor 
oxcoeds 40°C it is fairly conolusi ve from Fig 19 thqt the thorr.vll 
distortions of the dial g'1llges within the r'lngo of tonporature under 
oonsidor'ttion nevor oxoeods l,.llm 'lnd oonsoQuently tho offoot of 
temp~rature on the gaugo orror C'ln bo s'lfely ignorod. 
(2) Me'lsuroment of Grinding Whool Axis Distor~ 
It has boon shown 5: 4. thp.t the Vlhoolho~d tomper'1tures 
goner'ltod when tho grinding v/hool is rotating do not C'lUSO "ny 
distortions of tho work 'Ixis in the horizontal pl'lno 'tnd oonsequently 
for those series of tests tho work ",xis w"s usod as tho roferonce 
plana Fig 129. Again TDSA dial gaugos worG usod to measuro tho 
horizontal wheel axis distortion and telethermomoter and thorr:listGr 
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probos were used to rocord the temperature pattern within the 
whoelhead. Thormister probos were also located on the wheel 
bearing bushes and in tho hydraulic oil reservoir situated in the 
whoelhead casing. 
Both wheel head distortions and temperature rise were 
noted for the two spindle speods available on this machine, i.o. 
2300 Rovs/Min and 1750 Rovs~4in. for the statod 8 hr working cyclo. 
Tosts were carried out for stablo and unstable oporating conditions 
using the samo run/stop ratios as describod in 4.4. 
Applying the samo philosophy as for work axis distortions, 
then if the grinding wheel distortions in the horizontal plano aro 
associatod with temperature gradients in the whoolhoad thon roducing 
thoir magnitude should causo a roduction in the thormal distortions. 
This was effected by directing air from an eloctric fan through a 
specially adapted rofrigeration unit, which roduced tho air 
o temperature to 5 e, and thon onto the wheel spindle boarings. 
Fig 130. Under this condition both the wheolhoad temporaturo and 
grinding wheel horizontal displacement were measured. 
To further substantiate the relationship betwoen wheolhoad 
temperature and grinding wheel displacement the Circulating air was 
thon directed through a 750 watt hoater unit, which considorably 
raised the temperature, onto the whoelhead spindle bearings situatod 
within tho whaelhead casing Fig 131. Both the quantity of air 
flowing and the tomperature to which it was raised were regulated so 
as to givo a similar wheelhoad tomperature pattern as that achieved 
under normal stable running conditions. In order to detormine the 
effect cf the temperature rise of the wheal and pulley bearing on 
the grinding wheel distortions a variety of tests were carried out 
with varying temperature differontials between tho two be"trings. 
(3) Measurement of Work .Iu<:is Distortions 
The bed deformations in the horizontal plane are affected 
by the hydraulic oil temperature rise, 2.2. Likewise it has been 
shovm, that the bed deformations affect the movement of the slidevlaYs 
which in turn affects the movement of the ~70rk table but little 
rolationship can be established betvleen the two. In fact it is 
truc to say that measuroment of bod doformations gives little 
information as to thc truo movement of the vlOrk axis supported on 
the Vlorktable, Fig 20, and thorefore in this section of the research 
only the thermal effects of the separate body elements on tho 
horizontal displacoment of the work axis arc considered. 
Thermal distortions may cause vertical deviations of tho 
machine olomcnts and rosul tant Y.'Ork/vfhool axis movemont in the samo 
pIano. Howover, it has boon shown that "ithin the rango of practical 
interost curvilinear motion of the work axis in the vortical pL1ne 
has only a very small influonce on tho v:orkpiece profilo, (16), 
henco, in the presont Vlork only the thermal movements and 
misalignmcnts which occurod in the horizontal pIano wor" considored. 
Tho work axis distortion V{'lS moasurod over a 200mm length 
between contres for all tosts Vlith :roferonco to the wheol axis, 
this was not affocted in this instanco 5.4. The roadings YIOro 
taken using "TESA" dial test indicators having a 1 mm moasuring 
rango accurate to 1 )f~ divisions. Fig 132. 'Tho various body and 
Vlorkhead temperaturos Vioro measured by a Tolethormometor Y.S.I. 
Model 44 and the temp~ratur~ sonsing at the various measuring 
points was performed by thormistor probos having rapid rosponse 
times and largo resistance charges to small temp~ratur~ fluctuations. 
Some 24 rcsistance probes vlOre si tuatod around th3 body and 
workhoad, Fig 40, and thoso ':lorc connected via a TelothormoClotor 
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probe jack to the rocording instrument Fig 133. The measuring 
scale was callibrated in 1°0 intervals from 15°0 to 100°0 and 
accurate readings could be taken to within± tOO. 
(i) Work Axis Distortions due to Bo~y Temporature Riso 
In the type of Oylindrical Grinding Machine under 
consideration tho hydraulic oil unit is situated in the main bodY 
casting. Its effoct on tho bcdY temperaturo rise was invostigatod 
for varying operating conditions of the hydraulic oil drive unit, 
shown diagramaticallY Fig 21, and the following worktablo 
OSCillating spoedsi-
(a) 900 mm/min 
(b) 2400 mm/min 
(c) 3600 mm/min 
The described test procedure was repeated to find the thermal 
distortions of the work axis under unstable operating conditions, 
namely:-
(a) Alternate thr run/step intorvals 
Cb) Alternate 3.22/4.83 min run/stop intervals 
(c) 1 Break period. 
If the distortion of the work axis is caused by tho 
temporature gradients set up within the maohine bodY then it would 
follow that reduoing or eliminating the heat generator, er 
controlling tho amount of heat generated Vlould hwe an offoct on 
roducing the bodY temperature gradionts and consoqQontly the work 
axis distortion. Hence, a specially designod wator/oil cool or, 
solected so as not to disturb the functioning of tho hydraulic 
system, was inserted in the hydraulic oil sump and cold water at 
° 10 C was oirculated continuously through the system Fig 134. Under 
this condition both the temperature pattern within the machine bodY 
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and the cerresponding work axis displacements were recorded. 
To further prove the effect of temperature on work axis 
displacement similar temperature gradients were set up within the 
body by direoting "hot" air onto both the front and rear walls of 
the main body casting. This means of simulating the body 
temperature conditions, to those resulting from maohine operation, 
was soleoted as it gave a more aocurato control. Tho set up used 
as in Fig 131 enabled air to bo directod from an eloctric fan 
through a specially dosigned 750 watt baffled heat or unit, thereby 
raising the air temperature, on to the part of tho machine body 
which would cause tho appropriato temporature gradients te be set up. 
Two variao transformers 0-300 volts were used to regulato both tho 
temperature and rato of flow of air to give the dosirod body 
temperature conditions. 
(ii) Work Axis Distortions Duo to Workhead and Tailstock 
Temperature Rise 
Irrespective of the main body temperature, work axis 
distortion oan be affect od by the heat generated in tho workhoad due 
to its design and/or duo to tho rotation of the work, Fig 4. In 
order to establish the effoct of either on the work axis displacemont 
the distortions wore first measured with the workhead motor running 
and then with the work rotating under stable operating oonditions 
at the following spoedsi-
(a) 86 Revsfi.lin - Work speed for the work under tost. 
(b) 30 Revs/Min - Slowost work speed. 
(0) 415 Revs/Min - Fastest werk speod. 
Tho complete rango of tests Vloro also carriod out with tho workhoad 
arranged for dead contro grinding to soo if the workhoad oentre 
rotation had any effect on thermal distortion, and repoatod with the 
work spindlo rotating in the> opposi to direction to ostablish if 
spindle rot-ltion had any effect on tho direction of vlOrk axis 
distortion rolqti vc to th0 \7hool axis. As provious 5.4.3. tho 
abovo tests wore ropeated for unstabl·) oper'?lting conditions !Uld the 
corresponding workhoad and t"ilstock temperatures and work axis 
displ'lcomonts rocorded for an 8 hr >1orking cycle. 
(4) Grinding Tosts 
To h'l.ve some practical valuo tho th8rm'l.1 distortions 
moasurod must bo relatod to tho accuracy of the finished ground 
componcntso Therofore, using the maehino op~rating ch"ractoristics 
doscribed both for the stablo and unstablo regions a number of tost 
specimens, to the specifications givon in 5.2~, woro ground and the 
variation in cylindrical error botwoon tho hoadstock "nd tailstock 
ond of a 200r.lm longth was r~corded for'l full 8 hr working cycle. 
To reduco to .:1, minimUt:1 3ny other orrors associ8:tod vii th machino 
setting, constant dopth of cut, work repositioning, otc, thQ 
grinding whool Was initially sot to grind 2jJliJ. off th:l work diaootor 
?t zoro hours '1nd then 'Ill the m'1chine elomonts woro allowod to work 
continuously until such timo tll'It ne furthor grinding took placo. 
Tha dinn10tcr of tho warl: V/''18 r.lor-tsurod, vd th the work in oi tu, at 
rogul'lr intorwIls using 11 Batty Snap Gaugc, hwing '1 cl1p?cit,Y of 
25 to 50mm and. roading itccurl1cy of 1,iJill.. At tho completion of 
oach grinding t(jst the work dimnoter W'lS callibr'ltod using tho· 
Sigma lIloch'lnic'll Compqr",tor. 
(i) Moasuror.Jont of Grinding Whoel V18'lr 
Continuous grinding of the workpioco rosults in grindinci 
whool woar 'l.nd this, of courso, is rofloctod in tho accur'lcy of tho 
finished ground componont. Many resoarch workors h"lvO demonstratod 
a rol'ltionship for whoGl 'Io·".r ag'linst grinding forco and fro", tho 
experimental results presented, 44, the following equation can be 
established for wheel wear in plunge grinding. 
F 
vr 
where J\. w. is an abrasive removal parameter. 
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Likewise for cylindrical grinding "Guenard" has shown that grinding 
wheel wear oan be determined froms-
K. Ss i'lYi? 2 
( Vw) 
where K is a constant. 
In both oases the rate of grinding wheel wear is 
dependent on the oharacter of the grinding wheel and some parameter 
is required relating to this before a valu8 oan be determined. In 
both oquations the grindine foroG or alternatively the depth of cut 
are very influential and relating to thermal deformations whenoo 
these values arc not so easily determined, it was decided to 
physioally measure tho wheel woar over the complote working cycle. 
The teohnique used is shown in Fig 135 and oonsists of an independent 
slideway. and housing located on tho worktable thus enabling a 
movement towards and away from the grinding wheel face indopondant 
of oi ther the conventional '<lorktable or wheel movement. Two 20ftll 
x 2mm "stops" were dressod at oach sido of the grinding whoel face 
and a profile of this ground on a piece of 10~a thick spring stool 
housed in the special attachment previously described. At rogular 
i hr intervals of the grinding cyole further profiles of the whoel 
face were taken. Any deviation of the two 2D.{,(0 x 2mm "stops" 
is rofloetGd in the vapious profilos takon and theso Vlera compared 
on a Hilgar and Watts Projector l~odel TT708 having 500 x magnification 
and a micrometer roading to 1 . .lJm As in cylindrical grinding, cutting 
takes place irrespective of the direction of the worktablo traverse 
motion and thorefore the two "steps" dressed en the grinding whoel 
face will accommodate any variation in grinding wheel wear that may 
occur as a result of this traversing action. 
(5) Measurement of Spindle Distortion due to Axial 
Temperature Gradients 
To determine tho effect of any axial temperature gradients 
on the spindle distortion a replica of the grinding wheel spindlo 
was produced, 50mm diameter x 450mm long. The spindlo was located 
on Invar suppcrts, so as to reduco to a minimum all vertical 
deflections other than those of the spindle, and positioned 
initially at the points of minimum deflection. Appendix V. 
The axial temperature gradients wore generatod by Electro Thermal 
Tape located on the spindle so as to simulate the action of tho 
wheol spindlo bearings,Fig 136. Tho rate of heat input was 
controlled by a variao transformer, 0-300 volts, and rogulated so 
as to give similar bearing temperature rises and spindle 
temperatur~ gradients as thoso generated under working conditions. 
The deflection of the spindle was measured by dial 
gauges situatod on specially oonstructed frames set at varying 
positions along its longth,Fig 13~ and in order to ensure 
consistancy of the measuring and location points special flats woro 
ground on the spindle. Tho dial gauges were set so as to measuro 
the vertical movement of the spindle and positioned diamotrically 
opposite to perform differontial gauging theroby indicating tho 
increase in diametor from spindlo distortion. 
In the wheelhead construction of a cylindrical grinding 
machine the hoat is goneratod at thG spindlo locating points and 
thorofore this practice was continued throughout the series of 
tests. The distortion of the spindle was reoorded for a number of 
positions of the support points so arranged .~ or ~ than the 
idealistio position necessary to give minimum deflections 0.556L. 
Each test f(t) was continued until stable temperature 
conditicns prevailed in the spindle. The temperature rises being 
recorded by a Telethermometer, Y.S.I. Model 44, using thermister 
Probes as the temperature sensors. 
, 
ClJIAPTER 6 
Thermal Distortions in the Wheelhead and their effect on 
Grinding Wheel Axis Movement in the Horizontal p~ 
Irrespective of the movements of the various parts of the 
complete wheelhead structure the overriding influence is the actual 
hori=ont~l movement of the grinding wheel relRtive to the work axis. 
Providing the work axis is stationa~ 5.4. then the grinding wheel 
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movement alone will effect the dimensional accuracy of the work produced. 
6.1. Heat Generatio_'l.1!!.....the Wheelhead of a Cylindrical Grinding Machine 
The largest single consumer of power in a cylindrical grinding 
machine, with the exception of the actual grinding operation, is the 
wheelhead (16). The power consumed is lost in the form of heat in 
the spindle bearings, wheelhead motor, etc., but it can be considered 
with sufficient accura.cy that the wheelheRd is heated by the heRt 
generated in the bearings alhno 1.2. 
(1) Temperature Rise in Plain Spindle ~in~ 
A journal bearing must provide means for dissipating the heat 
generated in shearing the film of lubricant, and with the bearings 
operating at moderate loads Dnd speeds as in cylindric RI grinding machines 
the heat generRted CRn usually be dissipated in the wheelhead. However, 
a rational design characteristic is to assume the limiting operating 
bearing temperature and design for this condition. The maximum 
acceptable bearing temperRture depends on the type of lubricant and the 
bearing material and for hydrocarbon oil and white-metal bearings a 
balance point of 600 c to 64°C is usual~ tolerable and it is not advisable 
to design such that this temperature is exceeded during normal running 
conditions. 
A bearing operating in the stable region will tend to reach 
equilibrium at some temperature when the rate of heat generation is 
equal to the rate of heat diSSipation. Consequently, the maximum 
temperature in the bearing, assuming that the expansion of the 
bearing and spindle materials have negligible effect on the heat 
generated, can be determined from:-
Hoat Stored 
in 
Bearing 
Heat 
= - Removed Genoratod by Oil 
Heat 
(2) Heat Dissipation 
Heat 
Dissipated 
(1) Heat Dissipation by Boaring Housing 
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The heat may be dissipated by the housing into the 
surrounding air plus the heat ccnducted through the shaft and through 
the boaring support. If the oil flowing through tho bearing removed 
all the hont tho bearing itself would remain cool, but since bearings 
do get hot it would appear that some of the generated hoat is 
dissipated in the ways mentioned above. The heat generatod at the 
oil film intorface is at first equally distributed to the bearing and 
shaft surfaces; it then flows through the bearing, the oil and shaft 
cross-sections to the outside whence it is dissipated inte the ambient 
air. Assuming thn.t the hoat is dissipated by natural convection we 
obtain: 
HD = KAs LP (2) 
where K is constant 
As is outside area of pedistal 
AT is temperature rise of outside surface 
The heat flow in the shaft is a function of the 
·shaft cross-section and the heat generating surface ef the shaft is 
a function of the boaring contact aroa. 
to the dissipated shaft surface when 
Tfi 
T = TIdb 
Therefore, heat flows freely 
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However, if "cl" is small compared with "b", the hoat cannot flow so 
easily through the shaft as it can through the bearing and the oil bath. 
H th . l' ·t· b ence, ere ~s a ~m~ ~ng d ratio whence the heat dissipation value 
of ohe shaft has any significant influence on the total heat clissipation 
from the bearing. This has been found to be ~ = t. (40), and 
therefore Equation (33) becomos: 
2 i1d = K'jidb 
4 
where K" 1 
In the cylindrical grinding machine nnder consideration the wheel 
spindle and bearihg sizes are:-
Wheol Bearing 
Wheel Spindle 
Clearance 
50 mm x 100 mm long. 
50 mm x 450 mm long. 
12 )Am. 
Therefore, it becomes immediately obvious that the greatest percentage 
ef heat d.issipation tnkcs place through the bearing housing • 
. (3) ~eat Removed qy Lubricating Oil 
Heat removed by Oil = l~ Ll. T Sp_ Wntts -
For most machine oil the specific heat nnd specific gravity can be 
taken as (2.98907) and (16.0185) respectively: 
. 
• • Heat removed by Oil = 173Q D. T 
The oil flow through a bearing with n single hole inlet (16) cnn be 
determined:-
Cr3 Pi Q=3"7[X 19.7 tan-1 ( 1j d). Litres/sec. 
b 
Although the oil flow through a benring with differing grooving 
( 6) 
arrangements may be four or even more times that with It central hole 
inlet this is not so important as the radial clearance "Cr" in 
Equation (6). This is very small, approximately 12A~m, for grinding 
machine wheel spindle bearings, and hence the oil flow rate is low. 
As this is also directly proportional to the rnte of hoat removed by 
the oil, Equation (35), it follows that the hoat removed by the oil 
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is _nly a very sfla11 percentage of the heat generated at tho 
'. 
bearings. 
From the foregoing it follows that for the particular 
whee1head construction under investigation Equation (32) can be 
expressed as fo11ows:-
Hoat Stored Heat 
Generated 
Heat Dissipated 
in 
Bearing Housing 
in = 
Bearing 
and using the Petrov equation to determine the heat generated in 
one spindle benring:-
Hb 4-6.285 x 10 Watts 
it is possible to determine the maximum 
temperature rise in the whee1head of a cylindrical grinding 
machine. Also Equation (37) suggests means of reducing this 
maximum temperature rise.to a minimum. 
6.2. Wheelhead Temperature Rise under Stable Operating Conditions 
A diagrnmatic layout (Fig.4-.) of the machine tOOl/work 
structure shows thc~t the whoo1helld temperature is generated due to:-
(a) The Electric Motor driving the spindle 
(b) The rotation of the Grinding "[heel Spindle 
within the be~rings. 
In the succeeding information each factor is considered separately. 
(1) Tem erature Rise in Hhoe1head with Electric Motor 
runnin at 2300 revs min. 
Running the motor at the maximum speed, in this instance 
2300 revs/min., gives the temperature distribution over an B hour 
continuous running cycle as shown in Fig. 22. Temperature stability 
at all the measuring points occurs after 4-t hours and, as expected, the 
temporature rise in the motor is greator than at the '·'hoelhoad. 
The maximum temperature rise recorded is BOC and at the wheolhead 
The lack of uniformity of temperature 
in the motor is attributed to the cooli~ effect of the stata 
cooling fan of the electric motor, and the slight variation in the 
structure of the wheelhead casing. GELDFELD (3) also gives similar 
results end conclusions in his work. 
(2) "'heelhead Tem erature Rise \Vi th Grindin,~ '[{heel 
Rotatinp" at 2300 min. 
The temperature field throughout the wheelhead structure 
together with the wheelhead spindle bearing temperatures and the 
circulating hydraulic oil temperatures are shown in Fig.2}. From 
this it is readily observed that the motor temperatures are little 
affected by the rotation of the grinding wheel spindle but the 
whoolhead bearing temperatures reach, by far, the greatest temperature 
rise, being 32°C max. for the pulley bearing and 2~oC max. for the 
grinding wheel boaring. The wheelhoad casing incro~ses in 
temperature up to 200 C and the lubricating oil temperature reaches 
Temporature stability of the bearin~s occurs 
after 4 hours of the 8 hour operating cycle time. The corresponding 
motor temperatures reach thermal stability after 3 hours and this is 
duo to the re-directional heat flow from the casing to the motor as 
opposed to the opposito in the previous case. In fact thore is 
more localisation of the. motor tenpernture henco tho shorter the time 
for temperatur~ stability. 
(3) Wheelhoad Ton oraturo Rise with Grindi Wheel 
Rotating at 17 0 revs min. 
Tho grinding wheol can be run at two difforent speeds on 
this type of maehine and, therefore, in order to further investigate 
the effect of temperature on wheel displacement in the horizontal 
plane, similar tests to those described above were performed with 
the spindle rotating ~t the slow~r speod, i.o. 1750 revs/min. 
As the motor temperature is not affected by grinding wheel 
spindle rotation, 6.2.(2), only the wheelhead casing temperatures 
were oonsidered as relevant. Once again the spindle bearings 
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achieved by far the greatest temperature rise with the pulley bearing 
reaching 26°C max. and the wheel bearing reaohing 23 0 C mnx. The 
oorresponding wheelhead casing and hydraulic oil temperatures reaohed 
60 0 1 G and 19 C max. respeotively. Temperature stability within the 
wheelhead was attained after 3t hours of the 8 hour operating 
cycle, Fig. 24. 
6.3. Horizontal I.!ovemont of Grinding ".'heel relnti ve to 
work Axis under Stable Operating Conditions 
(1) Electric Motor rotating nt 2300 revs/min. 
"'hen the motor only is rotating thore is no movement of 
the grinding wheel relative to the work axis in the hori:zontal 
plane. 
(2) Grinding 'IIhoel Rotating at 2300 revsLmin. 
Under this operating condition the grinding wheel moves 
40Alm towards the work axis in the horizontal plane in 2 hours of an 
8 hour operating cycle. Beyond the thermal temperature conditions 
there is a slight movement in the opposite direction down to 34,u m 
over the complete cycle time considerod. Over the 200 mm length 
between oentres the grinding wheel movemont showed little chll.Ilge, Fig. 25., 
further SUbstantiating thermal segmentntion within the machine. 
(3) Grinding Wheel Rotating l't 1750 revs/min. 
In this instance tho maximum horizontal displacoment of the 
wheel axis relative to the work axis is 29 A m. This is rel'ehed after 
2t hours running timo and thereafter it falls away in a linear mnnnor 
to 24l( ill after 8 hours, Fig. 26. 
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6.4. Thernal Distortions under Stable Operating Conditions 
Sono relevance can be attributed to the results presented by 
co~paring then with results obtained by other research workers on 
conplotely differing grinding machines. G-ELDFELD (.3), in his work, shows 
whoelhead spindle bearings and lubricati~, oil tenporature rises to 
reach a naxiouo of 24°C and 210 e respectively, with a corresponding 
grinding wheel displacement of 50/1 n, whilst BREEVE (14) obtained 
cooparative values, Fig.27. Bearing temperature rises of 4SoC for the 
pulley bearing and 46°c for the whoel bearing were also recorded by 
PAHLIT1SCH (19). 
A reduction of 550 revs/nin. in the spindle speed causes 0 
mnxioun reduction of 6°e at the pulley beorin~ and 6tOe at the wheel 
bearing. The difference in tenperature of the two bearings being 
naintained at .3°C irrespectiv~ of the speed. The corresponding caS in" 
o 10 temperatures arc reduced by .3 e and 42 C, and the oil tomperature is 
reduced by .3°e naximum, Figs.2.3 and 24. Thercal stability is reached 
dtor .3t hours at 17.30 revs/min. and 4 hours at 2.300 revs/min. 
Reduction 
Reduction 
From the foregoing it 
rSPindlel 
LSpeed ~ 
ISPindlo) 
LSpeed --_ .. 
is possible to establish:-
ReductiDn IWorkhoa,d l I Temperaturos 
- -' 
Reduction l-Time of Temp""J' 
Stability 
Therefore: -
Tomperature Stability is f (Spindle Spoed) -
A reduction in spindle speed of 550 revs/~in. cauSOS 0 
reduction in the maxiDum horizontal movemont of the grinding wheel 
towards the work froo 40/(,/ 0 to 29 ~ 0 oaximuD. Theso valuos are 
reDched after .3 hours Dnd 2t hours running ti~G rospoctively Dnd 
thereafter there is a linear reduction up to 6.,AA m at 2.300 revs/nin. 
and 5jU D at 1750 revs/Din. after an 8 hour cycle tiDe. 
Hence: 
Reduction Spindle 
Speed 
Reduction G-/!Theel Horizontal 
lJovoment 
:. from (.38) and (41) wo get 
Reduction 
OR 
Reduction 
rworkhead l 
LTemperaturo J 
[
Boering ! 
TeDPeratureJ 
= 
= 
r J m'lneduotion in G-/Nheel Horizontal, 
Movement --
n' [Reduction in G-/Wheel Horizontal i 
!'!ovemont - - ::f 
Whore rn' is obtained from Fig • .32. 
6.5. Increasing the Heat Dissipation Faotor of the Bearings 
and its eff'ec·c on Thermal Distortions 
It has been shown that the main source of heat generated 
in the wheolhead is oaused by the rotation of the spindle within the 
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wheelhead bearings. Is the bearing te~peraturos stabilise,the grinding 
wheel movement follows n similRr pRttern. This sug,?,ests, therefore, 
that if the bearing temperatures be controlled, and if the above 
informatien be oorrect, the distortion of the grinding wheel oould be 
oontrolled likewise. The wheelhead under investigation doos not have 
a suffioiont quantity of oil flowing to have any noticeable effoct on 
the bearing tomperatures and, therefore, cold air was directed onto 
" the bearings in order to increase the heat dissipation factor, 6.1. 
In the set-up used, Fig. 130, it can be seen that the air is blown, 
prior to entering the wheelhead casing, through a specinl chambor 
whose temperature is controlled by the refrigerator unit. Using this 
set-up it is possible to direct air into the bearings at 10°C max. 
with the effoct that the temperature rise of the bearings is restricted 
to a lower value than thtlt whon subjected to normlll operating 
conditions at 2300 revs/min. 
(1) £:ftect on Temperature and Grinding Wheel Axis 
Distortion when directing cold air onto the 
1iJheolhead Bearings 
Under the conditions describod above the bearing temperatures, 
after 1 hour running time, arc restricted to: Fig. 28. 
= 
= 
24°c Maximum Tempernture Rise 
21°C 11nximum Temperature Rise 
Comparing this with the normal running condition £It 2300 revs/min. 
we get: 
= 
= 
27°C Mnximum Temperature Rise 
25°C Mnximum Temperature Rise 
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Likewise Fig. 29. giv~s the corresponding grinding wheel 
horizontal movement as D. comparison to the normal running 
conditions at 2300 revs/min. In this instnnce the wheel 
movement is reduced from n maximum of 40 t~ m down to 31,U m over 
the same cycle ti~e. 
Comparing these results with those in Fig. 24 nnd 
Fig. 26., resulting from a reduction in spindle speed from 
2300 revs/min to 1750 revs/min,. it again further substantiates 
the point that the grinding wheel horizontal movement is a function 
of bearing temperatures. 
Thus: 
Reduction in 
Bearing . 
Temperatures 
•. .,.ileduotion in 
m 'Grinding Wheel 
Horizontal Movement f'( t) 
6.6. I'lheelhead Temperature Rise under Unstable Oporatin£ 
Conditions 
It has been shown in 6.4. that a reduction in tho workhead 
temperatures causes a reduction in the horizontal movement of the 
grinding wheel towards the work. £8 the actual grinding operation 
is subject to unstable operating conditions it can be assumed that 
these unstnble conditions have an effect on the wheelhead 
temperatures nnd grinding wheel movement. 
(1) Tem oraturo Rise in Whoelhond under alternnte 
hour RUN STOP Intervals 
Referenoe is made to the same wheelhoad tempern.ture I:leasu-
ring points as previous, Fig. 22, when the spindle is subject to 
alternate ~ hour RUN/STOP operating oonditions. The bearing and 
casing temperatures show a oorrcsponding rise and fall in accordnnce 
with the operating condition, and thc electric motor temperatures 
behave similarly after about 1 hour of the cycle time, Fig. 30. • 
The qydraulic oil temperature rise follows a pattern similar to 
the be~ring temperatures which have a mnximuo temperature rise 
of 24°C, and again the pulley bearing is approximately 2°C above 
that of the wheel bearing temperature. The fall in the bearing 
temperatures is 6°c after 1 hour running time and that of the 
hydraulic oil and casing 3°C and 20 C respectively. The pattern is 
censistant after 1 hour of the cycle time even though consistancy 
in both the maxioum/minimum temperature values, in all cases, is 
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not realised until after 2-2t hours, when the fluctuating tenperaturo 
differoncos are:-
Pulley Bearing Temporaturo = 32~24°C = 8°c. 
Wheel Bearing Teoperaturo = 29-22
0 C = 7°C. 
Casing Temper~ture 20-13eO ° = = 7 c. 
Oil Temperature 22-15°0 0 = = 7 C. 
(2) Ten erature Riso in Ylheolhcad under alternate 
3.224.83 mins RUN STOP Intervals 
The underlying theme in this research work is its 
relatienship to industrial grinding conditions. Evidence lli~s been 
given in 4.4 to show that unstable operating conditions of a RUN/STOP 
ratio of t:~~ mins is a true reflection of the present industrial 
scene and consequently both the wheelhead temporature rise and the 
corresponding grinding whoel horizontal displacement are investigated 
over a complete work cycle. 
In 6.1. it has boen shown tlli~t the greatest temperature 
rise in the wheelhead is at the wheel spindle bearings and Fig. 33 
illustrates the rise and fall in tGnpQr~ture of the bearings in 
relation to the RUN/STOP operating conditions. As previously, the 
pulley bearing attains a highor temperature than tho wheel bearing 
up to a maximun of 3°C at tenperature stability occurring after It hours. 
The temperature drop associated with the "stopped" condition is 
3eC, the ~aximum temperature rise of the pulley bearing is 20°C and 
that of tho wheel bearing 17°0. 
(.3) Ten oraturo Rise in ','Theelhead under alternate 
4.8.3 .3.22 mins. RUN STOP Intervals 
Purely out of interest the RUN/STOP oporating conditions 
of 6.6~(2) were reversed and this had animnediato effoct on bearing 
tempo ratures, Fig • .3.3; In fact under this condition the pulley 
bearing reached a naxinun tonperature rise of 24°C and the wheel 
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b . 21°C. eflrlng Again tonperature stability is refllised after It hours 
and thG tenporature drop associated with the RUN/STOP conditions is 
again naintained at .3°C. 
6.7. Horizontal !.Ioveoont of Grindin,;; "[heel under Unstable Operating 
Conditions 
(1) Horizontal Movenent of Grinding i~heel under 
alternate £ hour RUNISTOP Intervais 
Under this operating condition the horizontal oovonont of the 
grinding wheel relativo to the work behaves in a sinilar nanner to the 
tenperatures: notably that a corrosponding movonent towards and away 
fron tho work relates to alternate RUN/STOP intervflls. Tho rnnximun 
novonont towflrds the work is .31« rn, achieved after .3 hours, whilst 
the corresponding novonent away fron the work, relntin,; to the j, hour 
stoppod interval, is consistant after 1 hour at 8~ n, Fig • .31. 
Again the rosults show oonsistency over a 200 om length botwoon oentros 
indioating no novemont of the work axis in this instance. 
(2) Horizontr>l Movonent of Grindin '[!heel under 
altornate 3.22 4.8.3 lOins. RUN STOP Intorv~ls 
As for the bearing tonperature tho RUN/STOP oper~ting 
condition flffects the r.lOvenont of tho wheel, both towr>rds ,o,nd mvr>y froD 
the work axis. The nmcirlUr:l movoment t01"I'l.rds the work is 24 j( n, and 
this is roalised after It hours 
Tho novenent of the wheal away froD the work r>ssociated with the 
4.8.3 lOin; stopped period is 6~n, r>nd is roasonr>bly oonsistr>nt 
throughout. Fig. 34. 
-----------------------------~-- ----
(3) Horizontal Mover.lOnt of Grindi "[heel under 
Alternate 4.83 3.22 ~ins. RUN STOP Intervals 
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Again the RUN/STOP operating conditions affect the ~ove~ent 
of the whoel relative to the work axis and result in a maxi~u~ 
movement of 35,Ai m, stability occurring after l~ hours. The 
novenent of the grinding wheel away froG the work during the stopped 
period is 7 JJ n, Fig, 34. 
6.8. Thormal Distortions under Unstable Operating Conditions 
A 50% reduction in ........ 25% Reduction in I,!axinun 
input power Bearing Tenpernture 
After 1 hour ~ 25% Reduction (chango) 
alternate t hour 
RUN/STOP intervals 
in Bearing Tcnperaturo 
each interval 
A 50% reduction 
input power 
in ~135% Reduction in Maxinun 
" Bearing Casing Tenp. 
32% Reduction in MaxinuG 
Hydraulic Oil Tenperature 
After 1 hour -'t'" 
alternate t hour 
RUN/STOP intervals 
16% Reduction (clli~nge) 
in Bearing Casing 
Tenperature 
20% Reduction in Hydraulic 
Oil T(mperature each 
interval 
A 50% reduction' in -+ 28% Reduction of Maxinun 
input power Horizontal Grinding 
Wheel novement towards 
work 
After 1 hour 
alternate t hour 
RUN/STOP intervals 
--+ 26% Reduction (change) of 
. Horizontal Grinding 
'.'iTheel nove~ent towards 
work each interval 
- (44) 
- (47) 
- (48) 
- (49) 
Fig. 32, shows the tenporature of bearing/grinding wheel displaccnsnt 
for the running conditions so far discussed. In all cases a linear 
relationship exists but for the stable operating conditions a 
greater gradient is achievod for the first t to ~ hour but 
thereafter this is slightly reduced. However, when subjected to 
unstable operating conditions the graph shows that a linear 
relationship can bo justified for tha conplete cycle up to 
tenperature stability. 
Hence:- For Stable Conditions 
From 0 to ~ hour T = mDr 
FrorJ t to 3 hours T = m')T 
For Unstable Conditions 
FrorJ 0 to 3 hours T = m'DT 
Where m»< rr! 
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(50) 
(51) 
The above shows that increasing the spindle speed has an effect on 
the maximum teI:lperature rise of the bearings and proportionally 
increases the grinding wheel movement in the horizontal plane. 
As the ratio of the RUN/STOP operating intervals increase 
the bearing temperatures and the horizontal mover.mnt of the wheel towards 
the work increase, Fig. 33. and Fig. 34-. Or, alternatively, as the 
percentage input powor to the wheelhead increases the maxil'lum 
ter.1perature and grinding whoel distortion iacrellse up to thermal 
stability conditions. This is found to be so, irrespective of the 
length of the RUN/STOP intervals in the range of the 3 to 15 mins. 
running times investigatod, i.e.: 
Ratio 15 or 50% input power gives 30/1 m at 22°C TeClp.rise 
15 
Ratio 3.22 or 4-0% 
4-.83 
11 11 11 24-1.4 r.1 at 19-&°C Tomp.rise 
Ratio 4-.83 or 60% 11 11 11 35/4m at 24-°C Temp.rise 
3.22 
From the above rolationships it is possible to 
cstablish:-
Increases 
Temp.Rise 
of 
'7heelhoad 
Bearings 
Increases 
Horizontal 
Movement 
of G-rinding 
Wheel 
towards 
'dark Axis 
Figs., 33 and 34, show that thornal stability occurs aftor 
It hours running tine and Figs. 30 and 31j show this to be e.round 
2t hours. As tho therr.lal stability condition in Fig. 30 and 
Fig. 31 is for a RUN operating ratio of 1j and those in Fig. 33 SToP ' 
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and Fig. 34 for> or < 1, thon the iroplication is that both the 
ratio Gnd length of the fMtor determining the s~g~ ratio aff'ect 
RUN thernal stability as f(t). In fact, the frequency of a STOP cycle 
can quite definitely define the condition:- Fig. 35. 
Hence:-
Thermal 
Stability f(t)...,..O as [
Frequency 
(Cycles/hr. ) RU~l of SToPJ increase 
Fig. 33 and Fig. 34 show that reducing or increasing the 
RUN ratio within the same frequency (cycles/hr.), ,does not affect 
SToP 
tho thermal stability as f(t), neither does it affect the tOQPorature 
drop or rise associated with the s~~~ conditions. In fact, tho 
, . t t . t d 'th the ' ,RUN t' . 1.ncrease 1.n empera ure aSSOC:l.a e W1. . 1.ncrcase 1.n STOP ra 1.0 1.S 
compensated by the change in rate of heat dissipation. 
Hence: -
"ilithin the same unstable operating frequency (cyclEls/hr.) 
diff t t ' f RUN h oran ra 1.0S 0 STOP ave 
(a) No effect on tiroo of thermal stability 
(b) No offset on varying the fall in tompornturo 
during each cycle 
( c) 
(d) 
Effects tenperature rise at thermal 
stability ~Fig. 
novement at therroal j Effects grinding who el 
stability 
tiny reduction in tho naxinuro input power generated in the 
wheelhoad due to the rotation of the grinding wheel spindle has an 
effect on the grindinG wheel novenent ani bearing temp~rature. 
36. 
Again, the form of graphs for temporature and distortion are the 
sane emphasising their depondenco with, in both cases, a reduction 
in the rate of increase towards the upper end of the maximum input 
power:-
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50% of Mm::. Tenperature Rise occurs with 35% reduction in Input Power 
50% of Mm::. G-/7heel Distortion occurs with 35% reduction in Input Power 
Thereforoi-
Reducing 
Reducing 
rInput] reduces 
l!0wer 
r~nputl reduces 
l"0we::J 
[
- Bearing J 
Tel'lperatures 
~G-rinding Wheel] Movenent in Horizontal Plane -
Relating grinding wheel displncoment to naximun bearing 
(55) 
temperature rise, up to thermal stability conditions, Fig. 32 shows 
that a linear relationship exists both fGr stable Dnd unstable 
conditions. For the unstable conditions it would appear that up to 
thermal stability at constant speed:-
(a) 
(b) 
Various ratios of s~~ do not affoct the 
relationship of tenperature/displaconent 
Va~ing the percentage of input power does 
not affoct the relationship of tenporaturo/ 
displacenent. 
This is always of the form T = n';JT 
Evon at thornal stability, under unstable operating 
(52) 
conditions, both the bearing tenporaturos and consequently the wheel 
movenent nove relatively towards and away fron the work. This 
novenent varies with the s~~~ ratio and the frequency of the s~~~ 
cycle. Fi". 35 has been plotted to denonstrate this point and it 
is readily se on that snaIl s~~~ ratios give the smaller error band 
appropriate to the whoel r.lover.,ent. 
HGnce:-
r~~quency o~ 
l~TOP cycle J reduces [,The Error Band J at Thornal Stability -IncreRsing 
r The Error Band J at 
LThernal Stability ~ 
Roducing reduces 
RUN Irrespective of the STOP ratio, the fluctuating error 
Chn) follows a linoar path up to thernal stability conditions. 
The behaviour of this linear pathfuas a constant gradient for all 
the operatin;:\ conditions investi!3ated. 
6.9. Effect of One Hour Stopped Period on Thurnal Distortion 
of "'heolhead 
-.------
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(57) 
(58) 
Running tho wheel spindle up to thornal stability conditions 
and then a complete swit·oh-off for a prolonged period, s"y lunch 
break, is of ton the practice in nany industri~l orgrmisfltions on a 
variety of nachines. Over recent Y8Rrs, particulnrly in grinding, 
,"anufacturers have rocorJIJonded that tho "rinding whoel spindle bo 
left runnine for the co'"plete working cycle irrespective of the various 
brenk poriods. However, as the practico is still not universAlly 
applied, the effect of a break period WI1S folt worthy of sono 
At the ,"DxiIJu," grindin,:; whoel spoed of 2300 revs/lOin, 
under stable operating conditions, the stablo tonpornturo of the whoel 
bearing reaches 29°C at the pulley bearing and 33°C at the wheolhoad 
bearing and the corrospondin" horizontal ,"oveClGnt of the grindinCi 
wheal towards thu work rods is 4-0,(.f IJ • stoppin,s the grinding 
wheol for ono hour after 4- hours continuous running results in a 
reduction in bonring tenperatures an(l horizontal grinding whoel 
I!love,"(mt, thus:-
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TABLE 5 
~--------------------------~-------------~ 17hoel Bearing 
Temperature 
°c 
Pulley Bearing 
Tenperature 
°c 
G-rinding Wheel 
Horizontal 
Move nentjl m. 
i stable lIf'ter 1 hri i Condition Stable f.fter 1 hr Stable After 1 hr Tenp. stop Tenp. stop 
i 
Stop 
I 
I 
29 16 33 17 i 40 22 , 
The wheel ana pulley bearing temperatures arc reduced by 
45% and 48% respectively, and the wheel movenent by 45%, Figs. 23 
and 25. In faot, the rato of temperature drop and corresponding 
movenent follow a pattern similar to that found when warning up, 
and when switched on again thernal stability conditions are reached 
after 1 hour running tine. 
Honce, the following relationship can be derived:~ 
Reduction in 
Bearin<; Temperature 
From Fig. 32 
= m 
Reduction in 
G-rinding Wheel 
Movenent Relative 
to work 
11 m" = 0.856 
6.10. The Influence of Bearing Tenperature on the Horizontal 
Moverlent of the G-rindini) 1hoel Ixis 
In this chapter, dealing with the grincling wheel 
displacenent and the tenperature flow pattern in the whoolhead due 
to spindle rotation, facts have energod indicating a close 
relationship between tho twe, 6.9. In line with the investigation 
procedure adopted throu,Shout the work, rolative grinding wheel 
novenents in the horizontal plane, Fig. 129, are compared when the 
bearing temperatures arc reclucecl, by cooling, ancl when the bopring 
tonperatures arc increased, other than by spindle rotntion, 5.4. 
In both cases the rate of chafllle of beering tenporaturGs arc 
related to the actual operative conditions described, 6.2. 
, 
t 
i 
, 
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(1) SiMultanoous Heating o~ Bearings 
Directinr, the hot air around e~_ch bearing siMultaneously 
as is the case-when the spindle is rotnting shows thnt thernal 
stflbility occurs around 2 hours. Fig. 37. As before, 11 
temperature (li~fGrenticl o~ 4°C occurs between the front and rO[lr 
boaring, i. c. the whoolho[!G. bonring achievinl~ the greatost teopcrc:ture 
rise. The corresponding horizontfll displflce~nt o~ the grinding 
wheel towards the work ~ollows n sinilar pattern to that obtained 
when the grindi!1g wheel is rotating and nttnins a rw.ximum value of 
25)l ID. Imnediately the heat supply to the bearings is switcho<'l off 
the tenperature o~ both boarings ~alls rapidly [It the SDTIe rate o~ 
change. Tho rate o~ chan"o of temperature whon heating is the same 
as that when natural cooling over the timo intorval considered. 
Thus:-
but:-
Rate of Chflnge o~ 
Tempernture Increase 
Rate of Change o~ 
= 
Grincling ·-iJheel > 
Horizontal MoveI1ent 
when Heatinr, 
Rate o~ Change o~ 
Temperature decrec.8o 
(Natural Cooling) 
Rate of Change o~ 
Grinding ':''heel 
Horizontal MovGloent 
when Cooling 
(2) Soparate Hentinlj of Pulley and 7hoelhol'l,1 Bearingl). 
(59) 
(60) 
It has beon shown in the results so ~"r th~t normal running 
conditions of the spindle and heating o~ the two bGnrings 
simultanGously, other than by rotation, 6.9. (1), create a temperature 
differential betwoen the pulley [\nd wheel bearings. It was thought 
desirable, there~oro, to investigate the effect on temperature I1nd 
displncGI10nt whon a largo temperature differential exists betwoen 
the wheel and pulley bearings. Heating the pulley be aring, the 
heat supply to the wheel bearing being restricted, results in a 
maximum pulley bearing temperature of 35°C, and a bel1ring tomperature 
di~ferentinl o~ 19°C, temperature stability occurring after 2 hours. 
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Due to the structural design of the wheelhead 45% of the 
tonperature rise of the heated bG~ring, pulley bearing, is recorded 
at the wheel bearing, Fig. 38. },S in the previous case, 
innediately the bearings start to cool the temperature starts to 
reduce approxinatoly at the salOe rato at the pulley bonring, but 
less at the wheolhead boaring. 
The corresponding dis plac(lDent is towards the work, the 
grinding whool reaching a. stablo value of 19 AJ m. aftor 2t hours 
and the wheelhead casing novenent, at the pulley end, reaching 
55 jjn after 3 hours. Again, il'lr1odiately the bearings start to cool 
both the grinding wheel and casing novonents change direction and 
novo away fron the work l1Xis at approxinately the sano rate as the 
increase in boaring tenporature. 
Therefore: -
and:-
100% HeatinG of ---J>- 45% Heatill,\ of 
Pulley Boaring 1'7hool Bearing 
19jJm Horizontal 100% Heating of 
Pulley Bearing 
.-.. DisplncGl:wnt of 
(i.rinding V.Thool 
100% Henting of 55ftm Horizontd 
Pulley Boaring -l!I>- Displacement of 
Wheelhend Casing -
Rate of Henting of 
Bearing 
Rate of Grindin" 
'::heel and Horizontal 
displaconent when 
Heating 
Rate of ·".'hoolhead 
and Casing Horizontal 
= 
= 
Displacemnt when = 
Heating 
Rate of Cooling of 
Bearing 
Rate of Grinding 
Wheel Horizontal 
Displncenent when 
Cooling 
Rate of 'Yhoolhead 
Casing Horizontal 
Displncenont· whon 
Cooling 
Henting the wheol bGarinr~ and rostricting the supply 
to the pulley bearint; results in a r.k'1XinUFc bearing tenporature 
increase of 29°C and tenperature stability after 2 hours. The 
temperature differential between the two bearings stnbilises at 
(62) 
(63) 
(65) 
( 66) 
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12°C or 58% of the wheel bearing tONporatuJ;'e rise. As 
previously, the rate of change of temp~rature increase is the 
saNe as the rate of tenporature reduction when cooling by natural 
convection. Fig. 39. 
The novemnt of the grinding wheel is tOlVarils the work and 
this reaches stability after 2 hours, whonce the ooxinun 
displacement is 34 !AN. Tho wheolhoad casin,> I10vemnt at the pulley 
end reMhos a r.l!1ximun value of 40,/{n, but in this instance thernal 
stability dOGS not occur until after approxiNately 3 hours. A 
reduction in bearing tenperaturo resu+ts in a re-directional novenont 
of the grinding whool relative to the Vlork at a slower rote thnn when 
the boaring tenporaturo is increasing, Fig. 40. Therefore the 
following is applicab1e:-
a1so:-
100% Hoating of 58% Heating of Pulloy 
Griniling ;lhoe1 ---to- Bearing 
Bon,ring 
100% Heating of 34,1,( n Horizontal 
Grinding '7heol ___ ~ - DisplncoElont of 
Bearing Grinding ',Vhool 
100% Hoating of 
Grinding 
'·7hoo1 Benring 
Rate of Hoatint; of 
Bearing 
Rato of Grinding 
','thool Horizontal 
Disp1nconont when 
Hoating 
Rate of -lheelhoad 
Casing Horizontal 
Dis pltlcGrlent when 
Hoating 
40)J m Horizontal 
__ ,. Displaconont of 
"Thoolhead Casing -
> 
> 
Rate of Cooli~, of 
Bearing 
Rate of Grinding 
~Iheol Horizontal 
Displaccncnt when 
Cooling 
Rata of ',7hao1hend 
Casing Horizontal 
Displaccnont when 
Cooling 
(3) The InfluoncG of Boaring TeElperatures : Discussion 
It ~~s been shown that vn~ing the temperatures of onch 
bOl1ring hl1s an effect on the grinding whool and whoelheod cas ins 
disp1acements in the horizontal pIano. ThG design of the Vlorkhond 
is such t~~t whon both boarings aro honted siElultanoously the whool 
( 67) 
(68) 
( 69) 
(70) 
(71) 
(72) 
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bearing has a naxiouo tenporature rise of 5°C nore than the 
pulley bearin{;. In addition, thore is a Greater temperature 
differential between the bearinGs when dircctin" the heat onto the 
pulley bearing as opposed to the wheel bearing and this, no doubt, 
relates to the nass effeot of the pulley and bolt oasinG nnd its 
influence in directins the hoat flow initially away fron the pulley 
bcn.rinEj. 
COClparinis this with the tvlO bearing tonperatures under 
normal running conditions the opposite effect occurs in thn.t the pulley 
bearing has a Greater tonperature rise thll1l the wheel bearing, i. e. 
2300 revs/nin. spindle speed. This would indicate that the grinding 
whoel rotation MS an effoct on ooolin" the wheelhead boe,rine; by 
o 
sOClething slightly in excess of 3 C. In fnot, Fig. 41 indicatos 
o 
th'lt this would be 8 C at tenperature stability. Also, irrespoctive 
of the operating spindle spoed the temperature differenoe of the 
pulley and wheel boaring is 30 C at stable conditions. The 
iClplications arc therefore:-
Reduction of Reduction of Does not affect 
Spindle Speod - Bearing --'lP" the Bearing 
Tenpo raturos Teoperature 
or alternatively', with reference to skotch:-
\, 
Differential 
Again, with reference to Fig. 41, varying the tooperature 
- (73) 
- (74) 
difference between the pulley and wheel bOltring hitS an effect on the 
grinding wheel horizontaldisplacooont. It np~enrs rather 
conclusive froo tho results that a wh80lhead design could bo 
constructed such that the temperature differential between the 
pulley and wheolhead bearings is such that the horizontal noveoont 
of the wheelhead at thermal stability is a minimuCl. 
-'--
Honce:-
L/ 
--A~ =1 
'"-
If TA = TB 
If'TB > TA 
If TA > TB 
/\ /, 
_-lfjf~If---,-I' 
I 
displacement = D 
displacelOOnt <D - -
displacement >D - -
- - -
- - -
- -
From the above it would appoar that the temporaturo 
-
-
differential of tho pulley and whoel bearing has some influence on 
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(75) 
(76) 
(n) 
tho horizontal distortion of the grinding wheel. Howevor, Fig. 39 
shows that after t hour the temporature difference either becomes 
stable or falls slight~ irrospective of the heating conditions 
whereas Fig. 43 shows the relative wheel displaoer.nnts incroasing up 
to about 2t hours, as does the bearing temperatures. This implies 
that the grinding wheel displacement is a fUnction of the temperature 
difference and the temperature magnitude of the bearings. In view 
of this information a graph has been plotted of (Temperature 
Differential x Bearing Temperature) against Distortion, Fig, 44, for 
the different heating conditions described previously. Exarain[';i;i on 
of this figure shows that in most cases a linear relationship can 
be derived of the form:-
K = r:Ul +C 
and K" 
T 
= r:UlT + C 
where :-
) 
~ 
K 
K' 
DT 
= 
= 
= 
(TB - TA) x TB 
(TB - T}) x TA 
Thermal Distortion 
of Grinding Wheel 
(78) 
t 
ConsiderinG the graphs represented by K as nn oxanp1e 
it is seen that as the slope of the graph reduces then the corres-
ponding novonont of the grinding whea1 incren.sos. In fllct, as tho 
slope chnn~Gs froD. positive to negative tho naxinun grinding whool 
TIOvenent increnses fron 1~.,f.J n to 32~.n n, towards the work mds at 
therr.Ja1 stability. L1so in Fig. 44, graphs have been plotted using 
the same critoria of K' for speeds of 1750 and 2300 revs/min. 
~;ain K' = mDT + C and, as previously, a reduction in the slope 
corresponds to an increase in the maxinun horizontal movonent of the 
grinding wheel at therna1 stability conditions. The change in 
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magnitude of the slope can be effected either by incroasing the boaring 
tonporatures, i.e. by increasing spindle speed, or by decroasing the 
Dngnitudo of (TB" TJ) fron positive to nog[ltive~ 
Sini1ar graphs have boen plotted, Figs. 45, 46 nnd 47, 
for roducod bonrinr; temperatures and the sanG pattern evolved, as 
previously, nm:1G1y that the grinding wheel distortion varies in 
relation to the respective bearing tenporaturos. This further 
enhllnces the point previously 1Ondo, that roducing tho tonporature of' 
the whoo1hcad bearing with respoct to the pulley boaring reduces the 
grindin.> wheel distortion in the horizontal p1ano. 
Under noroa1 running conditions the wheGlhend casine; novas 
towards the work axis as a function of tho ben.ring tonperatures. 
Likewise the spindle axis moves in tho SllOO direction but D.t II reduced 
rate. Fig. 48. Howovor, thore is a twist of the spindle axis no 
doubt caused by the effect of the force crentod by the vao bolt pul10y 
at that end. Tho twist, i.o. (DA - DD) reaching 8J..J n roaxinuEt at 
1750 revs/nin and being reduced to 5)1/0 naxinun at 2300 revs/nin. 
In both cases the spindle axis moveoent tewllrds the l~rk axis is ouch 
loss than the casing, i.o.:-
At 2300 Rovs/!Jin Spindle Axis Movonont is 
61% of "7hoe1head Cnsing 
Movonont townrds the work 
axis (79) 
At 1750 Rovs/om Spindle f.xis l!evooont is 
50% of Whoe1h8!1d Casin,~ 
Moveoent towards th~ work 
nxis 
Tho fact s enorgin" support 11 point previously nado, 
5.4., that the oovooont of the outside of the ollchino structure 
boars littlo rolovanco to too total novooent of the [;rinding wheel/ 
work axis systen. 
(4) Relntionship of llunring Tooporllturos nnd Grindin"i 
··.·hGol Distortion 
In 6.10.(3), sufficiGnt practical evidenco has been 
producod showin,.~ tho effect of be[lrin!~ tonpernture on tho movemont 
of tho grindin~ whoel in the horizontt!.l plnno. Thoreforo, in this 
section siople equations will bo d()rivei'!. to verify the practicfll 
results. 
Tho twin elamants affect in,., this thornal distortion are 
shown diaijrlloatically bolow:-
-, 
ID 
b 
FI C\ 2-
.J 
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(80) 
-~- K1.X1.ATA 
KBXB ,1 TB 
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Froro Fig. (2), tho followins rolationship can bo 
ost"blishod:-
D 2 _ D 2 = 2b 
A B (81) 
Froro which:-
a 
D = DB + ii 
- - - - - - - - - - - (~) 
In order to siroplify J\quation (82) in terns of 
tOl'1porature at the bearinr;s A and 13, the followinG siroplo analoguo 
has boen constructod:-
j-( ... :::x,' 
• I 
\.",/ 
~;7here :- Conductance -- Tenpornturo 
Currant --- !lent Flow 
Voltn~~o ':= Dis plac8Dont 
Fror:l Fig. (3) :-
- - - - - - - - - - (83) 
- (84) 
IT = I 1.+ 113 (85) 
Henco:-
113 = GB lA 
GA - - - - - - - - - - (86) 
IT = lA + CB 11. 
CA - - - - - - - - - - (87) 
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~ 
'" G-J\. "-A l".r (}A + G-B 
.... ... - - - - - -
(88) 
VB '" RAI.r G-A 
GlI + G-n (89) 
Substituting the thermal conversions from the 
analogue we obtain:-
(90) 
Fig. (49) shows values of K for various bearing temperatures. 
In addition, the actual grinding wheel displacement is shown against 
that derived from Equation (90), and from this it is ~eon that a 
olose relationship exi~ts. Fig. (50), and Table (6). 
TABLE (6) 
T Test: 
Noo i 
• 
1 
~ 
I , 
i 2 
.3 \ 
I 
" 
30 
28 
15 
14 
18 
9 
7 
8 
2 
IT R" t· Actual Calculated 
" 
emE" ~se ! , i 
, C I G-!l1hee1 G-!,'fhe 01 I 
\ I Displacement Displaceoont J 
i TB I ,Jjm -'Am __ I I 
t ! -~ I 25 I 25 25 I i I. i 15 .3.3 31 I I 
35 18 15.5 J 
i '-I'" I ! I , 14 17 17 i , , 
i , 
--1 I I I 10 21 21.8 i 
I I 
I I 1 17 I 11.8 I I 10 I i ~ "._--1-- 4··------ . ',," I 
--"-, i I 
I 
I I 7 i 5 , 5 : I , -~ I , 
.3 I 7 I ! 
I I J 8 1 I 2 i , 
"-' 
~A P T E R 7 
Thorn"l Distortions of thG ';.'orkho~d and Tailstock 
and thoir effoct on the '7ork lxis Movenent in the 
~orizont"l PIano -----
Previously it h"s boon suggested that thore",l sognentati:m 
is possiblo in the cylindrical grinding nttchine. Tho thornal 
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distorii0ns in tho wheolhond affoct the l1Ovonont of the crinding whool 
axis and thoso in t)y~ workhond and tailstock causo novoment of the 
work axis. ".'Ihon the various elol1onts nre run separatoly the thornol 
conditions of the whoolhoad do not couse distortions of the V/ark rods 
and tho thernal conditions of tho workhead likowiso havo no offoct 
on the grinding VI hool 8I:i8, 5.4. In the light of the infornation 
supplied, 4.2., the work axis novol1ont is considered over" 200 nm 
longth. 
7.1. Thornal Di8tortbn of :rork ilJ<is undor Stable OrortctiDi~ 
Conai tiens 
(1) Temperature Rise in -.-'orkhoncl and Tr·ilsbck 
A diagrp.IJt=ltic roprosontn.tion of thn tonporn.turo mct:!.surin~ 
points is shown in Fig. 51., togothor VIi th the relative tonpornturo 
rise of too vn.ri:.ms points ovtJr an" oi.'-~ht hour poriodo Lgnin, [tS 
found on nary provi0us oocasions, tho tonpornturo riso at nIl tha 
points incro~sos rn;)idly for the first 2 hours but theroaftor almost 
stable tonporature conditions prevail. The oloctric notor, situated 
on the workhond, attains the grontost tonporature riso, 26°c, but the 
tonpcratul'O riso of the nain boaring cnsing nt the workhond contre is 
only SoC, but this cOlopnros vory favourcbly with the work tOl:IpOraturc 
at tho tailstock ond. Hence, undor no load conditions thoro is n8 
tonperaturo gradient at either ond of tho workpieco. It is 
intaresting to note thnt thore is a clifforenco in the tonporature of 
tho work nnd the tonporaturc of the work contre at the tailstock ond. 
This is no doubt due to the nass effect of tho tailstock. 
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Sono of too heat 8onorlltod, duo to v/'Jrkhond and work 
rotation, is transr.littod to tho worktablo Dnd this vD.rios botweon 
With, IlS to bo expocted, too table tODperllture 
Ilt the workholld en(l ranching a slic;htly higher value. 
Fig. 52. shcws the effect of the mot0r tODporature on the 
workhelld with the olectric Dotor runnine", Ilnd the work station~ry. 
AI;1'.in, the groatost teL1poraturo riso in too notor renchos 26°c, but 
tha corresponding tonpcraturo rise of tho Vlorkhead bCHrinr; casing, 
o pt.3, renches a I:laxinut.\ value of only 4 C after a cyclo tine of 
8 hours. In this latt~r cnse the teDpornturo rise hlls a slower 
rate of incr0aso than previously, Fig.51. 
(2) Horiz')nt0- MoveI:lent of !,'ark /,xis 
l~f't(Jr Qn 8 hour continuous world..n-; cycle the work axis 
Doves towarcls the wheel fnce up to n I:laxiDUI:l of lOft/c, the displnco!Jont 
renainin;; constrmt nfter J+- hours~ ''hon the electric mbr only is 
rotatin~ the displncGI'lont of work axis is rostricted to 2..(.1'C after 
4 hours of the 8 h"ur cyclo, FiG. 52. Lllowing the notor to cool 
causes the work nxis rlisplacorlont to incro,cso n further 2,L( J:l al thou,~h 
the tODperaturo, nt pt.3., re!Jnins c·onstant ancl the tOl1purature at the 
notor decrecses rnpidly, thus inrlicnting that the workhond cn.sting 
is h7isting duo to a mtural hont flow tnking plc.cG in the structur~. 
Tho tenpornturo ris" of the electric ,"otor ovor an 8 hour cycle has 
a nogli,;ible effoct nt the tnilstock ond, i. o. less than t "un, but 
work rotntion rosults in a 2).11c displnconont, Fig. 53. 
(3) Thornal Distortion of 'ork Axis 
FrOD the above infornation it is noticoable t~~t for a 
200 mn Vlorkpioco locatod botwoon the centres n twist ()f tho axis 
occurs; the nClvonont t:"Jvlllrds the wheol nxis bcinc ~r()ntGr D.t tho 
workhcnd ontl thnn nt tho tailstock ond. Thoro is [l ff!.r ,~ro[l,tor 
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twist of the work axis when tho work is rotatins as tho motor 
tooperaturos genoratoo_ in the workhoad have loss thnn 20% effect 
on this, i. o. when motor only is running and work is stopped. 
Fig.S4. 
Previously it has be~n sho1'ln that rotation of the workhoad 
contre cnusos en incrcn.8o in the bOD.rin,~ casinr~ tOrJperaturc in the 
o 0 
workhead, at pt.3., from 2 C to 8 C. Increasing this temperature 
has a direct influcnce on the 1',>()rk axis movenont towards tho 
grinding vrhool as the increase in displacomont is proportional to 
the increnso in temperature of the front bearing, Fi".S3 and Fig.61. 
Hence:-
Inerease in Front 
Bearing Tomperaturo --'-;I:>-
Incronsc in displnconont 
of work ,~is towards wheel 
axis f( t) f(t) 
Also at Thermal Stability Conditions:-
Increaso in Tenp. Twist of ':Iork Jixis over 
----c.l>!>- 2 Rise in "mrkhcad duo 00 mm length 
to Motor Tcnp. 
Increase in Tomp. Incroased Twist of ",'ark 
Rise in '.'!orkheaQ clue ----'''''' Axis ovor 200 no length -
to Rotation of ',lark 
7.2. Effect of Grinding Wheol Rotation on Thoroal Distortion 
of l-'~k !xis 
- (91) 
- (92) 
- (93) 
It is accepted that the drau"ht causod by tho rotation of 
the erindinc; 1'lhoel could havo an effect on the temperatur~ rise 
within the workhonrl Dnd tailstock. GELDFELD (3) shows that this 
CQula bG cffocti vc in ca.usinG intcnsi VG coolin(; of sor:1O sections 
of the whoolhoad housiu"j. Fig.55. giv~s somo inclicntion of the 
cooline; affect of the rotating Grinding whool and of the spasmodic 
application of the cnolant when grinding; ono cut only. In this 
instance the main boarine temperaturo, measured at pt. 3., on the 
wheelhead casing is reducod from a maxiclUm of SaC to SOC for the 
S hour Vlorking cycle, but the temp~rature at tho tnilstock contro 
is not affected in this instance. Again, thernal stnbili ty is 
the sano in both Cr>SGS nnd occurs nftor 4t hnurs of the 8 hour 
working cyclo. 1,s, in this instance, tho cool"nt tonpuraturo 
ronained. constant at 20°C it WQulrl bo reasonable to nssunG that 
any recluction in the workhond casing tonporature cnn be nttributod 
to the rotntion of tJo.o grinding wheel. Fron the clains nacle 
previously it would be logical to assun() thnt this woul,l hnve an 
effect on both the distortion of the headstock centro towards the 
whoel face and also the actunl twist of the work - this would 
in fact reduce. 
Hence:-
Rotation of 
Grindin,lheel 
Reduction in ";'orkhond casing 
/, ..... t(mporature 
./ 
<' 11> Reduction in nO'loncnt of 
". work towards wheol face 
.'" 
' ... Roduction in twist of 
work axis 
7.3. TherI:lal Distortions of ';'ork Lxis at Differing "'cOrk Speeds 
Tho provious results hnvo been rolnto(l to the ideal \"lark 
spood solocto<1 for tho particular work clinnctcr, natorinl ,mel 
working conditions doterr.:inod. in 4.4. If, as inpliod. fron these 
rosults, the V/orkhend tonporc.turos nnl work axis ,listortions are 
affected by Vlork spood thon it should be ro-en· arced by workspood 
variations fron the nininun up t" the mxirlUr:l for this particulnr 
grinding II1.1.chine. 
(1) ~"Jorkhoad Ton orature Riso when work Rotr>tin'( 
at 34 rcvs..Ein. 
Tho naximun mtor tonporaturo rise is 27°C but the nnin 
bearing casing tonrernturc is ro(lucocl to n f",,-'1XiL'1UO of SO C, after 
4 hours co ntinuous running, an,l the tailstock tcnpcrnturc riso 
rostrict8(1 tfJ 2°C. Other Vlorkhoad tonporatures rooorllo<l as in the 
previous cases, 7.1., :10 not vary. Fi!;. 56. 
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·ilork Axis Horizontnl MOvoMent when Work 
Rotntin~ at 34 roXs!nin. 
f.t this workspoed thoro is no flOV()llOnt of the work axis 
either at tho headstock or tailstock cnd. 
'·,'orkhcnd Tcnpernturo Rise wOOn work Rotatin"j 
at 415 rovs/ni~. 
flS proviously, tho rrlnxir.lUD notor tompGre.turo riso is 
27°e but the nain boarin"j casing tonporaturc rise rcnches 16°e 
and the tailstock contre temperature rise lODe, b'lth after 4 hours 
co ntinuous runnin~. The oth~r workhond tonperaturos are littlu 
affected by too incroasou work spincUo spood. Fir;. 57. 
Yl0rk .;~xis Horizontal }i0venont whon work 
ROtntinE;' nt 415 rovsZn.in. 
Under these conditions the work axis rlQv(lrlont towards 
the whoel axis roaches 15 A,iD. nnxi!:lul1 at the V'lnrkheacl ond, and 
5,AAn at the tailstock (mcl.. Both those naxinun displacenonts 
occurrin"j after 4 hours. FiG~ 57. 1;lso tho twist of the work Dxis 
over the 200 nn lcn"jth increases by 30% up to tonporoturo 
stability conditions. Fi"i' 51,. 
Fron the above the folloVlin"i can be Gstablishoit:-
Incroasing ·,7ork Spcocl-1l- InCrOtlSO in '.7orkho[lcl nnd 
T"ilstock TOloporatures 
Incroflso in Twist of '~Y0rk -~ !~is ovor 200 nM length 
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( 95) 
7.4. ThoroP..l Distorti'JIls of '"lork l~is undor Unstablo Oporatim; 
eon~.itio.!.:!! 
(1) Thor"l:lfll Distortions un(lor al ternrtto ± _1!'?.u.;: 
BYNZSTqP:?po~atl~~ncl.itions 
The effoct of unstable oporatin" conditions on tho JCovGr'.ent 
of the ~7ork are shown in Fig. 58, rolntivG t8 a.ltornato ~ hour 
RUN/STOP intervals. Lftor 1 hour of op~ration n tonporature 
fluctuating pattern is flSsociatod with the RUN/STOP opurnting 
conditions but the corresponding nnxinun tonperature rises ore 
reduced: the notor tonporaturo fron 26°e to 19°e and the 
tenporaturo at, pt. 3, on the boaring casing fron BOe to 6tOe. 
The wheolhead casin" torcporaturo does not follow the riso/fall 
fluctunting pnttern and tho \'Iorktnble tonperntures ore roduced 
1.s before, thornal stnbility at both the 
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workhead and tail stock occur after 4 hours of tho B hour operating 
cycle, Fig. 59. 
The reduction in tenpornture is also acconpanied by n 
roc.ucod horizontal novenent of the workhood c~ntre tQwo~'ds the 
whool over the sane cycle tine and, as previously, the on/off 
op~rating concli ti:)I1S of too workhoarl nro ncconpnmed by a 
no ve ne nt towards and away fron the wheel face. Tho oaxir.1UD 
displaconont, as conpared .. to continuous runnin;;, is roducuu frOD 
10 to B)Jn, and thernal stability is reached after 4 hours 
running time. 
Hence fron above:-
A5Wo rocluctirJn in input power ---i>-2(J'1; Reduction in 
MnxiI'lun 1{orkho ad 
Tempornturo - (96) 
A5a% reduction in input power ---~25'10 Rccluctbn in 
lInxirmn !lotor 
TOrlporaturo - (97) 
11 501 reduction in input powor --f""20% Reduction in 
Horizontnl mnvuI:1ont 
'If the workhe"d oontrG 
towards the v/ork - (9B) 
11 50% roduction in input powor -+-R,!clucos twist in 
'''ork Lxis over 
200 Dr.J.. - (99) 
( 2) Thor~al Distortions under alternate 
4.83/3.22 oins RYN!STOP Oporatin~ Corulition~ 
Under those unstablo operntini; conditions both the 
maxinuTI workhoD.d tcoporaturo (rntor) and the front boaring casing 
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tooporature nre consiilerably reilucGel ovor tho full operating cycle. 
Likowho the ~l1Xioum harizontnl novonont of the work oxis "t the 
headstook centre isreducod fro~ lOA! ~ to 5A.) o. '.'i th the increnso(l 
froquency of the RUN/STOP opGratin" condition no do finite fluctuating 
pattorn is nssociatoil with eithor tho tooporature rise or work axis 
r.lOvooont but again a definite reduction in nagnitui:o of both is 
apparont. Fig. 60. 
HGnco, fro!1 the results presented tho following cnn be 
establisholl:-
6C% reduction in --.55% 
Input Powor 
6C% rGduction in --i>" 62% 
Input :Cowor 
reduction in -+-5C% 
Input Powor 
reduction in liInxir:mfl 
Motor Teopornture 
r()(luction in -7orkho 0(1 
Cnsing Teoporature at 
ptd. 
reduction in the 
Mnxinuo ':lork l.:x:is 
MovoF.JCnt t~wards 
tho wheel axis 
7.5. Thoroal Distortions of ''?ork l.xis Discussion 
FroJ1 the procodinr; infor~ntion it would appear that 
(100) 
(101) 
(102) 
tenperaturo vnriation in the workheacl is influentinl on the horizontal 
r:J.ovor.lOnt of' the work rucis towards tho grincling 1ryhool. In cons equonco 
the tooporature rise 0f the wC)rkhuad bunrin,~ casing has boon rolated 
to the horizontal clis;:>lacnm nt of the work axis at tho heD.c1stock ond, 
Fig. 61, for difforin~ oPGrati~~ conditions, i.u. 
(a) "70rkhoad Motor running 
(b) ':lork notntiru; undor Stablo 
Oporntinr, Corulitions 
(c) ':rork J1.otatinG undor Unstable 
Op~rating Concli tions 
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In all cases th::> ero.ph sho.,~ that a 1in"= l"Glr.tionship of the 
form: 
T '" mDT (50) 
exists and the value of the gradient, 
"m" = 0.725. is constant for a given speed irrespective of the 
operating conditions. 
A reduction in the percentage input power causes both 
a reduction in the workhead temperatures and work axis movement 
towards the grinding wheel. Table (7). 
! 
0 I . 
Operating Conditions 1 __ T_e_m.:.pe_r_at_u_r1""e_R_i_s_e __ C-l1 MaxiY.lum ',Tork i 
i Work Speed Bearing I Motor' Axis Horizontal I ! 86 Revs/min. (~~~r I Uovemcnt .At m 
~I --------+--'---r----4-----~ 
Stable 8 I 26 + 10 
Uastable Alt.~ hr. 
RUN/STOP Intervals 
I Unstable i 3.22/4.83 mns. 
i RUN/STOP Intervals 
I 
6 19 
4 12 
Note: +ve indicatea movement of ~¥ork lxis 
towards the Whe cl J.xis. 
+ 8 
+ 5 
CHf,PTER 8 
Therr.11l1 Distortions of the M,!in Body structuro of the 
Cylin,"ricnl G-rirrling J""chino a':!L thoir effoct on th~ 
Displaconont of the '.7ork !xis in tho Horizontal Plane 
undor Stabl0 0ro~atins ConJitio~ 
Fron thc work carriocl but by GELDFELD (3) an:! BREW (14), 
it is roar,ily seen that changes in the by,lraulio oil tefJporaturG 
have varyinr> effects on the cistortion of the r.lc'\chine bocly. This 
novenont is convoyed through the ,"achine elononts an'l has an effect 
on tho in space novoo':lUt of the gril1'linr, wheel/work rods syston 
which ultinatoly affects tho accuracy of the work pro,luced. It is 
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interestin,> to note that in previous research work, involvin," thornal 
defornations in "rinding, the displacomnt of the work rucis in the 
horizontal plane is recorded at ono position of the work tablo 
rolative to the nachine bed. (3) and (16). Although this nay givo 
the general pattern of (lisplaconont f(t) it o_oos not givo nuch 
guidance as to tho actual Georcetric forn or sizo of tho finisho'.l 
component. Tho longth of workpiccc most frequently ground in 
inilustry has already boon established, 4.2., ancl in consequenco the 
work axis displacef10nt ovor 200 nu length of table travol is 
considored.. 
8.1. ~_nflu0~ce of Ho~t Gonoration in the Hydraulic Drive Unit 
(1) Tonporature ~iso in Machine Body 
In all 24 temperature neasuring points, locatod around the 
nachine body casting, establish the thernal flow pattern within tho 
machine for difforent operating conditions. Fig.63 and Fig.64 show 
the location of those measuring points nnrl the temperature valuos 
obtaineil after an 8 hr. continuous I.orkin,; cyclo. 
Tho roar part of' the body, nn which the wheelhead and 
motor arc positionocl, dOGS not ref'lect arw change in tompur,~turo but 
the f'ront and roar walls of' the nain body casting housing the 
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worktable show the greatost tOr::lporaturo chan';o. In adQition, Fig.64. 
inc1icatos that the lef't hancl part of' tho bo(ly supportini~ tho workhoacl 
attains a higher tenpornture than the right hand siilo supportinr, the 
tnilstocko Anothor intorostinc point establishoel is that the 
greatest tonpcrature rise occurs along a horizontal lino around tho 
nachinc body, inclusive of' points Y2 2, 5, etc., and tho tonporature 
gra(lient f'ror::l this lino is greater towanls the top than the botto r::l 
in the vortical pIano. 11 I!lllXinun body tenporature rise of' 6°c and 
Jwdraulic oil tenperaturo rise of' 9°C is establishocl f'or tho smoe 
conditions. Tonporc.ture stability of' tho Jwdraulic oil ancl the 
higher body tcnporaturo points occur af'tor 5 hours of' the 8 hour cycle 
ancl 75% 'Of' the naxinun to!'lperature rise is roachocl af'tar 3 hcmrs. 
f, grGat0r temperature gradient occurs in the hori~ontal plano !'l'lvin,., 
around tho boely than in the verticil pIano, Fig. 63., i.o. 
points Y2 to 11 = 5°C tonporature drop Imel points Y2 to Y1 '" ItOC 
to!'lPO rnturo drop. 
(2) .!i2..r~ntal MovemGnt of' tho "'ork lxis 
Tho work rocis clis plncotlont in tho horizontal pInna is 
established over a length of' 200 nn with rec.clings taken at the hoaclstGck 
and tnilstock cnd of tho workpiGco lon"th. The tl'lvcnont rocClrc1i.;,l is 
initially towards the wheel nxis at both tb<, hOl'.clstoelc and tailstock 
onels of' tho work renching a r.lnxinum value of' 5.J.jc anel 2t un 
respectively, betwoon 2 anel 4 hours. Theroaf'ter a ro-directicnnl 
linear DOVOrlOnt away frorl the whoel a.xis takos plnc(;, fnlling to 
- 2tf1 J:l an.1 - 3t jA n at the ho(\itstock ancl tailstock on(ls of the 
200 no length between contros. 
(3) Temperature Rise in Machine Body 
Bydraulic Oil 
Cooling 
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Operating under the same conditions but cooling the hydraulic 
oil by means of an oil-water cooler, 5.4-., restricts the maximum body 
temperature rise to 2tOC after 5 hours of an 8 hour working cycle. 
Again the maximum temperature rises occur at points Y2 and 14-, 
Fig. 65., and follow a pattern f( t), as in the previous case - the 
hydraulic oil temperature rise being restricted to lOCo 
Cooling the hydraulic oil has an effect on reducing the 
temp'Jrature at all the measuring points and, in addition, increasi.ng 
the temperature gradients throughout the machine. In this 
instance it tnkns4- hours for similar measuring points, 8.1., to show 
any temperature change, even at the front wall, which previously had 
boen the most responsive to temperature increase, thero is a delay 
of up to 4- hours before any change is recorded. 
Horizontal Movement of the Work Pxis Cooling 
As beforo, the work axis displacement is recorded over 11 
200 mm 10 ngth. Tho therm"l displ"celOcnt is initially towards the 
... 
grinding wheel but thercafter a re-directionlll chllngo takes placo 
giving a displacomont f(t) silOilar to thnt found in 8.1.(2), saVG 
that tho amplitude of the displacement is restricted to 6t1 m over 
the same operational cycle. In this inst~nce the re-direotional 
change occurs between ~ hour and It hours of the op~rating cyclo, 
and after 4- hours little lOovement of the work axis occurs. Fig. 66. 
Thermal Deformation due to Hydraulic Oil 
~raturo Rise 
Reducing the hydraulic oil telOperaturo hDS nn effect on 
reducing the overall body temperature but dees not affoct the form 
of the temperature rise f(t). 
Hence:-
Reduction in Rate of 
Change of Hydraulic -.". 
Oil Temperaturo 
Reduction in Rate 
of Change of Body 
Temperature 
Roduction in Maximum 
-Jp- Body Temperature Rise 
The reduction in the rate of change of hydraulic oil 
temperature is greater than the corresponding reduction in rate 
of change of body temperature; thus indicating some other source 
of heat generation within the machine body. In fact a reduction 
10 0 in maximum ~draulic oil temperature rise from 9t C to 1 C giv~s 
a corresponding reduction in maximum body temperaturo riso from 
1n both cases temperature stability occurs after 
about 4 hours: 
Tho corresponding work nxis displacemonts arc also 
affected even though the form of the displacement f(t) is the samo; 
an initial movement tOlVards tha wheel followed by a re-directional 
linear movemont away. An interesting point readily observod is 
that the slolVer rata of temperature change throughout the machine 
body associated with the reduced body temperatures causes the 
rc-directional moveroent of the work axis away from the grinding 
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(103) 
whoel to occur earlier in the operating cycle. In f~ct, cooling of 
the hydraulic oil rosults in a ra-directional moveDont of work Ilxis 
after ~ to l~ hours as opposed to 4 hours under normal operating 
conditions. Closer investigi1tion of Fig. 65. reveals 0, tomperaturo 
gradient pattern within the body corresponding to the work axis 
displacement such toot a differonce in r"to of chango of tomporature 
at tho various points causes tha re-directioni11 change in the work 
axis movement away from the grinding whoal. Whon the rata of 
change of temperature approaches zero tha displacement then becomes 
linear and the rate of change of tho work axis displacomont depends 
upon the body tempor"ture rise nnd the touperi1ture gradients sot up 
throughout tha machim body. 
8.2. Simulation of Bo~y Temporaturo Gradients within the 
Grinding Machine 
The indication frem 8.1.(5) is thAt the temporature 
generated in the machine body by means of the hydraulic oil and the 
hydraulic oil unit, situated within the body, cause different 
expansion rates of the body structure and this in turn affects the 
grinding wheel/work axis displacement. In an attempt to further 
substantiate th~t the displacement is the result of the heat 
generated within the body thermal distortions of the work axis are 
compared for different heating conditions. 5.4.(3). 
(1) 80urces of Heat Gl.neration within Machine Body 
The electric motor driving the hydraulic pump has the 
greatest temperature rise and this reaches a maximum value of 
19°C, with temperature stability occurring after 4 hours. Fig. 68. 
o Tho hydraulic oil and pump roach a maximum value of 9 c temperature 
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rise and again temperaturo stability occurs at approximately 4~ hours. 
In cOr.lparison, with the relative ter.lporature rises recorded, when 
the table is oscillating at a sliding speed of 900 mm/mins. the 
maximum temperature rise of the olectric r.lotor increased by 4°C and 
that of the hydraulic pump and oil by 2 and 5°C respectively. In 
this instance tomporature stability occurs after 5~ hours, Fig. 68. 
Comparing point Y2 this is the hottest point at the front of the 
r.lachine body, and the temperaturo rise at this point, whilst always 
lower than the olectric motor and hydraulic oil temperatures, 
behavos in a similar mannor. As none of the heat generation eler.lents 
are directly touching the body it is assur.lcd that the greatest 
proportion of heat at point Y2 is transnitted from the olectric motor 
etc., by forced convection caused by the circulating effect of the 
motors enclosed within the boqy structnre. 
(2) Body Temperature} Hiss when Heating Front and 
R,)ar Walls at Points Y 2- and 14. 
The hottest part within the front of the ~~chino body is 
point Y2 and at the rear of the machine body at point 14. Fig. 67. 
Simulating these temperature conditions by menns of warm air 
circulation, 5.4.(3), suggests that the enclosed box construction 
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of the machine boDy tends to act as a heat rcservoir and consequently 
there is not the Same temperature differential around the body casting 
as anticipated. Fig.69 and Fig.70. In fact whother the heat is 
directed at point Y2 , or at both points Y2 and 14, thc temperature 
rise in the machine body is much the samc. Directing the hot air 
on point Y 2 causes a more equal temperature flow along the front of 
tho maohine t~~n by heating at points Y2 and 14. but once again the 
te!:lporature rise at the workhead end of the body is grontor than 
the tailstock end. This, no doubt, is er-used by the large mass of 
metal supporting the wheel head thus causing greater heat 
dissipation at that end. It is interesting to note that the hot 
air circulating in the body M.S a considerable effect on increasing 
the oil temperature, thus giving further support to the idon mentionod 
previously that the body temperature riso is a function of the 
electric !:lotor and tho hydraulic -motor temperature rise. 
(3) Horizontal Movement of 'York lxis whon Heating Front 
"nd Re"qr Wplls at poi~ts Y2---nnd 14. 
Directin,> the hot air at point Y2 givGS a work axis 
displacement pattern si~ilar to previous, 8.1.(2), except that the 
amplitude of displaceoent over the 8 hour period is increased. 
This can bo related to the greater temperature rise, Fig.71., 
Irrespective of whether the body is heated at point Y2 separately, 
or Y2 and 14 si~ultaneously, there is a directionql change of the 
grinding wheel/work axis systeo after 1 hour's duration. Fir,.72. 
Obviously as the differenco in temperature between the various 
points changes for the two thermal conditions discussed, thon it 
is reasonable to conclUde that the diroctional change is not 
dependent on temporature difference at the various points but on 
rate of change of temperature within the machino body • 
• As before, as the d:ifferonce between the rate ef 
temperature change at each point reduces thon the work axis 
displacement develops a linear pattern, i.e. the space zone botween 
the two increases. Also, the linear disp1ace~ent of the grinding 
wheel/work axis system is greater when pointsY2 and 14 are heatod 
simUltaneously than when point Y2 only is heated. Therefore, it 
is true to say that variation in rate of ch~nge of temperature at 
each point affects the linear ~ovement of the work axis relative 
to the grinding wheo1. 
(4) Therml l?istortions of ':fork fixis whe!!.1!eating 
Front and ReAr "'aIls of Uachine Bo(ly at Points 
I2-an<U4. 
Regardless of whether the body is hoated at points Y 2 or 
14, inside the machine, the temperature rise at the different points 
does not vary significantly. However, heating the outside of the 
body at points Y2 and 14 produces a greater temperaturo rise at the 
front than at the roar, although the maximum temperature saturation 
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in both cases is reached after approximately 2 hours, thus si~ulating 
aotual conditions under stable machine operation. Fig. 73 and Fig. 74. 
The varying rate of heat dissipation, due to the largo 
aluminium cover on the front of the rk'lohim body, results in the 
tOI!lperature at point Y2 increasing slowly beyond 2 hours up to 
7 hours. The increase in body to~poraturo at all the other points 
being priI!larily caused by conduction of heat through. the body. 
It is interesting to note that the difference in th0 rate of temperatur~ 
change within the body approaches zoro after 4 hours, when the heat is 
directed onto tho front of the body, and 5t hours when the hoat is 
diroctod onto the rear of tho body. The corresponding body 
o 0 0 0 tOlllperature rises varying betlVGon 3 C to 32 C, Ilnd 3 C to 11 C for 
the respective hoating conditions. 
Raising the body temperllture at the roar of the machine 
results in body temp~ratur~ stability after 2t hours, and this 
relates to the point of stability of the work axis displacoment 
away from the work. Heating the roar of the ~chine causes the 
in space movement of the \7heel/work axis system to increaso up to 
the point of tomperature stability. 
In comparison, Ilpplying hoat at point Y2 at the front of 
the mllchine body rosul ts in a re-directional movement of the work 
axis at It hours, Ilnd this coincides with a reduction in the rate 
of maximum tomperllture change, Fig. 74. After It hours there is 
a linear displacemont of the work axis in the opposite direction; 
the grinding wheel/work axis in space rlovement incroases. 
Examination of Fig. 75. ond Fig. 76. shows th1lt temporntll;ro rise in 
the front iv"ll of the nachino bo(ly has moet effect on body movement 
and resultant grinc1ing whoel/work in space movement affecting 
accuracy. By combining the graphs of grinding wheel/work Axis 
displacement of Fig. 75. and Fig. 76. the directionAl change of the 
grinding wheel/work axis displacemont is easily recognised, thereby 
proving experimentally that:-
The G-rindin" "'hecl!'Tork Axis 
Displacement is affoctcd by the 
temporatur,) ri se of both the 
front and rear walls of the 
machine boa.y 
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8.3. Effect of "'ork Tcble Oscillction on the Thermal Distortion 
of the \lork Axis 
In an industrial environment the hydrculic drive unit is 
switchod on and romains running until such times that the mac him is 
switched off for lunch or at the end of a particular working cycle. 
However, in the case of sliding of the work table, which in turn is 
controlled and dependent upon the hydraulio oil drive unit, this 
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only functions when the operator performs an actual grinding operation. 
Nevertheles s, whilst realising this it was felt desirable thnt some 
invostigation be carried out to establish any effect the slidin,:; 
motion of the work table may have on both the tomperature rise of 
the hydraUlic oi: and machine boqy, and its effect on the grinding 
wheel/work axis displacement in the horuontal plane. 
(1) Hydraulic Oil and 
Hork Tablo Slidi 
Rise;~ 
cohstant 
Under those conditions both the hydraulic oil and the various 
boqy temperatures increase. Fig. 67. In fact the hydraulic oil 
temp~rature incroases from 9°C to 14.SoC maximum and trkGs betweon 
1 and It hours longer to bo realised. In adrlition the body 
tomperature rises at the difforont points show n. marked increaso over 
the previous ccse of no sliding conditions. Fig. 67. The rate of 
tempercture chcnge of the machine body differs considerably for the 
first It hours but thereafter grarlually approaches a constant value 
such that after 6 hours temperature stability is realised. 
Therefore, as before, an increase in the hydraulic oil temp~rature 
increases the overall body temperatures. 
( 2) Horizontal Movement ofiork Ixis :when Work Table 
Sliding at 900 mmfmins. constant spoed. 
In hyrlrodynamic oil lubrication 0f nachino slidoways a film 
of oil is always present between the ",.alo anrl fomale slideways. This, 
of course, may cause random distribution of the measured results 
as, in this vlOrk, the slideways are always stationary when the 
relative grinding who el/work axis c1isplacemont readings are tokon. 
In consequence the random distribution of a sample of the measured 
results is related to the form of the Wheel/work axis displaceront 
grnph producod, Fig. 77. and Fig. 78., anrl it is interesting to 
note that the extrene distribution of till points at each interval 
of time varies re1ativo to till reQdings at the tailstock and 
headstock onds of the sliding novement. In fact, the ,:;reatest 
distribution for most of the time intervals is 100% more at the 
tailstock oncl than the headstock onrl, i.e. 1 am to 2); m actual 
values; theso boing consistant oVer an 8 hour working cyclo. 
nftor 1 hour of the operating cycle the grinding wheel/ 
work axis rlisp1acement urulcrgoos t\ directional change, i. e. the 
work rocis tends to move away from the wheel surfaco but, thereaftor, 
a linear movement tokes plaeo with the work still moving mmy from 
the wheel. This rate of !:lovement is greater at the hOlldstock end 
thlln tho tailstock enol over the 200 rll:l leIlGth and the clifferonc(J in 
naBni tuilc after the oomp1ote work cycle rffilGo S between 7 te 11 jf n 
and 9 to 12i-ln, respectively, Figs. 77 and 78. Fig.79. is 
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extrllctorl as the nenn value of Fig. 77, a rul shows that till grinding 
wheol/work axis displllcooont follows a pattern similllr to that d8rivorl 
when the work table is stationary, SIlVG that the rc-directional change 
occurs aftor 1 hour as opposed to 3 hours, but tho linear portion 
of the graph is of the sanc slope. Comparing the two relative 
wheel/work axis displacemonts, for the conclitions tested., suggests 
that to increase the envelope in which the rate of chan.~e of body 
temperature occurs affects the rate of novonont of work axis aV/ay 
from the wheel axis. 
Up to 3 hours running time, the in space novemont of tho 
wheel/work system is greater when the hydraulic oil oaly is workin's 
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but from 3 hours to 8 hours running tiI:le the increased I:lovemnt 
is attributed to the thormal conditions resulting from constant 
sliding of the work table. 
(3) Hydraulic Oil and Body Temperature Rise when 
draulid Oil '''ater Cooled and '''ork Table Slidin~ 
at 00 mm mins. constant s cod. 
1."ith the work table stationary the hydraulic oil temperature 
o 
rise can be restricted to I C, however, when sliding at a constant 
speed of 900 mm/mins. the hydraulic oil temperature is restricted to 
3°C and the maximum body temperature rise to 2.5°C, 5.4.(3). 
The corrosponding time for temperature stability is reduced from 
4 hours to 3 hO'Jrs of tho operating cycle. Fig. 65. Work table 
oscillation results in an increase in tho rate of temperature 
circulation through the body and reduces tho temperature fluctions 
which occur whon the work tablo is stationary. 
(4) Horizontal Hovement of "'ork Ixis when H draulic Oil 
Water Cooled and iIorktable Slidin;, nt 9QO 
Constant Speed. 
As in the provious case, 8.3.(2), the work axis movement 
is initially towards the grinding whoel followed by a re-directional 
change aftor 1 to l~ hours of the operating cyclo. During the first 
2 hours a greater displacement occurs at the tailstock end of the 
200 mm length but thereafter the rate of work axis displacement away 
from the grinding whool at the headstock is grentor thnn that at the 
tailstock. The maximum variation after 8 hours running time being 
-8 l~ m at tho hoadstock and -2,4 m at the tailstock, Fig. 80. 
The offect of cooling the hydrnulic oil caUses n reduction 
in the mngnitude of displacom(Jnt of the grinding wheol/work axis over 
an 8 hour cycle, Figs. 80, 77 and 79. This boing reduced at tho 
headstock end from a rrnximun of -12.1t n to -8,tI m and at the tailstock 
end from -8 AI I:l to -2;IA m. 
8.4. Effect of Differing Work Table Oscillating Spoeds on 
Thermal Distortions of 'York Axis 
The oscill~ting spoed of the work table is adjusted to 
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suit the particular machining characteristics of the finished component 
and as these differ continuously in industry the work axis distortions 
over a range of work table oscillating speeds is considered. 
The oscillating speeds being:-
(a) 900 mm/mins. 
(b) 2400 mm/mins. 
(c) 3600 mm/mins. 
(1) Hydraulic Oil and Body Temperature Rise 
With increased oscillating speed, both the hydraulic oil 
and corresponding body temperaturos are reduced over an 8 hour working 
cycle, Figs. 81, 82 and 67. For the three oscillating speeds under 
consideration the respective maximum hydraulic oil temperatures are 
14tOC, 120 C and st°c, and the corresponding maximum boqy temperatures 
o 
and 7 C. At the higher oscillating speed the hydraulic 
oil and maximum boqy temperatures reach temperature stability much 
sooner, Figs. 81. and 82. In general, therefore; it would follow 
that :-
An Increase in the 
Work T"ble 
Oscillating Speed 
Reduction in Rate of 
_ Change of Hydraulio 
Oil Temperature 
However, the effect of work table oscillating speed on the 
magnitude of the body temperatures is not so great, and over an 8 hour 
working cycle a linear relationship between hydraulic oil and boqy 
temperature rise results. Fig. 83. Thus:-
(106) 
and as work table oscillating speed increases, K increases from 
0.75 to 1. 
(2) Horizontn.l Movement of Work fxis 
.Regardless of the work table oscillating spoed the work 
axis displacement follows the goner"l form established previously, 
namely an initial movement towards the wheel followed by a 
re-directional linear movement away from the grinding whoel. 
The linear portion of the curve is of the same slope, irrespective 
of oscillating speed, Fig. 84., but the errer band over the 8 hour 
working cycle reduces with increase in oscillating speed. 
8.5. Heat Generated by Work .Table Oscillation 
From tho loyout of the hydraulic circuit within the 
grinding machine, Fig. 21.; it would appear reasonable to assume 
that the temperature of the circulating oil would bear some 
relevance to the slidewnys temperature rise. At a sliding spood 
of 900 mm/mins. the temperature flt the slideways is slightly less 
than the temperature directlY beneath the measuring points at the 
top of the machine body, Fig. 85. ThG centre of the slidewnys, 
moving horizontally, achieves a higher tempernture than oither end 
with the hoadstock end reaching a slightly higher temperature than 
the tailstock cnd. The maximum variation along the length of the 
slideway is 2°C, and tho temperature rise follows a law siI1ilnr 
to the hydraulic oil tecporaturo rise and can be simulated by 
Equation (110). 
Comparing the body and slidoways tOI1porature rise under 
this operating condition shows that the body. temperatures beneath 
the slideways attain a higher value than the actual slideway 
temperatures. In addition, the relative change of hydraulic oil 
and slidewnys teI1perature rise at a sliding speed of 900 mmfmins 
suggGsts that the slidew~s temperature is n function ef the 
hydraulic oil temperature and the frictional effect of shearing the 
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qydraulic oil due to sliding. If tho lattor point bo true, thon 
any change of qydraulic oil temperature due to variation in the 
sliding spoed would influence the slidcways temr~rature and the 
displacement of the work c'xis rolative to the machine body. 
Relative slidoways and body temperature risos recorded with the 
qydraulic oil only operntin" arc shovm in Fig. 86., anel this 
shoVls that hoat is conducted from the body to the slidevmys ,"hich 
o 
shows a maximum temperature rise after 8 hours running time of 3 C. 
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In Fig. 87., slidew~ys nnd oorresponding body temperatures 
have been plotted for the two extreme table sliding speods, i.e. 
900 and 3600 mm/mins., and it is noticeable that the faster 
slidinr; spood results in a reduction in the 8lideways temperature. 
It has been showtl, 8.4. (1), that increasing the work table 
escillatint1 speod has the effect of redueinf3 both the hydraulic 
oil and bo(~y temperatures and, thoreforo, it can bo assumod at 
this stage that:-
Increasing the '"[ork Reduces Slideways 
T~ble Oscillatinr, ----+- Temperature (107) 
Spooil 
The indication from Fig. 88. is that at the slow oscillatin~ speod 
i. e. 900 Dm/mnS. tho incroase in hydraulic oil temporr.ture, duo 
to sliding, is tho samo ffir.!,nitucle and orrler ilS the incro,oso in 
slidew8Ys temperature. Hence for slow oscillating spoeds:-
Incrollse in Hydraulic = 
Oil Temporaturo 
Incroase in Slidcwnys 
Temperature 
:. Increaso in T( oil) = KTS (mnx) 
~Ihore K " 1 
(108) 
Thus, temperature rise duo to oil shollr mn friction is negligiblc 
in this instr.nco. 
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At the higher work table oscillating speed of 
3600 mm/mins. a relationship between hydraulic oil and slidew;vs 
temperature is again paramount and it is again demonstrated tn~t 
a reduction in hydraulic oil temperature has an effect on the 
slidew;vs temperature, Fig. 89. No change in either the hydraulic od 
,o.r. slideways temperatur~ occurs after 2 hours whon sliding at the 
higher speed of 3600 ~mins. Further, by relating Fig. 86. and 
Fig. 87. to the maximum body temperature riso a relatienship 
between the increase in body and slidownys temp~rature is obtaino(l. 
Hence, for maximum work table oscillating speeds it is shown 
that:-
Marginal Reduction Increase in Incroase in 
in tlYdraulic Oil --+- Body Tomperature-Slideways 
Temperaturo Temperature 
Hence:-
IncronsG in T I B (max) '" KT S (max) (109) 
V!here K '" 1 
Referring to Fig. 88., the graphs show thnt the t,ydraulic oil and 
not the body temperatures cause the increase in slidoways temperature. 
Therefore, it can be cencluded that the increGs0 in slidoways 
temperature when the work table is oscillating, as in the actual 
grinding process, is caused by:-
(a) Low oscillating speeds; 
due to the incroase in 
t,ydraulic oil temperature 
(b) Hi"her oscillating spoods; 
due to the increase in 
body temperature. 
The temperature generated by the slidoways friction and the shearing 
of the t,ydraulic oil has no significant influence on increasing the 
temperature of the slideways. 
The findings above are somown .. t onhanced if ono considers 
that the longitudinal slidoways are machined to such a hiGh dogree 
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of surface finish and geometrical accuracy that the heat 
conducted through the joints is high and the thermal resistance 
of the joints may be disregarded, Fig. 42. It has also been shown, 
that a tenperature differontilll between the work tablG 
and till machine bocly can cause a varying rate of Gxpansion between 
the two and in consequence have an effect on the slidoways 
accuracy and ultimatoly tho work accuracy. However, in tho type 
of cylindrical grinding ~~chine under investigation the greatest 
tomperature difforence between the work table and the ~~chine body 
at the slideways is l~.oC. to 2°C. and this does not change with 
any variations in sliding s poed. 
8.6. Effect of Variation in Ambient Tom orature on Thermal 
Distortions of Grindini' 'Jheol ,Iork Axis 
~"!ith thG expenso involved, 1.1., ancl the results of a 
survey circulated to a number of engineering firms, (App., 7.), 
it appears obvious that very few, if any, manufacturers using 
production grinding machines of the type under investi,c,ation make 
any real attempt to control the ',7orkshops at the standarcl accepted 
o temperature of 20 C. As a result of those findings the author 
felt is clesirable to relate the thermal distortions of the 5rindin3 
wheel/work axis system against varyin, ambiont temperature conditions. 
(1) Body Tempo rature P ise 
YJithout room temp~rature control the fluctuntion in 
temperature over a 12 hour period varies from 16°C to 22.50 C., 
whereas under control the room temperature variation is restricted 
Under the former conditions the various body 
temperatures increase in accorclance with the increaso in room 
temperature, arrl at certain points in time a sudden incroase in the 
rate of temperature chc'"tnge occurs throughout the body. Fig. 90. In 
addition, the temperature difference botwoen each measurinc; point 
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is much less than when subject to internal ther~al influences 
as are !,onerated when actual grinding takes place. 
(2) Grinding 'Ihool/York Axis Displacoment 
Again, a direetional change of the grindin, wheel/work 
axis after 1 hour is very noticeable, Fig. 91. A work axis 
displacement, eithor tOlVards or away from the grindin!, IVheel, can 
be relatod to a definito chango in the rate of tenperaturo lVithin 
the ~~chine body. In fact, an increase in the rate of temperature 
change appears to move the lVork tOlVards the IVheel; IVhereas a 
reduction has the effect of moving the work alVay fron the IVheel fnce. 
This is consistant, save fer the initial period up to 1 hour, IVhence 
it lVoul(l opper;r thr;t the machine abserbs a certain anount of hQat 
before any noticeable chan'ie takes place; but thereaftor the 
displacenent is dependent on the rate of change of tenperature. 
Aeeoptinc; the above point, it is nevertheless solf-evident 
from Fig. 91. that an increase in body tonporaturc, due to external 
influences, tends to move the lVork tOIV8rds the faco of the grinding 
IVheel. 
o 1, maximum body temperature rise of 7 C over a 12 hour 
cyclc only results in a fluctuatin, grinding IVheel/lVork axis 
movement of 0 to -2t )1 m. 
8.7. Thornal Distortions of the 'lark Axis un(lor Stable Oporatil'l5 
Conili tion'!.... Discu~ 
(1) Directional Chan,30 in '!Iork Axis Displacor.18nt 
Ru!ative to Grindin'j "heol 
In 8.1. (5), it has been clearly dononstratGCl tlk"t ~. 
variation in the hydraulic oil tcmperature, associated with the 
hydraulic drive unit, has an effect on the tOrlporature rise lVithin 
the tlachino body. Also, the various 8')Urcos ef hoat genoration, 
notably the electric and hydraulic motors situated within the 
maohine body, have some influonce on the varying temperature 
gradients establishe<l. 8.2.(1). Varying tho rate of body 
temperature has an effect on the magnitude of the work rods 
displaceme nt and the time value When the re-direction1ll change 
of the work axis 0 ccurs. As the rate of change of temper~turo 
throughout the body approaches a constant valuo then the work 
axis displncement follows a linear path and the in spaoe movement 
between the grinding whoel/work axis system increllses. In fact, 
whon observing the body temperature rise under simulated oporatill{j 
conditions, 8.5.(2)., two factors emerge as influencin; the linear 
rate of work axis displacement mvay from the grinding wheel after 
the initial rc-directional change point. These are:-
(a) Difference in temperature 
botween front onr.l rear of 
EUlchino body 
(b) Uneven er even temp~rature 
distribution in the front 
of the machine body. 
Under simulated operati~3 conditions the front wall of 
the main body casting attains a much highor valuo than the rear 
wall, Figs. 73. and 74., and the (lisplacement of the work axis is 
diroction dependent on the pert of the machine bo<ly hoated but the 
rc-directional chnnGo is affectod only by tho tenporaturo rise Df 
the front of the nachine, occurrinls aftor l~ hours. Relating this 
to the tenperature/tinc graph, Fi". 74., a timo of l~ hours oquates 
to tenperature stability at point Y2 and a time of 4 hours oquatos 
to zero rate of change throughout the body. Both thoso times Cnn 
bo related to <le finite changes in the '-fOrk rods displacOI:lent, 
Fig. 76. In addition, it woulc1 appcllr that the rate) of movellDnt 
of the work axis awaY from tho grincling wheol is a function of the 
magnituc1e of the temperature vnriation, of the mchino body. 
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The roar wall of the machine body has no effect on too 
ro-directionnl movoment of too work axis but reduces the amplitude 
of the work axis displaoomont over a full working cycle, Fig. 2l0. 
Increasing the temperature of the rear wall causes a moveIllGnt of 
the work axis away from the work up to tomperature stability 
conditions. 
Unner constant work table oscillating conditions both 
the hydraulic oil and bony temp~ratures increase, Fig. 67. i',l.gain, 
a ro-nircctional change of the work axis results ann this can be 
related to too differing rates of change of temperature throughout 
the front wall of the machine body. In fact, when the work table 
is sliding at constant speed there is a large difference in the 
rates of temperature chllnge throughout the machine body within the 
first hour of operation but there 11ft er this tonns to zero. Again 
the variation in the rate of chnnge of temperature can be relatod 
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to both the VIOrk axis ro-directionnl chD.nge and the linear displacement 
away from the wheel fD.co. Cooling the hydraulic oil presents a 
similar pattern but in this instance the linear displacement occurs 
at 0. slower ro.te. This supports the statement mo.de previously, 
tho.t tho difference ill magnitude of the vo.rious body tGrlporaturos 
is directly related to the linenr displacement of the wheel away 
from the work. 
ObservinG the body temperatur~ rise and grinding wheel/ 
work axis displo.cement for external temperature influences shows 
that any sudden change in the rate of change of body tempernture is 
related to a movemont of the grinding wheelj,40rk axis system. An 
increase in the rate ef temperature change is ECssociated with [!. 
reduction in the in space movomo nt and n decrease in th" rate of 
tompero.ture change is associated with o.n incrense in tho in space 
movement. During tho first hour a. body temperature incronse of 
l~OC cloes not cnuso any chnnge in the movement of the !3rindin., 
wheel/work axis system. 
8.8. Theoretic~~ Doterminations of the Thermal Dofornntions of 
tho '-'ork 1lxis under Stab:l£.:...C!J:::::;rati!)g Cowli tiOriil" 
(1) TomEoraturo Distribution in a cylindr~ 
Gri_~<!!:!!G..1:~~~'! 
Temperatures and deformations in a thermal systen behave 
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exponentially in relation to tine. Thus, for the tenperature curve 
of an ideal technical body at constant heat input, tho followill(; 
equation applios:-
T = TB - (TB-TA) expo - t/Ct (no) 
The temperature curvos established from the experimental results, 
Fig. 63., are solutions of (lifforential equations of hil';her orders, 
and using orthofjonal polynonials, the following equation is 
establishe(l for the tOl~perature/tine curves:-
T = A<}lt+ Altplt + A2 P2t + ~CP3t o 0 
For (n = 8) this results in:-
T = K t 3 1 + K t
2 
2 + K3 t + K4 
Equation (111) can be approxinately described by 
Equation (110) and the important characteristic quantities are 
the time constant "Ct" and the steady state temperature "TB". 
FrolCl the above it is possible to determine the rise in 
body tenperature at a~ point within the machine. Furthor, fron 
(111) 
the graph of Fig. 63., it is seen that an exponential relationship 
exists betwoon the various nonsuring points within the machine body 
up to temperature stnbility. Honce, the distribution of temperature 
in the ~~chine cnn be oxprossod by:-
- I!lX e 
~".:horo n = pnrticulnr measuring point on m..'lchino 
m = constant 
(112) 
x = distance in = between arbitrary points 
on nachine and the bent source 
Tn = rise in tonpcrnturo at point x 
Therefore, assuming that the temperature rise at the 
source acts simultaneously at a~ other point within the boqy, 
then it is possible to derive the temperature distribution in the 
body of a cylindrical grinding machine, thus:-
Equation (110) can be expressed by f(t) 
and Equation (112) can be expressed by g(Tt) 
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Then relating Equations (110) and (112), the temperature difference 
between the heat source and any other point x --- xn in the body 
in time "t" is given by:-
f(source) (t) (113) 
Therefore, sucstituting Equations (110) and (112) in (113), the 
temperature rise at a~ point in the machine body can be expressed 
by:-
-t/ 1 -mx 
Ct I e 
J 
(114) 
and the temperature difference by:-
TD " f TB- (TB-TA) expo -t/Ct~(1-e-mx) 
L J 
(115) 
(2) Thermal Distortion of Work Axis 
Due to the complex structure of the cylindrical grinding 
machine boqy it is possible that relative deflections of the 
grinding wheel/work axis system behave exponentially in one direction 
but may be quite different in another. This is due to the fact 
that the resultant work axis displacement is composed of contrasting 
deformations of the othor elements situated within the grinding 
machine boqy; each clement may have differing time constants further 
complicated by the possible introduction of elastic constraints. 
If one assumes the bed of the cylindrical grinding machine 
to be of a simple boam structure having a transverse temperaturo 
gradient :;; ,uniform over a small distance, b. x, thus:-
I 
I' I 
If the deflection of6x is sioilar to an arc, then the 
curvature assumed by this section of the beam is :-
0( dT 
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1 
r 
= --hdx (116) 
lIThoroe;,( = Coefficient of LinGar Expansion 
Tho deflection at the end of the beam can be obtained by adding 
all the deflections of the small sections separately. Hence:-
f(dT) 
Y(max) "Q( Cax) (117) 
2h 
Considering Equation (117), it bocooos fairly obvious 
that as the temperature gradient increases then a corresponding 
error will occur at the work axis and ultioately a cylindrical error 
will result in the finished ground component. However, with this 
method of determining thermal deformations in the bed of a 
cylindrical grinding machine, any resulting work axis displacement 
will always be in tho same direction, depending on the temperature 
gradient sot up in the body. From the results presented, 8.1.(5)., 
and supported by those of GELDFELD (3), this would appear not to 
bo so and therefore further invostigB,tion has been carriod out 
using the results obtained in this work. 
The relative movement of the grinding wheel/work axis 
system f( t) follows a graph of the foro shown in Fig. 79., notably 
an initial oovemcmt towards the wheel face and thcm a rc-directional 
movoment away:- approximately linear. Further, it has boon shown 
that any chango in the body temp~rature causes the re-directional 
point to vary r(t). Thorefore, this would suggest a rolationship 
betvlGen body temperature riso and work axis displacement in the 
horizontal plane. 
Fig. 91.A, shows the work axis dis placoment f( t), up to 
the point of the rc-directional change, when thu front wall of 
the main body casting is hoatod, 8.2. Relating the difforonce 
in maximum body temperatur~ between front and roar walls of the 
body casting produces a graph of similar form, Fig. 91.A. 
Similar relationships can be established for the difforing 
operating conditions giving various body tenperaturc patterns. 
Honce, the following relationship exists :-
z"" = Temp. Difforence x K Sin (;7 
Substituting TD from Equation (115) in (118) 
Zorf {TB-(TB-T A) expo -t/Ct J (1-e -mx) K Sine 
However, Fig. 79., shows that till re-directional chnngo point 
varies with tine. Then:-
;'V ~TB-(TB-TA)exp. 
'-
Whoro K is a constant 
TR is Tenperaturo at re-directional point 
.,.- " and 0 "'" t " TR 
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(n8) 
(119) 
(120) 
Beyond the "re-directional point" the body att~ins stablo 
tenporature conditions but the work axis moves away from the wheel 
face in approximately a linear manner. This being attributod to 
the temperature gradionts existing within the body. 
£..,..HAPTER 9 
Thormal Distortions of the Main Body structuro and thElir 
Effect on the Work Axis l.1ovoITIGnt in the Horizontnl Plane 
under non-Steady Operating Conditions 
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In practico tho ~~chino is subjoct to non-stuQdy oporntionnl 
conditions and as shown by previous rosonrch workors, (1), regular 
broaks for lunch, etc., and further short breaks which occur betwGon 
individual processing operntions exert a pronounced influonco on 
thermal behaviour. In addition; the prime thono in this work is 
its rolationship to industrial conditions and as conventional 
nachino tools spend 20)0 of their working life idlo, (34), and for 
the romainder perform the actual notal cutting op~ration for 50% 
of the time, then unsteady operntio~~l conditions must be given duo 
considerntion. It is statistics of this nature that onnblos ono 
to put the whole investigation into perspective and thereby influenco 
any research worker to give oxtensive consideration to.tho industrial 
conditions when presenting work such as the ono under investigation. 
9.1. Effect of 1 hour Broak Period 
In the majority of engillGering firms a break pGriod 
related to the Th~chinG tool, in the conventiollQl machine shop, moans 
a complete shutdown of the power supply rosulting in a stoppago of 
all the various moving eleme nts of the mnchino. If one assumeS t ho.t 
during this period tho shop temporature and environmental conditions 
do not change, then any movements of the various machine olemonts 
must be related to some internnl offect inheront in the machine tool 
unit. In the results under discussion, the above conditions are 
simUlated. 
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(1) Temperature Rise of the Machine Bo~y when 
H"ydraulic Oil Unit Worki~ 
Comparing the results of Fig.64. nnd Fig.92., the pattern 
of tomperature rise at the vv.rious points in the body is the same up 
to 4 hours. l~ain, temperature measuring points Y2 and 14 are the 
hottest points within the body. After a 4 hour continuous operating 
period n one hour stopped period cnuses the temperature at points 
Y2 and 14, together with tho hydraulic oil tempurature, suddenly to 
reduce whereas the other temperatures of the machine body either 
remain constant or increase. It is noticeable and readily acceptable 
that the temperature at points on the front of the ~~chine, i.e. 
points 2 and 5, remain constnnt indic~ting that heat lost nt the 
front centre, i.e. point Y2, is transferred mainly by conduction to 
the ends of the machine body. 
Restnrting thG mchine after the 1 hour break period 
results in an immediate increv.so in the hydraulic oil temporv.ture 
but causes a slight doll'''' in the body temperc.ture increaso. Tho rato 
of change of hydraulic oil tomperature is slightly less than for the 
original conditions, 0-4 hours of the operating cycle, and after 
3 hours running after the broak period the temperature of the oil 
attl:dns tho samo tompornturG [tS beforu. The s=e pattern is 
obsorved with tho bo~ temperatures, save that it takes up te l~ hours 
to,attain the same temperature condition. 
Thereforo, it can bo stated th'\t:-
Hoat loss dUG to 1 hour break 
period can be gained in l~ to 
3 hours running timo after the 
break period. 
The maximum temper,,,ture of the vr>rious proints within the 
(121) 
machine bo~, togethor with the hydraulic oil tomporatures, roach tho 
samG value after an 8 hour cycle, irrespective of the break period. 
It is obvious, thorofore, that with a break period thero is a 
greater fluctuation in rate of tomperature change in an 8 hour 
operating cycle than there is with continuous operating conditions. 
(2) Horizontal Novement of :Iark .PJcis when !!ydraulic 
Oil Unit Worki$ 
Too brook period hc'ls (In immediate effoot on the rebtive 
disp1aoement of the grinding wheel/work axis system and, in this 
instance, causes the work axis to move Bl'/ay from the grinding wheel 
face at a greater rate than the initial movement towards the wheol, 
Fig.93. 1,lso during the break period the rate of mOveme nt of work 
axis aWD::! from -the whool is grenter than for normal opern.ting 
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conditions, Fig.79., but thereafter a directional change tekos place, 
as proviously, except for a reduction in the rate of chango of 
movomo nt of work axis away from the grinding wheo1 face. 
One of the most important features of the broilk period is 
to effect a reduction in the amp1itudo of displacement ever an 
8 hour working cycle from +5 )) m to -3 II m to +5 .JJ m to 0 lA m, 
i.e. by 38% nt the tai1stock end. It is also interesting to note 
that the break period effects the tailstock displacement l'lore thnn 
the headstoek displacel'lent over the 200 mm length considered and, 
in both cases, incret1ses the rate of work axis movement away from 
the whoe1 face nt both the hondstock and tai1stoek ends. This 
leads to an int cresting conclusion such that aqy varintion in the 
rate of cht1nge of temperature of either the hydro.u1ic oil or the 
machine body results in 0. directional change of the grinding whoe1/ 
work axis displacement. 
(3) Tern erature Rise of Machine Bo 
SHdin at 900 mm mins. 
whon Work Tab10, 
The various temp~ratures within the body increase at a 
greater ro.to when the work table is sliding, Fig.67. Considoring 
Fig. 94. , it is immediately obvious that up to 4 hours, i. <3. the 
break period, the temperatures reach stability conditions but for 
the 1 hour period the temperatures of the hydraulic oil and the 
machine body at points 14, Y2' 2 and 5, proportionally reduce, but 
the body temperatures, i.e. points 8 and 11, continue either to 
remain constant or slightly increase. After the break period an 
increased rate of change of temperature occurs throughout the 
machine body. 
Over an 8 hour working cycle the body temperature rise 
reaches a slightly greater value with a break period than without, 
but body and hydraulic oil temperature saturation is not achieved 
within the cycle timG. 
Horizontal MovGment of Work Axis_ when :',rork Tnble 
Sliding at ~OO mmZmi_~. 
As previously, the effect of the break period on the work 
axis displacement is to increase the rnte of horizont al movement 
awny from the grinding wheel faco during the stoppnge. TherGnfter 
as the temperature of the oil and machine body increase a 
rc-directional movement takes place. It is agnin noticeable that 
during the break period the tailstock displacement is groater than 
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that at the hoadstock; the same pa.ttern as observed when the hydraulic 
oil only is running a.nd, as before, causos a reduction in the omplitudo 
of displacement over an 8 hour working cycle, Fig.95. 
i.o. At Tailstock End from (+tUm to -8)J m) to (+~1i m to -8~j m) 
At Headstock End from (+l~ilm to -12jjm) to (+l~tlm to -9 )A m) 
ThG increased rate ef displacGment during the break period 
at the tail stock end counteracts any directio~~l change after the 
break and, thereforG, the amplitude of displacement at the 
tailstock end is little affected over an 8 hour cycle. It has been 
shown, therefore, that the breBk period has less effect when the 
work table is sliding than when stationary. 
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9.2. Effect of Variation in RUN/STOP Operatinll.Conditions 
Following the pattern of the investigating procedure 
adopted throughout this work the thermal distortions of the work 
axis are investigated under va~ing RUN/STOP operating conditions. 
It has already been shown 4.4. (5), thllt a RUN/STOP operating ratio 
of 3.22/4.83 mins. reflects tlm conditions prevalent in indust~ 
for cylindrical grinding but in addition operating ratios around this 
norm are also considered. 
(1) Temperature Rise of Machine Bod under Alternate 
i hour RUN. STOP Ope~'1ting Interv"!clll .. 
AltelUate t hour RUN/STOP operating conditions reduce the 
magnitude of the overall body temperature and the hydraulic oil 
temperature, Fig.96. In fact, the maximum hydraulic oil temperature 
is reduced from 14tO C to 110 C and the IIlD.Ximum body tempore.ture from 
8°C to 6°c resulting in a 25% maximum temperaturo reduction in each 
case. 
It follows therefore that:-
50% reduction in 
input po\"!er 
reduction in qydraulic 
oil and maximum body 
temperature rises 
( 2) Horizontal Hoveront of "Jork Axis under fltornate 
I-ho:vr RUN/STOP Operatin&Jntervals 
The in space movement of the grinding "hoel/work axis 
system follows a definite pattern, such that when the machino is 
oporating the movement is reducod and when the machine is idle the 
(121) 
movement is increased. As the amplitude of temperature fluctuations 
of both the qydraulic oil and grinding machine body reduce then the 
grinding wheel/work axis disp1ncement also reduces, Fig. 97. 
Hence :.~' 
Alternate t hour Unstable Displacement of 
Unstable Operating -':lark Axis f(t) 
Condition 
(122) 
------ --- ----
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The forl'l of the displacal'lent f( t) follolvs the pattern 
found in previous cases; an initial l'lovGl'lent towards the work 
followed by a re-directional movement away. In compa.rison with 
stable operating conditions, alternate t hour RUN/STOP operating 
conditions reduce the amplitude of displacement at tbe headstock 
and tailstock ends of a 200 I'lm length between centres over the 
8 hour working cycle, thus:-
At Tailstock End frol'l (+ lI;tIm to - 8J~m) to (+2).1 m to -It.l1l'l) 
At Hoadstock End from (+llul'l to -12)tm) to (+3"<1 m to - 2,.um) 
It is again interesting to note that unstable operating conditions 
reduce the variation betweon the heads tack and tails tack ends of a 
200 mm length betweon contras. 
(3) Tern orature Rise of Machine Ba under Alternate 
3.22 4.83 mins. RUN STOP Operating Intervals 
As previous, tbe hydraulic oil temperature attains the 
highest· valuo and the now familiar pattern results for tho body 
tel'lperaturo rise. The effect of the RUN/STOP operating intervals 
caUSO some instability in tho tel'lperaturo rises of the hydraulic 
oil and body but this cannot bo related to any definito pattorn 
coincidi~; with the operating conditions. Fig.98. In cOl'lparison 
with the stablo operating conditions, the hydraulic oil tOl'lporature 
is little affected but the body tel'lporatures differ slightly with 
a result that the unstablo conditions cause a reducod rate of change 
up to I'lnximul'l value, which is incroased between 10 and 15%. 
Horizontal }!ovemont of Nork Axis under Alternate 
3.22/4.83 mins. RUNlsTOP Operating Intorvals 
Under those operating conditions the form of the work 
axis distortion graph f( t) is the same as for previous operating 
conditions, i.e. an initial movement towards the wheel followed by 
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a re-directional movement away, occuring after 3 hours. 
Again, thore is a difference in magnitude of displacement at 
the tailstock and headstock ends of a 200 mm length between centres 
and relative grinding wheel/work axis displacement fluctuates over 
the 8 hour cycle, but as with the hydraulic oil and body tenporaturo 
rises no pattern rolative to the RUN/STOP operating conditions can 
be established, Fig.99. 
8 hour cycle is:-
At Tailstock End 
At Headstock End 
The amplitude of displacemont over the 
( +3 I) m to -1 ti m) 
(+2t.,u m to -3 AA m) 
9.3. Effect of Unstable Operating Conditions on Slidoways 
Tem)JG rature and Distortion 
If the slideways temperature is increased by the sliding 
action of the work table in the longitudinal direction then any 
instability in this motion should reflect in a temperD.ture reduction 
at the slidewoys. Howevor, no definite pattern relating slidoVlnys 
tomperature and unstable operating conditions is established, Fig.100. 
Even for an idlo period of 1 hour thore is no reduction in slidewoys 
temperature due, no doubt, to the effect of thermal equilibrium 
within the machine bocly, 8.5. 
Comparing the slideways temperature observed in Fig. 100, 
with those of Fig. 87., the point is further enhanced that the actual 
sliding notion of the work table in the horizontal plane lk'ls no 
effect in incroMing the slidewoys temporfliure beyond that cnused 
by the hydraulic oil and/or body temperature. 
Another interesting deduction from Fig. 100. is that 
rotation of the work has no effect on increasing the slidcways 
tOr.lperaturc. 
.. Unstable sliding conditions have no 
effect on Slidewoys Temporature (123) 
9.4. Thor!!lal Distortion of Work [,xis under Unstable 
Operating Conditions Discussion 
Both the hydraulic oil and boqy temperatures are 
increased over an 8 hour working cycle when the work table is 
oscillating under stable operating conditions, 8.3.(1). 
Similar~ a roduction in the input power, as in the case of 
unstablo operation, has the effect of reducing these temperatures 
over the same Vlork eycle. However, it would appear that in 
addition to the RUN/STOP operating ratio the operating frequoncy 
(cycles/hour) is also influential:-
50% Reduction in 
Input Power 
6010 Reduction in 
Input Power 
60% Reduction in 
Input Power 
25% Reduction in !!I~ximum 
---~ body tomper",ture 
---ill-~ 25% Reduction in Hydraulic 
--J'" 
oil temperatur~ 
No reduction in hydraulic 
oil t81:lper~.ture 
15% Increase in nnxi!!lun 
---l"~ boqy tenporature 
It ,rould appear, thorefore, t~~t deponding on the 
frequency of tho operating cycle either Dn increase er decrease 
in body temperatures is possiblo. Of course, the inportant 
- (125) 
- (126) 
characteristic in this instance is the relative grinding wheel/work 
axis displacenent and it is very notieoable that any interference 
of the oporating conditions has the effect of reducing the displacenent 
of the work axis relative to tho wheel axis, over an 8 hour working 
cycle. In fcct, the onplitude of displacenent is reduced by 55% 
at the tailstock and 62% at the hoodstock over a 200 DD length 
between centres, but this does not vary more than 10% for any of 
the unstable operating conditions considered. It would appear, 
therefore, that tln unstable opera.tion of tho naahinc is morc 
influentia.l on tho work axis displaconent than the increaso in body 
ter.lperaturo. 
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C H APT E R 10 
Thernal Distortions and their Effoct on ';"lork Accuracy 
In the preceding chQpters an attompt has been !oade to 
determine the effect of the mnny individual elenents on tho relative 
grinding wheel/work axis displacenent. The total effect is 
reflected in the accuracy of the finished work product and froD 
• 
the infornation so far derived it is possible to give a clear 
picture of the percentage effect of the separate machine elenents 
on the relative thermal distortion of the grinding Wheel/work axis 
systen within the cylina.rical grina.ing· nnohine. As the type of 
machine una.er investigation and the nachining charactoristics are 
relevant of the industrial scene, the findings should be of 
consia.erable value. Fron the author IS knowledgo, no previously 
pUblished work gi vos the conpleto picture ancl, in fact, 
consideration has only boon given to certain sections of the 
",achine • No previous attenpt has been naa.e to investigato unstable 
• operating eona.itions. 
10.1. Thernal Instability of !lachino Elenent s affecting Movement 
of Work i1xis under Stable Operating Conditions 
Fron the results so fD.r it has been clenonstrated that 
various machine elenents affect the displacement of the grinding wheel/ 
work axis syston under no load conditions. Whether the nett effect 
on this displaco",ent is the sum of the displacement of the individual 
elenonts, or whether collectively so~e clenents have no effect, is 
as yet not estnblishoa. and, therefore, in this chapter an attempt 
will be made to voriCy this. 
The prececling infornation has high-lightecl the particular 
elements which affect the work axis displllconont ancl, in consequence, 
it is possible to show this clingranatically in Fig.1 01. and Fig.102. 
Again, the importance of thermal segmentation is apparent, 5.4. 
(1) Relative Thermal Distortions at Tailstock and 
Hendstock. 
Changes in the body temporaturo have an effect on the 
complete novemcmt of the work axis, both at the headstock and 
tailstock ends over a 200 t:lI1 length betwEJcn centres, Fig.lOl and 
Fig.l02. Therefore, assuming the tailstock and headstock fixed 
on the work table arc unaffoctocl by temperature in the body, the 
effect of the remaining elements en the total movement of t~o 
work axis in the horizontal plane can bo establishod. 
Fig.101. shows the comparative displacoroonts of the 
work axis f(t) at the headstock end and relating thoso graphs to 
the total displacemont of the work axis, obtA.ined by practical 
tests, graph (e) in Fig.IOI., then it is possible to obtain 
relative values of displacoment. 
Graph (c) shows the displacomcmt of the work axis at 
the headstock cnd caused by tho temp~rature rise of the hydraulic 
oil circulation within the body. This curve follows closely 
curve (e) and from tho results can bo attributed to sone 4Wo 
maxirJu[1 of the total dis placemont. Undoubtedly the thermal 
condition of the machino body when the table is sliding, together 
with the movement of tho work axis duo to temperatur~ rise in 
the workhead, contribute most to tho deformation of the work axis 
at the headstock cnd of a 200 mm length between centres. 
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both theso graphs f(t) in series gives graph (r) and this approaches 
the graph (0) at 3 hours, but both up to and after this time it is 
respectively grenter or less in magnitude. The rosul ts presented 
in this instance show that the thermal distortions of the work axis 
achieved with all the "body" elements working is loss than th~.t 
resulting froo the separate operation of the workhead or 
I 
oscillation of thc work table. In fact, running the latter 
elenonts at the saDe tiDG shows thllt they have a counterllctory 
effect and cause a nott reduction in the work axis displacement 
in the horizontal plane over an 8 hour operating cycle. Adding 
the work axis displticenoDts f( t), caused by the operation of the 
individual machine elenents Fig.4., gives a reasonable estimate 
of how the work axis DoveS when the machine is actually 
operating. Diagramatically, therefore, we can show:-
Vlhore: thermal clistortion at workhead:-
= Z' + ]V 
and thermal distortion when sliding:-
thorefore, nott thernal distortion of work axis:-
As to be expected, the influonce of the tailstock 
distortion is far loss than that caused by headstock, Fig.10l., and 
as a result the total thcrnal distortion of the work axis nt the 
tailstock end of a 200 mm length between centres is less than that 
at the headstock end over an 8 hour working cycle. Again, the 
1.32 
(124) 
(125) 
(126) 
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distortions of the work axis caused by the temperature gradients 
in the tailstock and machine body have a counteractory effect on 
each other. 
In order to further substantiate the effect of the 
individual elomonts on the iotal movement of the work axis, various 
permutations of the distortions caused by the differing body 
~lements are compa~od, Fig.103. lldding tho separate eleL1ental 
results in series givGS a good approximation to the actual result 
obtained of work axis displacenent caused by work rotation and 
hydraulic oil circulation. Thus :-
= 
Thornal Distortion of 
Work llxis when 
Hydraulic Oil and 
"'ork Rotating 
Thermal Distortion of 
Work f.xis due to 
Hydraulic Oil + "!ork 
Rotation f( t) (127) 
Ovor an 8 hour operating cycle tho amplitude of work axis displacement 
differs and in all cases the ro-directio~~l movement is affected by 
the variation in tenperature gradionts within the machine body. 
Tho thormal distortions at the work head and tailstock, due to work 
rotation, ~~ve no influence on this. Tho maximum offect of the 
various L1(lchino elemonts on the total thermnl distortion are shown 
in the table 7. 
TAIlLE (7). 
I ,. 
-
!.mpli tude of' "'ork Axis Displacement ~ m 
in an 8 hour '?orking Cycle 
"'-' I Machine I Machine !.cc.Totall Hydraulic ':lork Table V.rork Electric I 
Elomnt ! '7orking (All Oil Oscillation Rotnting Motor at 
I i (1,11 Elemonts) l:!orkhord I I 
; ( Elemonts) 
I , I I I 
Hoadstockl+6 to -4 +7 to '-4-
1+
2 to -2 +1 to -14- +10 to 0 + 2 to 0 
Tailstock i+5 to -8 +3 to -7 +5 to -2 +1 to - 9 + 2 to 0 +0.5 to 0 I i J L 
Fron the foregoing, it is readily seen that at the headstock end 
of the 200 tlI!l length between centres, the thorElal distortion due 
to temp~rature rise in tho headstock bearing pl~s an influential 
part. At the tailstoek end the najor influenee on the total 
work axis dislbortion is causod by the tenperature gonoratecl in 
the machine body by work tablo oscillation. 
10.2. Thermal Instability of !.Iachine Elenents nffecting Movenont 
of 1Jork lIxis under Unstable Operating Conditions 
(1) Effect of 1 hour BrGak PGl'iod 
1. siElilar pattern rosults as for the stable conditions 
save that the anplitude of work axis rlisplacerlOnt ovor the 8 hour 
operating cyclo is slightly reduced, Fig.l04. and Fig.l05. The 
one hour broo,k poriod causos an accoleration in tho total work axis 
displaconont away fron the wheel face followed by a rc-directional 
movement in line with that exporioncocl at the conmOnCElElOnt of the 
work cyclo. As in the caso for stable operation the work table 
oscillation has most effoct at the tailstock cnd over a 200 nm length 
between centres, whorens at the hoadstock cnd the thernal effects 
duo to work rotation "md work table oscillation are br)th of 
influence, therefore:-
(a) A 1 hour break period accelerates the rt"te of 
work axis novement away fron the whoel face. 
(b) The forn of the Vlork nxis distortion f( t) is 
repeated after the br~ak period as at the 
beginning of the operating cycle. 
(c) The /lnplitude of dis pltlCenent of the work axis 
over nn 8 hour operating cycle, with nll body 
olo~onts working is little affected by the break 
period. 
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TlffiLE (B}. 
! Electric 
Motor "t 
Workhencl 
I I 
Headstock I +6 to -1 i+7 to -3 +2 to 0 +1 to - 9 1+10 to 0 
Tailstock +5 to -6 1+3 to -9 +5 to 0 +1 to -12 i + 2 to 0 I 
:+ 2 to 
I 
I ; +0.5 to 
1 
From Table (8), it is readily soen that the breok period 
influences the a~plitude of work axis displacement of certain of the 
machine elements. In comparison with Table (7), a reduction occurs 
when considering the effect of the hydraulic oil but an increase 
results at the tailstock end When relating to work table oscillation. 
'jlith referonce to Fig.l04. and Fig.105., Equntion (126) 
again holds true:-
- (126) 
Also, the total work axis movement f( t) follows closely 
the graph obtained by adding the various displacements caused by 
the separate machine elements. 
(2) Effect of Vcrious RUN/STOP Opernting Conditions 
(a) Alternative t hr. RUN/STOP Intervals 
The relative ther~al distortions of the work 
axis in the horizontal plane are shown in Fig. 106. , but 
in view of the findings in 10.1.(1), the distortions 
are only considered for the heads tack end of a 200 mm 
length between centres. Again, the influentinl machine 
elements affecting the total work axis distortion arc the 
01 
i 
01 
! 
Machl 
Elame 
-
no 
nt 
thornal distortions duo to work rotation and work 
table oscillation, .nth the Intter having the greatest 
effect in reducing the work axis distortions. Over 
nn 8 hour operating cycle this roduction is somowhnt 
creater than 50% ~~ximum, whilst conparativo distortions 
cnused by the temperature rise in the workhen.d are only 
reduced by 20% over the snmo opernting cyclo. The 
maximun nmplitudes of displMement of the work axis 
cnusod by the different machine elements ere shown 
below:-
Maxiouo i,nplitude of ":{ork i,xis Displaceoent ,Urn 
in 8 hour Cycle 
--- i Machine 1Jorking Worktnble Work 
All Eleoonts Oscillation Rotating 
. 
tock , +10 to 0 +3 to -3 +8 to 0 [;,-' ~----~-----~--~ 
Even thou[;h n reduction is apPQrent in the work 
axis displacenent Mused by the separQte eleoents the total 
work axis displQceoent is not greatly affectod, relative 
to stablo conditions, cnd is greater then that of any 
separate elonont. Thus:-
A 50% reduction in input power does not CQuse 
a proportionate reduction in .~rk axis displncenont 
in nn 8 hour working cycle. 
(b) Alternate 3.22/4.83 mins RUN/STOP Intorvals 
Again, with referonce to Rquation (126), the 
total work axis displacemont is a function of the thermal 
distortions dUG to the temperature rise in the workheo.d, and 
the rmehine body due to work tnblo oscillation. Fig. 107 • 
r 
I 
! 
i 
As in 10.2.(1), the re-direotional novomont of the 
Vlork mcis is oaused by the body tenpGro.ture rise nnd 
in nddition reduoing the work axis dis plnoenent, oaused 
by tho sepro"nte machine olements, does not necessarily 
give a oonparative total reduotion f(t). 
This is shown bolow:-
TABLE (10). 
i 
i 
Ml10hine I 
Elonent I 
, 
Hendstock \ 
, 
in 
of :lork Axis Displnoemont /1 ID i 8 . , hour Cyole 
Maohine Yiorking Worktl1ble -York 
All Elononts Oscillation Rotntion 
+7 to 0 I +3 to -3 +5 to 0 I 
-
10.3. TherI!lnl Distortions of '!fork lxis Discussion 
From the foregOing it would appear fairly oonclusive thnt 
reduoing the thernal distortions of the work axis onused by the 
soparate I!lachine elements, as is the 0l1S0 under unst~blo operl1ting 
conditions, produoes a oomparative reduotion of totcl work axis 
displaceI!lont whon cll oleI!lonts aro working. 
TABLE (11). 
Total Maxinun Anplitude of -;/ork l.xis Displnoenent A) ID 
in 8 hr ';lorking Cycle when all MD.chine Elenents '7orking 
(Hondstook Readings) 
! Stablo Operation ' ____ Unstablo Opordion 
'j - \ J''1 tomato 1 Alternate 
! 
I +7 to -4 
1 hr.bre~k 4 hour I 3.22/4.83 
RUN/STOP I RUN/STOP 
+7 to -3 +10 to 0 1 +7 to 0 
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Unstable operating conditions cause a reduction in the 
temperature rise of the various machine elements and this, in 
turn, causes relative reductions in the work axis distortions 
over an 8 hour working cycle. However, it is fairly obvious 
from the results thnt the unstable conditions have a greater effect 
on reducing the work axis distortion resulting from body temperature 
rise due to work table oscillation than that resulting from work 
rotation. j,fter 2 hours of the operating cycle the maximum work 
axis distortion is restricted to 6 ,.um and 5 A.Jll respectively co 
for the alternate t hour and 3.22/4.83 mins. RUN/STOP op~rating 
conditions, r.nd this is due to the thermal effects resulting from 
work table oscillation. Fig.106 and Fig.107. 
As the frequency (cycle/hour) of the RUN/STOP ratio 
increases the relative movement of the work axis towards and away 
from the wheel axis ceases to follow D, definite established pattern 
and the movement is reduced as follows:-
TJl.BLE (12). 
, 
! 
, 
I Total "".'ork Jxis I 
RUN/STOP Cycles/hr. I Movomnt Am ! Towards and l,way 
from "'heel l.xis 
-
I Alternate 
i :;: hr. 2 2 
I Alternate 
-.-
No definite 
3.22/ 7.5 pattern 
14.83 mins established 
The total twist of the work axis over a 200 = length 
between centres reaches a maximum of 7t)J m, under stable operating 
conditions, and this is proportional to the tomporature rises in 
the body and workhead, Fig.l08. In comparison with the twist of 
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the vlOrk axis due only to work tablG oscillation it is soen that 
it is opposite, i.e. Tailstock Displacemont - Headstock Displacement 
is negative, Fig.lOl. and Fig.l02. This is due to the temperature 
rise of the workhead and resultant thormal distortions of the work 
axis at the headstock being much greater than that at the tailstock, 
Fig.53., and is high-lighted far more under those conditions. 
In addition, Fig.l08. shows that the "twist" when all the elemonts 
aro working is greater than that when hydraulic oil is circulating 
and work rotating. Henco:-
(a) (Tailstock Displacemont - Headstock Displacement) 
is greatest when work is rotating. 
(b) (Tailstock DisplacemGnt - Headstock Displacement) 
reduces when hydraulic oil is circulating and 
work rote.ting. 
(c) (T~ilstock Displacement ~ Headstock Displacement) 
further roduces when hydrmllio oil + work 
rotating + work table oscillation. 
The reforo , the "twist" of the work axis is direction dependent on 
the l'lachine ol81!lents working at arw interval of tiJro. As previous 
it has been shown that the ,rork axis distortion is a function of 
the distortion caused by the separate machine elements: thon:-
Twist of Work Axis is a 
f (Temperature Rise ef Separate Machine Elements (128) 
Even though the twist is considerably reduced relative 
to work table oscillating conditions, Fig. 96., the total maximuQ 
twist when all machine elements are vrorking is little affected by 
unstable operating conditions over .on 8 hour vrorking cycle. Fig.108. 
10.4. Distortion of Grinding Machine Elements Ilnd the ir Effect 
on the Accurac..Y. of the Work Produced 
In order to SUbstantiate the foregoinlj results it is 
necessary to establish thnt the Mcuracy of the work produoed on 
the cylindrical grinding mo.chino follows the familiar pattern and 
6hat the equation:-
4r = 4.7 + ZSL + ZG 
relates to the inaccuracy and:-
Dr = 2ZT 
'.,[horo Dr '" change in diameter of work 
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(130) 
!f Equation (130) can be sUbstantiated then the objoct of this 
research project will have beon realised am a complete picture can 
be given of tho thermal deformation of the various major machine 
elements on the accuracy of tho finished work produced. 
( 1 ) StablE Oporatin[5 Conditions 
The change in diameter over 200 mm length of workpioce is 
shown, Fig.llO., and after 3 hours the diamoter remains stable and 
no further grinding takes place ovor the 8 hour cycle. The maximum 
diameter reduction is 67 If m at the hoadstock and 73 ;u m at the 
tuilstock and the mximum cylindrical error of tho workpiece is 6).fm 
in favour of the tailstock end. Comparing this with the relative 
movement of the grinding wheol/work table, there is a close 
relationship with tho dirlDeter change up to 3 hours aftor which a 
directional movoment occurs and the "in space" mOVeI!lOnt of the 
grinding wheel/work axis system increases; hence tho reason for 
no furthor change in diameter. 
(2) Unstablo Operating Conditions 
Relationships between the ground diameter and the total 
grinding wheel/work axis displaeement, duo to thermal deformation, 
follow a similar pattern such that a reduction in total thermal 
distortions due to unstable operating conditions roflects in a 
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comparable diameter reduction under actul grinding conditions, 
Fig.112. and Fig.113. However, irrespective of stable or unstable 
operating conditions the reduction in ground diameter is always 
less than the in space movement of the grinding wheel/work axis due 
to thermal distortions. 
(3) Thermal Distortions and J~ctual Grinding Errors 
Relating the theroal distortions and grinding errors gives 
a variance of 10.5,A.{ rn, Fig.110. and Fig.114; Some of the 
discrepancy is attributed to wheel wear which, under these conditions, 
is 4/1 m over the complete 8 hour cycle. In addition, the greatest 
radial force FR is a function of the number of passes of the wheel 
across the work, Fig.115;, and as, in this instance, there is a 
continuous reduction in horizontal "in space" movement of the 
wheel/work axis for the first 3 hours the force ER will be at its 
maximum value and the elastic deflection of the machine will not be 
fully absorbed in the diametral error recorded. 
Hence it follows that:- [ 
Reduction in Diameter 2 ZT- ''-lheel 
due to = Wear 
Thermal Deformations 
- Elastic J 
Deflection 
of j 
Machine :l -
The relevant movement of the grinding wheel/work axis 
and the ground diametor, recorded up to 3 hours, show a greater 
(131) 
discrepancy at the headstock end of the work tlk~ the tailstock end, 
This can be related to the difference in compliance at the 
headstock and tailstock centres supporting the work, Fig.4., and 
suggests that:-
(Zr - dD) c6 
( 2 ) 
Difference in Stiffmss 
of Work Centres (132) 
This is further substantiated by comparing the 
cylindrical error duo to thermal deformation and the cylindrical 
error resulting from actual grindi~1, Fig.llD. Thus:-
Cylindrical Error due to Thermal Deformations 
dD -H f(t) is positivG 
Cylindrical Error duo to Grinding 
dDH - dDT f(t) is negative 
10.5. Relative Thorlilal Distortions of the Machine Elolilents 
( 1) '"ork IlXis Dis tortions 
The nott thermal clistortion of the work axis can be 
expressed by:-
and the maximum amplitude of displacement of the work axis is 
shown for the differing operating conditions in Table (11). 
From this it is readily seon thnt the movement of the 
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(133) 
(134) 
(126) 
work axis relative to the Wheel over an 8 hour working cyclo varios 
from + 7 to -4,« m to + 7 to D .,(1 m, depending on the oporating 
conditions. 10.3. 
(2) ',,{heol Axis Distortions 
The griruling wheel axis distortion roaches a maximum 
value of 40 u m under stable conditions and varies relative to the 
operating conditions to a maximum of 24.u m. The relative 
displacements are given in Table (12) overleaf. 
TABLE (12). 
i Operating Condition 
, 
I i Stable 
I 1 hour Break Period 
Alt. :l- hr. RUN/STOP 
Intervals 
\
i Alt. 3.22/4.83 mins. 
RUN/STOP Intervals 
! 
Maximul!l Al!lplitude of Distortion I 
over 8 hour Cycle I 
~ o to + 40.i! m Fig.l09. , 
o to + 40 !/ m Fig.1l6. 
o to + 321/ m Fig.ll2. 
o to + 24 .11 m Fig.1l3. 
(3) Relative Grinding 7heel/7ork Axis Distortions 
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The grinding whoel an(1 Vlork axis I!lovements in the horizontal 
plane causo the Vlork/wheel in space novononts to roduce. 
effoct on till work being Ground is a roiluution in diameter. 
Hence:-
UsinG Equation (126), Table (13) can also be 
constructed thus:-
TABLE (13). 
The nett 
( 126) 
i Maximum Amplitudo of Distortion I 
over 8 hour Cycle Operating Condition I ZT' 
I Stable I 0 to 44 ,<I m I 
1 hour Broak Period 0 to 44,{( m 
Alt. :l- hr. RUN/STOP o to 381,1 m Intorvals 
Alt. 3.22/4.83 nins. 
RUN/STOP Intervals o to 28.1f m 
I 
From the foregoin, it is possible to estinnto the 
effect of the various machine elements on the total relative 
thermal distortion of the grindin, wheel/work axis system over 
an 8 hour workiwJ cycle and, using the computer programme shovm 
in Appendix (5), the following tablo has boen constructed:-
TABLE (14). 
G-rinding Wheel Lxis Distortions as % aile of 
Th 1 D" t t" Operating ermn ~s or ~on 
Condition I hrl 2 3 hrsl 
, ! 
1 hrs 4 hrs 5 hrs! 6 hrsi 7 hrs 8 hrs i 
841 ; i ! I i Stable 86 ! 86 86 92 98 , 106 114 ; I I I i , I I I j , I 
! 
I ; I I I I i I 1 hr Break I 86.5: , I 
:: ~ 84 86 90 71 98 I 98 , Period 1 i I I I i , I ! i I , ! ~ , lilt. :l- hr. I i I i I i RUN/STOP I , 79\ I 70 72 72 I 77 77 i 79 I I I I I Intervals I ! 
I --\- i i I -- I I ! , I I I I Alternate i i ! I ! i I , I , , I ! 3. 2%4. 83 , I I 83 78 72 j 78 79 I 80 80 80 RUN STOP I ! i 
Intervals 
Table (14) clearly shows the influence of tho grinding wheel 
axis distortion on the total thermal distortion in a cylindricnl 
grindinG machine. The magnitude of the percentage ,iistortion 
attributed to the whoel axis increases with time for the full I'lorkill(l 
cycle, when oporatill(l under stablo conditions. However, under the 
unstable operating conditions uncler considoration the vclues remain 
fairly constant after 3 hours of the cycle. 
Hence:-
Unst~ble Operating 
Conditions 
OR - Unstablo Operating 
Conditions reduces 
Recluction in the % age 
influence of ":'heelhe ad 
distortion 
'.7heolheail. Distortion 
';rork Lxis Distortion -
( 135) 
( 136) 
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10.6. Therrlal Distortions ancl their Effect on Vlorking Tolerance 
In 3.8. it has been shown that a tolerance grade of I.T.5. 
is dOrlnnileil for 8~ of externally grouncl work and from Table (1) 
a valuo of 11/4 m for the diarleter of work .under investigation is 
l" 
appropriate. 
':li th the cylindricnl grinding machine under investigation, 
assuming a zero daturl starting point, then in an 8 hour working 
cycle, neglecting any other sources of error, the following 
equation must be satisfied:-
Griniling Tolerance ?: ZT + T.E. I. ( 137) 
However, referring to 3.7. and 10.4., anil applying the equdions 
derivod, then the table below can bo constructed: 
TABLE (15). ~~~----------------. I 
i Max. percontngo of Allowable '!larking Tolerance 1.ttributo<1 to the 
Thermal Errors over 8 hour ";Iorking Cycle 
various! 
I 
I 
-------, -----_.- I 
I 
--t .. -
I '"lh I 1 . D' t t· ; I I Work Axis Distortion j '. 00 I.Xl.S 1.S or lon ' i Dia.of , 
_J T.E. r. I T.E.I. ! ! Work i I 'I Excl., Inc1. , ! Stablc Alt.3. 22/4. 83 Stable I Alt.3.22/4.83 I i P.T.E. P.T.E. I Op. nins. Op. oins. I at 30°C RUN/STOP RUN/STOP Rise· I Intorvals Intervals I 
• 
I I 
I 
25 mm , 
to 55 I 50 345 220 38 120 ~~ 28 mm ! 
The percentage therr.ml errors attributable to in-process 
gauf,ing and those attributable to the thermal distortion of the work/ 
wheel system have boon shown relative to the allowable working tolerance 
for cylindricnl grinding of work betweon 25 and 28 mm diameter. The 
influence of the T.E. I. due to the part tCrlperature riso, together vlith 
the najor influence of the wheel axis distortions are shown to be the 
greatost cause of thormlll error reflected in the workpioce size. 
However, tho picturo is drastical~ changed by selocting 
a datum point after a 2-12 hour machine warm-up perio(l: 
TABLE (6). 
Mruc. percentage of JI.lloVlable 'Vorking TolerMco f,ttributed to the various 
Thermal Errors over 8 hour '.-.Torking Cyclo 
Allowing 2-12 hour ':farming-up Porior:' 
C 
Substitutinp, the values obtained into Equation (137), 
shows quite dofinitely that nllowinr, a machino warm-up period 
brings the therr.lal errors, assooiated with the work/whoel system 
and in-prooess gauginG, lvithin the allowable workiIl[" tolerance 
provided that the workpieoo tenporaturo is controlled. 
CH APT ER 11. 
Thermal Distortion of Grinding Wheel Spindle due to 
Axial Temperature Gradients 
11.1. Heat Balance of Journal Bearing 
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Reference to heat dissipation in journal bearinRs usually 
refers to the heat lost by conduction throuGh tha bearing bush and 
consequently that lost through the spindle is often ignored. (39). 
In the case of the whoelhead construction of a cylindrioal grinding 
maohine both the bearings and shaft ilistortion are influential in 
affecting the accuracy of the finisheil component anil, therefore, 
investigation into the latter aspect is considered in this chapter. 
A typical hoat balance relationship of the various 
elements constituting a journal bearing/spindle assembly, Fig.120., 
shows that the bearing tomperature is 200 C higher than the spindle 
temperature at the lower speed and increasos up to 300 C at the 
higher speod. This suggests that more heat is (lissipated by way 
of the bush anil further suggests thermal distortion of the spindle. 
Of course it has been demonstrated, 6.1., that the bearino; length 
to diameter ratio is influential in determining the shaft 
dissipation factor and, as a result, when bla > t the dissipating 
shaft surfaoe plays only a minor role as compared with the outside 
surface of the bearinr,;. 
The heat removed by the oil flow, 6.1., is calculated 
from the measured oil flow rate and its temperature rise, thus:-
1CQ/.lTsp 
and the heat dissipated through the bearing by:-
'" Kli. Ll. T s 
(5) 
(2) 
The remaindor of the heat generated must be removed 
by conduction along the spindle and this has been found (39), in 
certain caseS to be as much as 20 to 25% of the total heat 
generated, Fig.121. 
11.2. Deternination of Thermal Dofloction of Spindle. 
Actual experimental deflections of the spindlo in the 
horizontal pIano for several bearing locations using the points 
for minimum deflection as reference, 5.4.(5)., are shown in 
Fig. 309. The support points for minimum spinclle deflections has 
boen determined ir, Appendix (VI) and this shows the bearings to 
be positioned thus:-
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~s = 0.556 L s (138) 
Where L is length of spindle 
s 
If, howevor, tho spindle is subject to axial tempernture 
gradients hnving their maximum value at the bearing supports, thon 
the spindle centre line will change its location rel"tive to the 
supports, thus:-
/.) 
A 
L\ 
B 
...... 
---
Assuming that tenperature gradients are axial then 
deflection can be due to:-
(n) Vertico.l Movonent of Spindle { 
(b) Twist of Spindle ~ relativo to A and B 
(c) Deflection due to Temperature ChD~~es 
Assuming thormelly stable supports at A and B, then 
movement of 4c of spindle at supports A and B is :-
MovOJ:lont of.d:, at P1 and P3 is :-
h 
(a) If Temporature Rise at A = Temperaturo Rise at B 
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- (139) 
- (140) 
- - (139) 
(b) If Temperature Rise at A r Temperature Rise at B 
Mov.at + d (/1T A- LITB) x P1= Mov.at A - 2 e>Z :; - - -
,-
and Mov. at 13= Mov.at B:.2: 0<. (JTi.LlTf) ? 2 
- - -
and Mov.at I2= Mov.at B:!:~ 0< (f\ TB- AT A) - - -4 
Using the abovo equations it is possible to dotermine 
the thurmaldeflection of the spindle for differing axial 
temperature gradients. These are shown in Table (17), and the 
appropriate deflection graphs shown in Fig.122. 
11.3. Effect of Temperature on Moment of Inertia Values 
The maximum deflection of a uniformly loaded spindle 
simply supported on tv/o reference points can be obtained from :-
Deflection = 5w~ 
384Elz 
Increasing the moment of inertia of the spindle will 
increase its flexural rigidity value and reduce the ~~gnitude of 
the deflection curve. In effect the axial temperature gradionts 
- (141) 
- (142) 
- (143) 
- (144) 
cause a variable spindle diamet~r along its length and this in 
turn affects the moment of inertia value of the spindlo. 
Hence:-
Moment of Inertia of Spindlo = 
but "d" is affected by temperature change therefore :-
-" 
!Iomont of Inertia of Spindle 
when subject to Temperature 
Chan:;e 
= ..l!... (d,x LI T) 
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11.4. Location of Bearing Supports to give Constr,nt ,\xial 
Temperature Gradients in Spindle 
The temperature rise at any point in an ideal technical 
body can be expressed by :-
To give constant axial temperature gradionts from the 
heat source to points 1, 2 and 3, the temperature rise at 
points 1 and 3 must be the seme as at point Z. Hence:-
(TB-TA) -ox 2(TB-TA) 
_m(Ls :- ,,) 
e = e -2 ! 
-InX 
-m1 mx e = 2e e 
-2mx -m Ls 
e = 2e -2 
mLs 
2mx = lOljo 2 + T 
x = Ls _ O.346~ 
4 m 
ISO 
(146) 
(112) 
(147) 
(148) 
Therefore, from Equation (148), in order to give 
constant axial temp~rature erailients the supports have to be 
positioned:-
_I Ls - 0.69310) 
2 m 
Whore "m" is a constant anil in this instance is 
found, from Fig.128., to be 0.0054. 
The constant "m" can also be determined from 
Equation (112), thus:-
(150) 
2~ = 48 (1 - m100) 
m = 0.0054 
11.5. Location of Boaring Supports for Minimun Thermal Dcflection 
The spindle deflection is n function of the position of 
the sup::,ort points and it becomes imnecliately obvious that any 
variation in the axial temperature eradients of the spindle ~~s an 
effect on the spindle cleflections, Figs. 122. to 126. 
The location of the thermal support points which 
experimentally give minimum spinille deflections at the ends and 
the centre, points Pi' P2 and P3' arc faunc.1 when the ratio of 
Is is 0.77. 
L8 
Hence, the bearing support points for minimum ther~~l 
defloction occur when:-
Is =' 0.77L5 (151) 
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Comparing tl:P sanG for constant axial tomperllturo 
gradients, usinG Equation (149). gives:-
Is = 0.7851s (152) 
Equations (151) anil (152) show that the support points 
to hivo constnnt axial tor,lporature grndi£pts are very closely 
rolatGil to the support points which give minimum thermal rleflection 
of the spin'lie. Rolating to the points of support to give minimum 
static doflection, und.or isotho rmal oonli tions, shows that whon 
axial temperaturo gradionts arQ prosont in tho spinillo the support 
points shoulrl bo niljus torl: In this instance they shoulil bo 
increased oy 0.2l9Ls. 
I I Spin,no ),Inx. Stable Spindlo SpinrUo Spinc1lo 
; Locating Temp. Riso Deflection Defloction Deflootion I Points (Is) °e at P1 at P2 at P3 
I 0.337L8 50°C 9.5/1 m -4- /lm 9.5 If m 
, 
! 0.556L8 50
0 e 7 A'm -2.5 If m 7 IJ m 
1 
50°C I 0.665L 8 0.5 Urn 0.5 If m 0.5 Urn 
I I O.775Ls 50°C 0.5 
, 
I{ m 2.5 ,tl m 0.5 {,fm 
I 
G H APT E R 12. 
~ommendations for Future Work 
In this work it has been clearly demonstrated that for 
the overall thermal stiffness of machine tool frames to have ,:1 high 
value thon tho thermal stiffness of the individual elements must be 
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carefully chosen. However, within the cylindrical grinding machine 
thermal segmentation is possible and a clear distinction can be made 
between th<Y thermal distortions of the grinding wheel axis an1 those 
of the work axis cnit as the errors resulting from oach have beon 
indicateit then any furthor work must be related to the magnitude of 
these thormal errors. 
The thermal distortions of the work axis of a cylindrical 
grinding machine rosul t from the differential temperaturosgeneratod 
at the workhoad and tailstock in addition to tho thermal instability 
of the main boely casting. To the author's knowledge, little rosearch 
has been devotorl to establishing the thermal stiffness of J:lI1chino 
tool franos and the results of the present work suggest that sooo 
further investigation is necessary. An interesting parallel to thds 
is the work carried out by Professor rr.H. Thornley, (50), who, by 
using simplo 00(101 techniques has shown that similar sized structures 
of different internal dosign characteristics have varyinr, static and 
dynamic stiffness values. If this be true for isothermal 
conditions then it would bo interesting to dotermine the effect of 
tcnperature on the results, and further, to establish particular 
internal rlesign chnractoristics for thornal stnbility concli tions; 
applying morlol mechanics may provide an answer. 
In the cylindrical grinding ma,chine the majc;r the rmal 
error in tho grinding wheel/work axis system is attributod to the 
I!lOvement of the grinding wheel in the horizontal plnne. This is 
shown, depending on operating conditions, to account for between 
7CY/o and 85% of the total thorr.1al error, 1 O.S., and thereforo when 
considering thermnl errors in cylinclrical grinding this cannot bo 
il3nored. At the present time, conclusive evi,lonce is available 
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advocating tho use of air-bearing spindle assemblies for the 
elimination of thermal clistortions in machine tool spindles; 
however the author is fully aware, (21), of the additional capital 
equipment required, the additional I!lIlintonance and other incidentnl 
costs involved to achieve this and, therefore, suggests that some 
more economical nl ternati vc be consirlered and investigated such as 
the creation of a bearing temperllture differential. 
The temperatures generated at the spin,Ue boarines arc 
the major cause of the th~rmal distortions of tho r;rincling wheel 
axis in the horizontal pIano. Extended invostigntions in this 
work have shown that tho creation of a ter.1poraturo clifferentiQl 
between the bearings results in oither a decrease or increase in 
this diBtortion and, thorefore, research into establishing simple 
and inexponsive ways of controllin,1 this tOJ:lporaturo differential 
are desirable. This, of course, would rosul t in increased 
dimensional stability of the components producod. 
Production machine tools, particularly cylinclrical grinclin", 
machines operate undor non-steQdy machining conditions over the 
complete Vlork cyclo and varying the RUN/STOP oporatinr; intervals 
affects the thern1"1 distortions of the particular whoel/work systom 
and ultinately the accuracy of the work produce cl. From the 
statistical distribution of component characteristics it is possiblo 
to derive a machine titlo utilisntion fnctor for cylindric~.l 
erinding, 4.4.(5), and it is sugeosted thnt somo investigation 
bo carried out in reverse, usin.'S thermnl deformations as tho 
criteria. In this instance minimal acceptable thermal errors 
should first be established and related to component tlachining 
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char1lCteristics for the finishiw; operntien. UsinG this technique 
for reducing thermal deformation does not involve expense in desien 
changes of the major machine elements but demnnds a systematic 
pro(luction procedure beinr; ndopted based on the particular component 
mnchining chnrncteristics established. 
For the particulnr erincling wheel spinclle un,ier investigation 
it MS boen shown that the locntin,j points for minimum spinrlle 
deflection are related to the nxinl temperature gradionts sot up 
within the spinclle nnrl those differ from the locatinr, points for 
isothermnl conditions. It is suggested, therefore, that further 
invostifjatir)n bo carriod out usiDts various spindle and n.xinl 
temperature charncteristics to establish relative datn on which a 
marc sophisticated theory cnn be based. 
As the thormal distortion of rrachine tools has not boen 
extensively investigated, many other areas for research can be 
However, the author has attempted to restrict the 
reoommendntions to those which mny havo some relevanco to tho prosont 
inciustrial scene ancl which would be economical to follow. A wider 
research fiol(1 involvin" thermal deformations can be obtaino:l from 
the work of the C.I.R.P. sub-group, fortlod to donI with the ovorall 
problem of thermnl effects errors in machine tools and metrology. (6). 
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C H APT E R 13. 
Conclusions 
1. 11. machine time utilisation factor ancl approprin,to unstable 
oporatin~ characteristics has beon determined for 
cylindrical grinding. These have been derived from the 
statistical distribution of component characteristics. 
2. Increased workpieco temperatures have great influence on 
the various hent §ourcGs within the mnchine and cnn 
result in an in-process gauging error of grenter ~~gnitudo 
than the allowable workinij tolerance. Consistnnt cutting 
nnd operating characteristics give more effective control. 
3. TG~perature r,radients in the wheelhead h~ve no influence 
on the work axis di stortions anc1, likewise, the 
temperature "ra(lients in tho mnin body casting h'wG no 
influence on the ~rindi~3 wheel axis distortions 
the cylindrical grinding machino can be thermally 
se>;monted. 
Honce 
4-. The amount of hoat generated in the whoolhoad of a 
cylindrical >;rinding ~achinc is a function of the specd 
of the grinding wheel, whon plain boarings arc used, 
but irrespective of the operating conditions the 
relationship b8tweon the ~~i~um beari~, temperatures 
an(l horizontal grinding wheel movement is constant up 
to ther~~l stability conditions. 
5. Increasinc the tonperature aifferential betweon the 
pulley and wheolhead bearin~s reduces the horizontal 
movement of the grindin~ wheel relative to the work axis, 
irrespectivo of spindle speed or direction. 
6. \'lork rotation generates n greater temperature rise and 
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a greater horizontal moverlOnt of the work axis at the 
henclstock than the tnilstock ana over the complete workhead 
speed range increnses the twist of the work axis up to 30% 
over the 200 mm length between centres. 
7. Irrespective of the operating conditions both the thermal 
cUstortions of the grin(Un{l whod IJJld the work axis, up 
to thermnl stnbility conaitions, follow a linear 
relationship of the form T '" rnDT Where m is 0.75 app. 
8. Irrespectivo of the work table oseillnting speod a 
linoar relationship exists betweon the nydraulic oil 
temperature rise and the body tempernture rise and the 
{lreatest temperature gradients occur nround the body in 
the ho rizontal plane. 
9. The work axis distortion in the horizontal plane is 
affeeted by the temperature differential at the front 
and rear walls of the machine body ancl as the rate of 
che~ge of these body temperatures approach zero a 
rc-directional horizontal movement of the work axis 
occurs. Increasinv, the envelope of the various stable 
body temperatures increases the rate of horizontal 
movement of the work axis away from the r;rinclil1F, wheel. 
10. 'Vi thin the ranr,e of work tnble oscillating speoels 
investigateel the varintion in slideways temperature is 
caused either by the hydraulic oil or body temperature 
variatiens and is little affected by slic1eway friction. 
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11. A reduction in temperature rise is associntec1 with unstable 
operatinr, conclitions cnd this results in reducGel thermo.l 
distortions of the rclntive grinding who el/work axis 
system in the horizontal plane, 
12. Elimination of sGparatG heat sources within the machirlG 
does not necessarily reduce the thermal distortions of 
the grindinr, wheel/work axis system, although by thermally 
segmenting some moasure of their relativo influenco can 
be GstablishGc1. 
13. Both tho RUN/STOP ratio and the operating frGquGncy 
(cyclos/hour) are influentil1l in reducing the thernal 
distortions of tho erindin" whoel/work axis system anel as 
tho frequency of the o]'Grating intGrvals increases the 
relativG "in spaco movements" reduce. 
14. The twist of the work axis in the horizontal planG is a 
function of the machino Glomonts in operation anu is 
little affectoel by unstable oporatinr, eonclitions. 
15. Under stable operating conditions the thermnl distortions 
of tho ~rinding wheelheael accounts for in excoss of 70% 
of the relative thermal ,listortions of the grincling 
who el/work axis system but is sliGhtly loss influontial 
uncler unstable operating conditions. 
16. Thermal distortions of the major elements !'lay oause 
diametral errors of between 200% and 300% of the 
allowable working tolerance but by selecti~s suitable 
operating charactoristics components can be ground to 
within tho allowable tolerance. 
17. The cylin1rical errors due to thermal d eforma tions do 
not reflect the errors caus ed by the elastic deflection 
of the machine elements or the grindi~3 will 01 wear. 
This error is a functien of the compliance of the 
headstock arYl tailstook centres and is in opposition 
to the cylindrical errors due to ther~~l deformations. 
18. For the spindle under investigation, axial temporaturo 
gradients affect till location of the support points 
for minimum deflection the spindle bearings should 
be locatod at the points which give constant axial 
te!'lperature gradients within the spindle. 
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.1\.PPENDIX I. 
c 
c 
r 
d 
d p 
D p 
D 
t(P.o.) 
f 
F 
g 
h 
NOMENCLATURE 
Area of ContMt between Grain Md Chip (mm2) 
Surfaoe Area (mm2) 
Length of Bearing (mm) 
Speoifio Heat (J/kg) 
Radial Clearanoe between Shaft and Bearing ()i m) 
Time Constant 
Diameter of Ilenring (mm) 
Depth of Cut Cu m) 
Diameter of Part (mm) 
Increase in Workpieoe diamoter duo to 
TCI:lpcrature RiseoC C4) m) 
Cylindrioal Error at Hea(lsto ok ()'/ m) 
Cylindrioal Error at Tailstook (){ m) 
Diameter increase auc to thermal memory (J1 m) 
Diameter increase duo to Grinc1in,c, 
Operation (U I:l) 
DiaI:loter inorease duo to Thermal 
Deform'ltions C/J m) 
TherQal Distortion 
[-I?:!.. A -j~) J 
.f-j ).,( A-j~) , 
(;lm) 
~ ~O 
A<O 
Normal Force between Wheel and ,cfork (N) 
'}idth of Heat Souroe (mm) 
Parametor 
Heat Generated in Spindle Bearing (Joules) 
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i 
i g 
j 
k 
K 
1 
{ 
L 
m,mt 
N p 
p 
Q 
r 
R 
S 
t 
Hoat Dissipatod (Joules) 
Heat Romoved by Oil (Joules) 
Accummulative Pitch Error (ll m) 
j,bbrasive Grains in Stlr'fQCO Contact 
/-1 
,st Bessol Function of 0, I Ordor 
Thornal Conductivity (';rjrnmOC) 
Constnnt 
Maximum Distnnce from Heat Source (mm) 
Loneth of Wheeljlilork Contact (=) 
Length between Boarin" Supports (=) 
Length of Travel (mm) 
Length of Part (mm) 
Length of Mastor (mm) 
Spindle Longth (mm) 
Temperature/DistortiDn Gradient 
Number of Traverse Strokes 
Speed of Workpioco (revs/min.) 
Specific Gravi~ of Oil (kg/m2) 
Inlet Oil Pressure (kN/m2) 
Rnte of Oil Flow (litres/seo.) 
RQclius of '''ark (mm) 
Grinding ",'heel Radius (mm) 
Specific HeQt of Oil (J/kg) 
Lonetitudiml Feod Rnte (mm/rev) 
Time (mins.) 
t' 
T g 
v 
v 
v p 
w 
w 
z 
Chip Depth of Cut (pm) 
Ambient Temperature of Grain (oC) 
steady Stato Temperature (oC) 
Machine Body Temperature (oC) 
Temperature Difference between any two 
points on Machine Body (oC) 
Cylindrical Grinding Time (mins). 
Temperature of Heat Source (oC) 
Peak Temperature of Grain (OC) 
Temperature at Re-directional point (oC) 
Slideway Temperature (oC) 
Temperature of Workpiece (oC) 
Velocity of Movement of Heat Source (m/hr) 
Cutting Speed (mm/seo.) 
Velocity of Workpiece (mm/min.) 
Velocity of 'Nheel (mm/min.) 
Distance from Measuring Point to Grinding 
"Ibo 01 (mm) 
Width of Grinding Vhoel (mm) 
Movement of Spindle Axis 
Distcnce between ~rorkpiece nnd Grinding 17hool (If m) 
Thorr:ml Distortion of Grindin" Wheel Axis ().J m) 
Thornlfll Distortion of Work ],xis duo to 
Workhoad Motor (/J m) 
Thormal Distortion of Work! xis duo to Hydraulic 
Oil Unit ()..JJn) 
Setting Dimension (p m) 
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Z'SL 
z"T \. 
Thermal Distortion of Ylork 1.xis when 
Sliding (11 m) 
Thortlal Distortion of Work !,xis due to Work 
Table Oscillation Ca m) 
Change in Grinding Whe el/clork li.xis in space 
movement (p n) 
Total Distortion of :lork !xis Cllm) 
Thernal Distortion of Work AlCis at '-'orkhead 
Cf.; m) 
Thermal Distortion of 'flork :.xis due to ;70rk 
Spindle Rotation (/1 m) 
Oil Viscosity (op) 
Friction Encrgy/Unit Volumo (J/mm3) 
Clearance f B . 
D . toe ann" l.amo or 
Co-efficient. of Linear Expansion 
Parameter 
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APPENDIX IV. 
ClILCllL!.TION OF Tn.m ALLOCATIONS FOR CYLINDnIClL GRDIDING 
The sizo of oylindrico1 ground workpieces rGpresentutivo 
of industry u~e, 4.2.;-
25 to 28 crm ~ diumeter 
50 to 100 crm - Length of groUnd diD.metor 
196 "un - Component length 
The represontative OD.chining churactoristics are 4.3.:-
300// m 
0.67 VI 
- Grinding Stock lI110wunce 
- Longtitudinul Feed (mm/rev). 
9 •. 15 m/min. - Surface Speod of 1J[orkpiece 
1540 m/min. - Surfuce Speed of Grinding Wheel 
12 • .5 /1 m - Depth of Cut (roughing) 
5j.1 m - Depth of Cut (finishing) 
Calculation of Grinding Times (TiJ. 
Ylhero K = 1 to 1.2 for rough grincling 
und K = 1.3 to 1.7 for finish grinding 
:. Tg = i21XTT x28 x 600 x 1.2 (25 x 1.7)) = 3.22 !'lins • 
• 7x38x9.15 25 (10. 
~~(R) + llT(F) ~ 
.'. T = 221xiT x28 
g .67x38x9.15 
(600 + 300) 
( 25 ) 
+ lli2. = 3.22 mins (10) 
(21 ) 
(22) 
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APPENDIX V. 
COMPUTER ffi OC-Rf.1\}.\E 
In Chapter 10 it was require(l to deternine the 
distortion as a percentage of the overall distortion. One method 
of doing this would be to eVllluate the percentage using the 
experioental data at the discrete intervals specified. This, . 
howover, lellds to uncertainties in the results so obtllined since 
there are no mathematical representations for the experinental 
curves llnd hence nrw abnornalities between the chosen intervD,ls 
would not be included. More reliable results are obtained by 
comparing the areas undornellth the curves between the chosen 
intorvals. Thuse arellS can be determined by integration usinG the 
nunerical method of Sinpson's rule which cm be adapted to incorporate 
all the experimental d!>t,~ available so giving the onxioum possible 
accuracy to the results. . The curves for tho distortions are seen 
to be \'Iell behllved which nakes for a satisfllctory application of 
Simpson's rule with regard to accuracy. This is because Siopson' s 
rulo is a quadrature fOrTIulll and so, using the nothod of 
differences, the errors involved are proportional to tho fourth 
differenees. For woll hehaved curveS too forth difforences are 
small. • 
Employing Simpson r s rule the following programme has been 
wri tten in the Ollivetti P101 code to generate the various distortiens 
as a percentage of the overall distortion. 
-------------------------------- --- --------------------------
APPENDIX VI. 
LOCATING POINTS FOR MINIMUM SPINDLE DEFLECTION 
E 
w(kg/m) ··1 
l)~ s 
iSC 
n = wf ! 
'. j I ~' 
The doflections at 1, I1.nd C I1.re least whan b A = S C = SE. 
Considering hl1.lf of the bean as a cantilever AC fixed horizontally 
at C we obtain :-
2 
lIIx = El ~J = R (x - a) 2 wx --2 
dv R 2 wx3 
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El -:l'ic = '2 (x - a) - T + A 
- - - - (t), 
= 0 at x = (' 
= weep ~ 1'1(,3 , = 0 
"2 ~- a) - T + Jl 
.~. A = ¥ (6d' - 3a2 _ d 2 ) 
Ely R 3 wx
4 
IV '" 2 A 2 
= b (x-a) - 24 + 7;(6a( -3a -2c: )x + B - - (2) 
Ely = 0 at x = a 
:. B = wa4 _ A • a 24 
Subst. in (2) at x = 0 EIy = B - - - - (3) 
at x = Ely = !!f(f-a)3 _ w£4 + AP", B 
- - - -
(4) 
--- ------------
But for minimum deflection Eq.(3) = Eq.(4) and"oquating 
wc obtain:-
4a3 _ 12ae 2 + 5 t 3 = 0 
and e - a = 0.556 { 
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and 2(~ -a) = 0.556L (betweon SUPJXlrts) - :.. - - (135) 
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3 •. 
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· ..................................................... . 
. . 
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cylindrical, grinding 
do. y.ou .expect 
. . + 0.005" e.g. -
in your 
etc~ 
firm when 
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4. Is the grinding ~~chine housed in the Toolroom? •••••• 
5. Is the grinding ~~chin0 housed in the Production Workshop? 
· ..................... ,".' ............................. ~ . 
6. Is the place where you house the machine accurately 
tempG.raturq controlled? 
···~···!"···'·f·!"·········O""'O"".".""' .. ""'''' 
7. What temperature variation is there in the rlorkshop? 
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